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Bombing 
suspect 
moved 
Mayor in state unit 
for security reasons 
by Don Lee 
wire editor 
The man who was indicted 
Wednesday in the April 4 car 
bombing which killed his es- 
tranged wife was transferred for 
security reasons yesterday to a 
state facility in Dayton, a court 
official said. 
John Lach, 63, was taken to 
the Dayton Forensic Unit yes- 
terday morning from Wood 
County Jail, where he spent the 
night, Mary Beth Crawford, bai- 
liff for Wood County Common 
Pleas Court, said yesterday. 
Judge Donald DeCessna had 
originally ordered that Lach be 
confined at Toledo Mental 
Health Center, but TMHC offi- 
cials had tola the judge they 
could not guarantee Lach would 
not escape, Crawford said. 
Dayton Forensic is a state-run 
facility intended to hold mental 
patients involved in criminal 
cases. TMHC is not a locked 
facility, but Dayton Forensic is. 
DeCessna ordered Dayton Fo- 
rensic to determine wheth- 
er Lach was competent to stand 
trial, a process that takes 20 to 
30 days, Crawford said. 
Lach's arraignment, sched- 
uled for 8:30 a.m. Monday, was 
canceled and has not yet been 
rescheduled, Crawford said. 
D See Bombing, page 3. 
Feeling run down 
Despite the cold weather. Phil Baker, senior production and procurement major, runs down the steps of 
the football stadium as part of his efforts to stay in shape. 
NATO ponders 
missile removal 
offer by USSR 
PEASE AIR FORCE BASE, 
N.H. (AP)-Predicting a 
prompt decision by the NATO 
allies, Secretary of State George 
Shultz flew home yesterday to 
brief President Reagan on a 
Soviet proposal to unilaterally 
remove an entire category of 
nuclear missiles from Europe. 
Shultz left foreign ministers 
from nine North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization countries behind in 
Brussels to ponder whether the 
Soviet proposal should be ac- 
cepted. 
It would mean the elimination 
of about SO shorter-range Soviet 
nuclear missiles in East Ger- 
many and Czechoslovakia, and 
could also involve the disman- 
tling of about 85 other Scale- 
board and Spider missiles in the 
Soviet Union. 
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorba- 
chev offered to include those 
weapons, which have a range of 
350 to 600 miles, in a treaty to 
scrap medium-range U.S. and 
Soviet nuclear missiles except 
for 100 warheads on each side. 
Shultz stopped at this base in 
early afternoon before continu- 
ing on to California to brief 
Reagan, who is vacationing at 
his mountain-top ranch near 
Santa Barbara. 
BY OFFERING to eliminate 
the shorter-range missiles in 
East Germany and Czechoslova- 
kia - and those in the Soviet 
Union over a year's time, as 
well, if details can be worked out 
"We have the 
prospect for a good 
INF (Intermediate- 
Range Nuclear 
Forces) agreement 
and we have the 
basic elements in 
place." 
— George Shultz 
- the Soviets are causing NATO 
to re-evaluate the alliance's nu- 
clear capability. 
Not only would U.S. Pershing 
II and cruise missiles, with a 
range of 600 to 3,000 miles be 
withdrawn, the United States 
would not be able to deploy new 
or modified shorter range rock- 
ets if all of the Soviets' are 
withdrawn as well. 
Shultz stopped short of specif- 
ically endorsing the Soviet pro- 
posal at a news conference in 
Brussels after explaining it to 
the NATO foreign ministers be- 
hind closed doors. 
Lower-level officials from Bel- 
gium, France, Greece, Iceland, 
Portugal and Turkey also at- 
tended. 
Shultz told reporters "we have 
the prospect tor a good INF 
(Intermediate-Range Nuclear 
Forces) agreement and we have 
the basic elements in place." 
[   See Missiles, page 3. 
Five finalists named 
Master Teacher Award winner to be announced Monday 
r 
Five fi- 
nalists for 
the Universi- 
's    Master 
e a c h e r 
Award have 
been named 
and the win- 
ner will be 
announced 
Monday night. 
Allgeler 
The finalists are Elizabeth 
Allgeier, associate professor of 
psychology; Cynthia Groat, as- 
sociate professor of biological 
sciences; John Piper, associate 
professor of health, physical ed- 
ucation and recreation: Martha 
Rogers, assistant professor of 
marketing; and Richard 
Weaver n, professor of interper- 
sonal and public communica- 
tion, according to Mariann 
Reinke, assistant director of 
alumni affairs. 
The award, sponsored by the 
Undergraduate Alumni Associa- 
tion and the Alumni Association, 
will be presented at a banquet 
Monday at 6:30 p.m. in the Len- 
hart Grand Ballroom. 
The winner will receive a 
$1,000 cash award and a plaque, 
and his/her name will be added 
Friday 
D Hispanic Awareness Week will highlight 
a 'Commitment to Challenge' next week: See 
story, page 3. 
□ Get a partial schedule? The number of 
University students who did is down 6 percent 
from last semester: See story, page 3. 
□ A federal judge says he won't force 
retired Air Force Ma). Gen. Richard Secord to 
release his foreign bank records: See story, 
page 4. 
Rogers Croat 
to a plaque on display at the 
Mileti Alumni Center. 
Anita Lepri, chair of the selec- 
tion committee and a junior 
medical records administration 
major, said 186 faculty mem- 
bers were nominated for the 
award by students, faculty and 
administrators. 
SHE SAID the first thing the 
committee of seven students and 
three alumni did was determine 
if nominees were eligible for the 
award. To be eligible the faculty 
member must have taught full- 
time at the University for three 
years or more and must not 
have won in the past five years. 
The committee then sent let- 
ters to all nominees informing 
them of their eligibility status. H 
the person was eligible, she said 
the committee requested addi- 
Weaver Piper 
tional information such as the 
teacher's background, philoso- 
phy of education and a resume. 
The candidates were rated on 
a scale of one to 10 and a list of 
semi-finalists was developed, 
she said. 
These semi-finalists were vis- 
ited while teaching classes and 
their performance was rated on 
a scale of one to 10. After this 
step, a list of finalists was 
agreed upon. The committee 
visited them again in their 
classes and re-evaluated their 
Brformances. Interviews were 
Id, and the winner was voted 
upon, Lepri said. 
Applications for nominations 
were widely distributed on cam- 
pus, she said. She stressed that 
anyone can nominate a teacher 
for the award.  .   „ .. _. 
- by Beth Thomas 
City, tenants can help housing 
Editor's note: This is the last in 
a four-part series dealing with 
student housing. 
by Greg Connel 
staff reporter 
If one accepts the idea of prob- 
lems with housing conditions in 
Bowling Green, the next logical 
luestion becomes, "What can be 
The city or the renters them- 
selves may be able to improve 
the situation. 
The city o' Ann Arbor, for 
instance, has adopted a city 
ordinance that prevents the type 
of problems that occur here. 
Jack Donaldson, Ann Arbor 
building department director, 
said the city is responsible for 
inspecting rental property under 
its building code. 
"All residential rental prop- 
erty must be registered with the 
building department, and peri- 
odic inspections are called for 
every two years," he said. 
His department is a little be- 
hind schedule. The internal and 
external checks are actually 
done every two and one-half or 
three years, he said. 
Donaldson said the neighbor- 
hood aesthetics are stabilized by 
the building code. 
Housing costs, however, may 
be slightly higher in Ann Arbor. 
Donaldson said he would guess 
Getting what you pay for: 
The 'student slums of BC 
the average rental on a four- 
person apartment is between 
*550 and $00 per month. 
DONALDSON said the system 
is not foolproof, but it is difficult 
to beat. 
"We have some problems with 
landlords trying to cheat the 
system, but not to an extensive 
degree," he said. "The code is 
going on 20 years old and every- 
one is aware of it. They (land- 
lords) don't try to beat the 
system. Also the tenants know 
the code and are active - they'll 
call us if they see something 
they think is a violation." 
Renters may not be as cooper- 
ative in Bowling Green. 
Scott Heidenreich, Wood 
County sanitarian, said he 
writes up tenants more often 
than landlords. 
"Most complaints we get 
about students are that they are 
being irresponsible.. not prop- 
erly disposing of trash or clean- 
ing up after parties," he said. 
Heidenreich said renters can 
be held partially to blame for 
declining conditions in city hous- 
ing. 
r
'A lot of landlords don't fix 
their properties because they 
know they will just get damaged 
(by renters) again,   he said. 
Since 1976 there has been 
about a 10 percent increase in 
the dilapidation of the city's 
housing, Heidenreich said, 
mostly in areas where there is a 
high percentage of rental prop- 
erty. 
For the concerned renter, To- 
nia Stewart, director of off-cam- 
6us housing, said research may 
elp them avoid tenant/landlord 
conflicts. 
"Find out how willing the 
landlord is to negotiate on re- 
pairs, prior to moving in," she 
said. "Talk to people who have 
rented from him before, see if 
they had any problems, and how 
be responded if they did." 
Stewart said past renters 
should also be asked if all or part 
of their security deposit was 
kept, and if so why. Some land- 
lords, she said, abuse their right 
to keep security deposits. 
"Check out the landlord and 
think carefully about your prio- 
rities before signing a lease." 
News in Brief 
'Spirit' nominations sought 
Wood County commissioners are seeking nom- 
inations for "Spirit of '87" awards to recognize 
local "*+*«—<« for service to their communities. 
Nomination forms have been sent to local 
official throughout the county. Additional forms 
can be obtained from Donna Boni in the county 
i niiiiilailmmi' office in the county office build- 
ing, or by calling Boni at 354-9115. 
Local winners will be honored at a ceremony 
July 4, either at the county courthouse or at the 
University. 
Statewide winners will be announced by Gov. 
Richard Celeste at the Ohio State Fair in August 
presented to the Ohio General Assembly, and 
have their names included on a plaque at the 
Ohio Historical Society. 
Categories for nominations include those who 
have served In government or the judicial sys- 
tem, or those who have made contributions to 
human equality, religions liberty, or education In 
civic responsibilityTMembers of the University 
I are also eligible, Boni said. 
! for receiving nomination forms is 
GSG posts to be announced 
The winners of the Undergraduate Student 
Government Elections will be announced today 
during a press conference in the second floor 
lounge of the Student Services building. 
The new president and vice president, along 
with 12 at-large representatives, will be dis- 
closed at 9:30 a.m., said Teresa Tancre, USG 
election and opinions committee chair. 
As of Thursday night, the ballots were still 
being counted. 
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Know your rights 
The past week's series on off-campus housing has 
brought a number of significant issues to light. 
First, rental problems can rarely be attributed to 
a single cause. 
It is easy for students to conjure up visions of a 
"great landlord conspiracy," but obviously all 
landlords are not negligent. It is fortunate that the 
News stories dealt with bad landlords, because that 
signifies they are the exception to the rule. It will be 
a sad day when fair practices of landlords are 
reported. 
Also, the stories indicated that student tenants 
are to blame for many problems. Off-campus 
parties can get out of hand, and destruction of 
property often results. 
Scott Heidenreich, Wood County sanitarian, said 
most of the write-ups he gives out are to students. 
In such cases, the students are responsible to pay 
for such damages, but the landlord must see to it 
that the necessary repairs are made. 
The problem, as Councilman Jim Davidson 
pointed out, is frequently that students don't know 
their rights. Indeed, the difficulty of identifying 
rental problems is demonstrated in Wednesday's 
article, which reported that the attorney for Stu- 
dent Legal Services lived in an illegally rented 
garage apartment. 
Ann Arbor's system of periodic inspections of 
rental properties sounds ideal, but is probably too 
expensive to be justified in Bowling Green. But we 
must not believe that renters are in a position of 
caveat emptor- "Let the buyer beware." 
There are legal resources. Students who believe 
their landlord may be violating city, state or county 
ordinances should contact the Student Consumer 
Union or Student Legal Services. Students prepar- 
ing to move off campus should attend the off- 
campus housing fair held every spring. 
Before a student rents from a landlord for the 
first time, he/she should stop by the Student Con- 
sumer Union in the Off-Campus Student Center. 
The Consumer Union keeps a file of student com- 
ments on landlords. 
Moderation really 
is the way to live 
by Julie Fauble 
My roommate and I are defi- 
nitely a study in opposites. 
I probably should have real- 
ized this a long time ago, but it 
didn't really hit me until a cou- 
ple of weeks ago. 
This revelation occurred one 
evening when we had come to 
our favorite home-away-from- 
home, The BG News, to do some 
work. At about 11:15. I was 
ready to go, but Caroline was 
still diligently working, so I set- 
tled down in a comfortable chair 
to wait. 
I propped my feet up on the 
editor's desk and talked to some 
people and heard how the ca- 
reers of some of our alumni are 
Bregressing at corporations like 
urger King. 
I wondered whether gradua- 
tion would have me uncovering 
the dirt at city hall with a note 
pad and pen or a broom and 
dustpan, but that got a little 
depressing. So mostly I just sat 
and relaxed and was perfectly 
content. 
Content, that is, until Caroline 
noticed my state of inactivity 
and got a rush of guilt. Caroline 
is very good at guilt. 
"Julie, I'm so sorry to keep 
you waiting! Just go on home, 
she exclaimed with a choke in 
her voice. 
Being a good roommate, not 
wanting her to walk home alone 
in the cold and dark, and being 
pretty comfortable just where I 
was, I told her not to worry 
about it. 
"But I can't stand to just see 
you sitting there wasting time." 
I told her how much happiness 
wasting time gave me. 
"But how can you just sit and 
do NOTHING?" 
Funny, I never thought doing 
it took much effort. 
But for Caroline, it does take 
an effort, and this is something I 
will never understand. 
She feels guilty if she is not 
using any block of time produc- 
tively. She also feels guilty if 
everything is not done ahead of 
time or is short of perfect. (I told 
you she was good at guilt.) 
By the second week of classes 
this semester, she had almost 
worked herself to a state of 
sickness. 
People like Caroline are most 
admirable, but far beyond my 
comprehension. I refuse to sac- 
rifice my health and peace of 
mind for anything. 
Of course, it has been rumored 
that I take that attitude a little 
too seriously. My sister once 
gave me a Garfield sticker that 
said, "If I were any lazier, I'd 
slip into a coma." I hope she was 
exaggerating. 
So maybe my way isn't per- 
fect. I'm starting to realize that 
if I am going to accomplish half 
the things I want to, I'm going to 
have to exercise a little -1 hate 
to even think it - self-discipline. 
But then killing oneself isn't 
really a solution either. And 
Caroline is finally realizing that 
if she wants to live until gradua- 
tion, she's going to have to calm 
down a little bit. 
Well, it's an awfully cliche 
conclusion, but the best one I 
can come up with. We'll just 
have to find that happy medium. 
Fauble is a Junior journalism 
major from Toledo. 
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Hours Bam to 5 p m Monday through Friday 
Ah, I remember it well! 
<# Of Jp 
Editor's note: With next week 
being " '60s Week," CraigHer- 
gert wanted to wax nostalgic 
about bis life in that magical, 
turbulent decade. But seeing as 
bow be was four years old when 
the '60s started and 13 when it 
ended, his involvement was lim- 
ited to baseball cards, "The 
Beverly Hillbillies," and "Ar- 
chie" comic books. 
Instead of sharing his actual 
memories, he decided to de- 
scribe the ones he might have, 
had he been a little older. 
by Cralg Hergert  
My first significant memory 
of the '60s is of Jack Kennedy's 
inaugural address. I realize peo- 
Sle nowadays refer to him as 
ohn Kennedy, but for those of 
us who really knew him, he was 
always "Jack." 
Anyway, Jack was really ner- 
vous about the speech. "Craig," 
he told me the day before the 
inauguration, "I've got to make 
this good. The hair, the boyish 
smile and that pile of Dad's 
money were enough to get me 
elected, but I want to be remem- 
bered for more than that." 
"Well, Jack," I said, "what 
you want to do is to use a lot of 
balanced sentences. And inver- 
sions. That way, even if what 
you say isn't any more signifi- 
cant than a deflated football, it 
will still sound important." 
"What do you mean - 'inver- 
sions'?" he asked. 
"Don't ask, Jack. Or rather, 
'Ask not.'" 
Years later, I was able to help 
Lyndon Johnson in a moment of 
crisis. 
Letters- 
"Crehg," he said, in that 
Texas drawl that would have 
made me laugh in his face were 
he not the leader of the free 
world, "I'm in trouble. I can't 
come up with a name fer the 
society I hope to fashion while 
Ahm in office." 
"What do you have so far, 
Lyndie?" (Those of us who were 
close to him always called him 
Lyndie.) 
"Well, Lady Bird likes 'The 
Nice Society.' And Hubert wants 
'The Pretty Darned Good So- 
ciety.' What dew you think?" 
"Lyndie," I told him, "you're 
the head honcho now and you're 
going to have to learn not to sell 
yourself short. Pick something 
powerful." 
Lyndon walked away looking 
determined. Ten minutes later, 
he came back and handed me a 
note card. 
"I think I've got it, Crehg. 
How's this?" 
"Not bad." I told him, but you 
might be able to do better than 
The Ballsy Society.*" 
It's not that politics was my 
whole life in the '60s. I always 
had time for the music scene. 
For instance, I was at the New- 
port Folk Festival in 1S6S when 
Dylan went electric. 
The decision didn't come until 
the last minute. Bobby, as those 
of us who were closest to him 
called him, was tired of the 
acoustic guitar, but he wasn't 
sure what to use instead. 
Albert Grossman, his man- 
ager, wanted him to play a lute 
and Joan Baez said he should go 
with a balalaika. Always the 
iconoclast, Bobby wanted to use 
one of those toy guitars with the 
crank that plays "Pop Goes the 
Weasel." 
"Most people have never 
taken the time to really listen to 
that song, man," he told me 
while playing chess with a naked 
Allen Ginsberg. "I mean, it's 
deep." 
It was Ginsberg, by the way, 
who introduced me to Timothy 
Leanr when the infamous drug 
prophet was still working as a 
scientific researcher at Har- 
vard. 
Ginsberg had told Leary that 
I'd be a good volunteer for one of 
his studies. 
"Glad to have you aboard!" 
Leary told me, handing me a 
bucket of grape Kool-aid. "Just 
drink this down and record any 
thoughts you have on the mean- 
ing of life." 
"But I really don't have any 
thoughts about that," I pro- 
tested. 
"You will after you drink the 
Kool-aid," Leary said. And with 
that he flew into the next room. 
Hergert. a teaching fellow in 
the English department from 
Slayton, Minn., is a columnist 
for The News. 
To help out with " '60s Week," 
he is co-organizing a coffee- 
house Thursday night at 8 p.m. 
in the Honors Center. He plans 
on performing a couple of Dylan 
songs, unless a massive petition 
drive convinces him otherwise. 
Y/////urn nwwwwva ^ 
1%1%%\Y 
Players and leaders 
shouldn't be blamed 
I am writing this letter in 
response to an error that was 
made in an article about the 
gymnastics team April 14. 
Please be advised that I as the 
coach accept the blame for poor 
performance of the gymnastics 
team and am the first to admit 
so. An incorrect reference and 
inexcusable insert;.,., of ath- 
letes' names in this recent arti- 
cle referring tc leadership was 
incorrect. 
The individuals named, Mary 
Pat Farr, Ellen DiCola and es- 
pecially Julia Wicks, were not 
lacking leadership any time dur- 
ing the season. In many cases 
they showed leadership above 
and beyond the call of duty. 
Julia Wicks, as team captain, 
was called upon as team leader 
and responded excellently in 
situations where she was not in 
the lineup. 
Reference was made to the 
fact that the team and the se- 
niors relaxed after the Mid- 
American Conference champ- 
ionship, which is natural. The 
problem (coaching problem) is 
that their experience and lead- 
ership - this being their fourth 
NCAA appearance - and know- 
ing what it took to get ready for 
such an appearance, did not 
come out. 
This was not their fault but 
mine as their coach. For those 
wrongly accused this story must 
be corrected to indicate that as 
the coach the responsibility and 
blame rests with me. Rest as- 
sured that, as I have said to the 
team, this will not happen again 
in preparing for competition. 
Dr. Charles Simpson 
Assistant Professor, HPF.R 
Gymnastics coach 
Education costs 
threaten future 
In response to Wendy Lee 
Pohlman s attack on financial 
aid recipients of March 18: 
Show me a Job that will pro- 
vide an income to cover tuition, 
books, rent and the flagrant 
luxury of food while at the same 
time allowing for scheduling 
changes and study time. IF 
these positions exist at all, they 
employ the Wendys of the world 
who can then feel free to sit back 
and criticize those of us who 
genuinely need financial help 
to get through college. 
Is it fair to deny the student 
whose family lacked the fore- 
sight or the intelligence or the 
money to plan ahead for col- 
lege? 
Should these young people 
who desire more from them- 
selves and from life to be forced 
into a non-professional, low-pay- 
ing and incredibly frustrating 
position? Have you ever been 
denied something that you 
really wanted by forces beyond 
your control? Where is your 
compassion for the less fortu- 
nate? 
In my view, the skyrocketing 
cost of a college education is a 
force beyond the average per- 
sons income. Is our (the taxpay- 
ers) contribution toward the 
education of young Americans 
less important than our continu- 
ing contribution to foreign 
needs? 
There are many aspects of the 
current administration that I do 
support. However, the current 
attack on education is a direct 
and severe blow to the future of 
our country. 
SOCKDV 
As we cut financial aid and 
costs continue to rise, we sup- 
port the current trend of only the 
wealthy achieving higher educa- 
tion. Is it true then that only the 
wealthy have the characterist- 
ics that we want to develop with 
higher education? I don't think 
so. 
There may have been a day 
when financial aid was abused 
but if there are really people out 
there that are awarded enough 
aid to have money left over tor 
TVs and VCRs, I would like to 
meet them. From personal ex- 
perience, I would never believe 
Kim TTowbridee 
OCMBS274 
Why do we have 
classes today? 
Why are we having classes on 
Friday, April 17? By the way, in 
case you've forgotten - which is 
so common -today, Friday, 
April 17 is Good Friday, the day 
that Christ was put to death on 
the cross. 
This is one of the most sacred 
days In the Christian faith and 
for the life of me, I can't figure 
out why it is not an official 
University holiday. 
I can live without having Vet- 
erans' Day and Columbus Day 
off, but if we can celebrate a day 
for Martin Luther Kins Jr. (one 
of Christ's latter-day followers) 
and one for Labor Day, why not 
Good Friday? I'm just wonder- 
ing. 
G.T. Herrick 
910 Off enhauer West 
Respond 
The BG News editorial page is 
your campus forum. 
Letters to the editor should be 
no longer than two typed, dou- 
ble-spaced pages. Guest col- 
umns should be two to three 
pages. 
Letters and columns should 
include phone number and ad- 
dress or on-campus mailbox 
number. Telephone numbers 
will not be published. Guest col- 
umns should include hometown, 
major and class rank. 
Ine News reserves the right to 
reject submissions that are con- 
sidered to be in bad taste, mali- 
cious or libelous. 
Mail submissions to: 
Editorial Editor 
BGNewi 
21« West Hall 
by David Harris 
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Hispanic week scheduled 
byJaredOWadley 
stall reporter 
Hispanic* are "Committed to the Chal- 
lenge'' because they (ace dis<Timination in 
educational, aocial and political aspects, 
to the Latino Student Union 
Frank Castro, freshman accounting and 
international business major, said this 
theme will highlight a series of events next 
week during Hispanic Awareness Week. 
The events range (ram sampling His- 
panic cuisine to watching Hispanic danc- 
ers from Toledo. 
Aurelio Sanches, academic enhance- 
ment coordinator, said he hopes next week 
will be a learning experience for those who 
attend 
"It's (Hispanic Awareness Week) recog- 
nised as 'an' event, and not one of the 
biggest cultural events of the year." San- 
chez said. "It's an important event to the 
University. It increases awareness of mi- 
norities because many students havent 
been exposed to them/' 
IN THE opening ceremonies, Monday at 
noon in the Towers Inn in McDonald West, 
Mayor Bruce Bellard and University Pres- 
ident Paul OUscamp will issue proclama- 
tions recognising Hispanic Awareness 
Week. 
Samuel Betances, a Northeastern Illi- 
nois University (Chicago) sociology pro- 
fessor, will also speak at the luncheon. 
"Hispanics and the Legal System" will 
be discussed at 2p.m. in the Alumni Room 
of the Union. The session will feature 
Toledo Judge Joseph Flores, Toledo attor- 
neys Loures Santigo and Victor Gonzales, 
and Anthony Carmona of the Secret Serv- 
ice. 
Hispanics dropping out of schools will be 
discussed in "Hispanics and the Educatio- 
nal System" at 3:30 p.m., also in the 
Alumni Room. 
Betances will conclude the day's events 
with a speech, "Issues about Hispanic 
America,'' at 7:30 p.m. in 121 West Hall. 
A "Discovering'' the Hispanic through 
Hispanic cuisine will begin noon Tuesday 
in the Prout Hall lounge. A variety of 
dishes will be served, such as tacos, burri- 
tos and Spanish rice. 
Hispanic movies will be shown at 2 p.m. 
in Gisn Theater in Hanna Hall. The movies 
to be shown have not yet been chosen. 
THE RECUERD08 De Mi Tierra Danc- 
ers and the Los Charros Del Norte Danc- 
ers, both from Toledo, will perform at 7 
p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
Co-sponsored by Women for Women and 
LSU, Ximena Bunster, from Chile, wfll 
discuss "Women and Children in Latin 
America" Wednesday at 2 pan, in the 
Union's Ohio Suite. 
Guest speaker Rudoph Chavez and gui- 
tarist Senor Gil will be featured in the 
Offenhauer main lounge at 7 p.m 
A Hispanic art exhibit by Detroit artist 
Nor Cordova and another "Discovering" 
the Hispanic through Hispanic cuisine will 
be held noon Thursday on the second floor 
of the Student Services building. 
Music will be provided by Sylvester 
Duran, a WFOB disc jockey from Fosto- 
ria. 
A 7:30 p.m. debate on "English as the 
State Language" will be held in 115 Educa- 
tion building by Ramiro Estrada, director 
of the Ohio Commission on Spanish Speak- 
ing Affairs, and Steve Working. USA En- 
glish   representative   from   Washington 
USA English is a lobbying group that 
recognizes and emphasizes English as the 
offlcal language. 
Friday, a recognition banquet and dance 
beginning at 6:30 p.m. at the Bowling 
Green Holiday Inn will conclude the 
week's activities. The dance will be open to 
the public after 9. 
Except for the opening ceremonies lun- 
cheon and the recognition banquet, all 
events are free and open to the public. 
Bombing ■  
D Continued from page 1. 
LACH, THE mayor of the Ottawa County village of Clay Center, was 
indicted for aggravated murder Wednesday by the Wood County 
Grand Jury in the death of his wife Elaine, 59, who died April 5 at St. 
Vincent Medical Center, Toledo. She died about 12 hours after the 
car she was driving exploded on Ohio 51 in Lake Township, in 
northern Wood County. 
Lach checked himself into the psychiatric ward of St. Charles 
Hospital, Oregon, a few hours after his wife died. He was arrested 
Wednesday at the hospital. 
Wood County Prosecutor Betty Montgomery said she intends to 
seek the death penalty in the case, pending further evidence "of a 
psychiatric nature." 
The Lachs were separated, and a final divorce hearing had been 
scheduled to take place in May. 
Fewer students get partials 
by Beth Thomas 
staff reporter 
Partial schedules were sent yesterday af- 
ternoon to 4,254 of the 11,102 students who regis- 
tered in advance for fall semester, but that 
number is lower than in past semesters, according 
to Sue Pugh, director of registration and schedul- 
ing. 
Pugh said 38 percent of students who pre-regis- 
teredfor fall semester 1987 received a partial 
schedule. This number compares to the 44 percent 
who received one for spring semester 1987. 
She said one of the reasons the number is lower 
this time is that preferred scheduling was elimi- 
nated. 
Under preferred scheduling, almost 2,000 stu- 
dents were scheduled ahead of time. Now all 
students are on an even basis, and schedules are 
filled according to total number of credit hours 
completed. 
"The resources were more evenly distributed 
among all students," she said. 
Students in the College of Business Administra- 
tion received the highest percentage of partial 
schedules based on the number of students cur- 
rently enrolled at the University. This number 
includes seniors and other students who may not 
have registered for the fall semester. 
IN THE College of Business Administration, • 
1,272 of 3,735(34 percent (received partial sched- 
ules; in the College of Arts and Sciences, 1,202 of 
4,214 (28.5percent); in the College of Education 
and Allied Professions, 827 of 2,968 (28 percent); in 
the College of Health and Human Services, 419 of 
1,531 (27 percent); in the Office of Pre-Major 
Advising, 215 of 754 (28.5 percent); in the College 
of Technology, 157 of 607 (26percent); and in the 
College of Musical Arts, 70 of 301 (23 percent). 
"Twenty-three partial schedules were sent to 
students in the Graduate College, but Pugh said 
only 22 percent of graduate students request 
advance registration. 
She said drop/add for students who received 
partial schedules will be held next Tuesday 
through Friday in the Union. She said the Regis- 
trar's Office normally holds drop/add for partials 
Monday through Friday, but due to the lower 
number of partials that were sent out it will only 
be held for four days. 
Open registration will be held April 27 through 
May 6. Pugh said students who did not register in 
advance but wish to attend classes in the fall need 
to get forms in the the Registrar's Office. 
Missiles  
U Continued from page 1. 
He said NATO would h- 'e to make some adjustments in its defenses 
if the Soviet proposal was accepted. 
With U.S. nuclear-armed bombers and submarines remaining to 
defend Western Europe, Shultz said, "that capacity exists, and will 
continue to exist." 
The allies are expected to consider the Soviet proposal for several 
weeks. 
"We will make a decision promptly about our next step," Shultz 
said. 
A high-level NATO defense group will meet in Washington on 
Monday. Richard Perle, the assistant secretary of defense for 
international security policy, is the chairman. 
NATO's special consultative group will meet on April 28, and the 
North Atlantic Council in May. 
Easter early for disabled kids 
by Malinda Null 
reporter 
The Easter Bunny will make 
an early visit to handicapped 
youths Saturday at the Student 
Recreation Center. 
The Saturday Program for 
Handicapped Youths was cre- 
ated 15 years ago by Dolores 
Black, associate professor of 
Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation. The program teams 
up a University student with a 
handicapped child for two hours 
of recreational activity. 
The Easter Bunny will pass 
out candy to the children Satur- 
day and an Easter egg hunt will 
take place at noon at the Rec 
Center. 
Pam Calovini, coordinator for 
the program, said the first hour 
of the regular Saturday meet- 
ings may consist of bowling, 
kickball, ice skating or cross 
country skiing. The second hour 
"It helps to build their self-confidence 
and they get a good feeling from helping 
someone that can benefit from 
assistance." 
— Pam Calovini, program coordinator 
focuses on swimming. 
"There are 80 students and 
adults involved in the pro- 
gram," Calovini said. 
The handicapped youths 
range from six or seven years of 
age to adults, she said. Children 
from the Sunshine Children's 
Home also participate in the 
program. 
"These children are lower 
functional people who need as- 
sistance," she said. "They 
range from minor learning disa- 
bilities, such as those who have 
trouble in reading or math, to 
those who are profoundly men- 
tally retarded. 
The children have few self- 
help skills and may even be 
mute, Calovini said. 
"Anyone can handle these 
people, but they may need to 
learn some lifting techniques," 
she said. 
Students can receive one 
credit per semester for their 
participation in the program. 
However, not everyone involved 
is a special education major. 
Most of the students probably 
participate to gain experience 
and to find out what it is like to 
deal with these type of hand- 
icapped children. 
"it helps to build their self- 
confidence and they get a good 
feeling from helping someone 
that can benefit from assis- 
tance," Calovini said. 
If you thought the '86 KEY was good . . . 
Wait 'til you see '87 
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thoughtful 
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NwlhaEfc more than 
onewayto 
getthnougicoitega 
lb get ahead in school, it helps if you 
choose a brilliant roommate. Like a Macintosh* 
personal computer. And now there are two 
models to choose from. 
The Macintosh Plus, wliich comes with 
one 800K disk drive and up to four megabytes of 
memory 
And the Macintosh SE. Which comes with 
either two built-in 800K drives, or one drive and 
an internal 20-megabyte hard disk. As well as a 
choice of keyboards. 
The SE also has an expansion slot, so you 
can add a card that lets you share information 
over a campus-wide network. Oranother that lets 
you run MS-DOS programs. 
Whichever Macintosh you choose, you 
can use the latest, most advanced software. And 
that means you'll be able to work faster, better 
and smarter. s 
No two ways about it. 
Thepowertobe}oirbest" 
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Come test drive the new Macintosh SE and hear about other new products from Apple 
at the MacFest Wednesday, April 22, from 10:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. 
Location: Math Science Building, Main floor entrance hall 
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(Records release not ordered 
jForcing Secord to disclose information unconstitutional, judge says 
:■ WASHINGTON (AP) - A fed- 
:«ral judge yesterday refused to ■ order retired Air Force Maj. 
Gen. Richard Secord to release 
:
 records of foreign bank accounts 
[Senate investigators believe are 
-lied to the Iran-contra arms 
deals. 
: U.S. District Judge Aubrey 
Robinson Jr. denied a request by 
the Senate panel investigating 
"<ne Iran-contra affair that he 
.order Secord to sign a directive 
'■releasing records of foreign 
bank accounts in Switzerland, 
Panama and the Cayman Is- 
lands. 
:
 Lawyers for the Senate com- 
mittee told Robinson on Monday 
that investigators believe the 
accounts were used in the sale of 
U.S. arms to Iran and diversion 
of profits to the Nicaraguan re- 
bels known as contras. 
Secord and Albert Hakim, an 
Iranian-American businessman 
who was his partner, have been 
linked by the presidentially ap- 
pointed Tower commission to 
foreign bank accounts that were 
used to facilitate the arms sales. 
Robinson ruled that forcing 
Secord to sign the document 
would violate his constitutional 
protection against self-incrimi- 
nation. 
"The court need not resort to 
conjecture to determine how the 
communication sought from Se- 
cord could potentially incrimi- 
nate him," Robinson said in the 
brief opinion that he filed. 
"THE COMMITTEE has can- 
didly stated that it seeks to use 
the consent directive to obtain 
Worid Student Rssodotion    UJorid Student RssodorJon 
LUSfi €L€CTIONS: 
Board Positions Available 
for Foreign and American 
Students next year. 
Must be energetic, Pun- 
loving, responsible, and 
ambitious. 
Pick up applications in 
403 S. Hall. 
Submit by 4/22/87 
To International Office 
UkxW Student Rssodotion    World Student Rssodotlon 
Secord's foreign bank records 
for use in its investigation into 
bis allegedly criminal activ- 
ities," the opinion said. 
Robinson said, "The links in 
the chain leading to the poten- 
n incriminating bank re- 
are clear, the first link 
being the compelled signing of 
the directive." 
Robinson said the second link 
would be use of the directive to 
authenticate the records. "The 
court would be completely ig- 
noring reality if it were to say 
that Secord's signature on the 
consent directive were not po- 
tentially incriminating," Robin- 
son said in the opinion. 
"By signing the directive, Se- 
cord would be testifying just as 
clearly as if he were forced to 
verbally assert" its content, the 
opinion said. 
The Senate had sought an or- 
der threatening Secord with im- 
prisonment for contempt of 
court if he refused to sign the 
directive releasing the records. 
During the hearing Monday, 
Robinson indicated he was trou- 
bled by language in the directive 
stating that Secord was consent- 
ing to the release of the bank 
records. In fact be was being 
compelled to sign the document, 
the judge suggested. 
SENATE LAWYERS argued 
that the word "consent" in that 
context was merely a legal term 
to satisfy the requirements of 
foreign bank laws. 
Robinson said, "I just have a 
problem playing charades. I 
have a problem writing an order 
I know is a charade." 
Committee sources, speaking 
on condition of anonymity after 
learning how Robinson was 
likely to rule, said the Senate 
was inclined to appeal. 
SPRING-SUMMER 
IS HERE 
SWEATERS 
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SLACKS 
SKIRTS 
SHORTS 
DRESSES 
ACCESSORIES 
.. and MUCH MORE 
TOLEDO, OHIO 
Franklin Park Mall 
Portiide 
News Briefs 
'Bloom County' wins Pulitzer 
from wire report* 
Berke Breathed, creator of 
the syndicated comic strip 
Bloom County, is the winner 
of the 1987 Pulitzer Prize for 
editorial cartooning, the Pu- 
litzer Prize board announced 
yesterday. 
Bloom County is syndicated 
nationally by the Washington 
Post Writers' Group. The 
strip runs daily in The BG 
News. 
Other Pulitzer winners in 
journalism are the Akron 
Beacon Journal for general 
news reporting and The Pitts- 
burgh Press for public ser- 
vice. 
Pulitzer prizes in investiga- 
tive reporting went to the 
team of Daniel Biddle, H.G. 
Bissinger and Fredrick 
Tulsky of The Philadelphia 
Inquirer and to the Inquirer's 
John Woestendiek, son of Wil- 
liam Woestendiek, executive 
editor of The (Cleveland) 
Plain Dealer. 
Perry safety in quakes doubted 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A cit- 
izens' group that favors the 
shutdown of the Perry Nu- 
clear Power Plant released a 
seismologist's report yester- 
day indicating the plant was 
not designed to withstand 
earthquakes that the group 
says are possible in Northeast 
Ohio. 
The study, done by Yash 
Aggarwal for the Ohio Citi- 
zens for Responsible Energy, 
says even though the plant 
was   built  to  withstand  a 
Suake that registers 5.3 on the 
lenter Scale, it is realistic to 
expect a 6.5 earthquake. 
''The 6.5 earthquake could 
happen today or 1,000 years 
from now," said Susan Hiatt, 
a spokeswoman for OCRE. 
Hiatt, while calling for a 
cold shutdown of the plant 
until further studies can be 
made, noted that a 6.5 earth- 
quake would have an impact 
several times greater than a 
5.3 quake and could cause 
substantial damage to homes. 
AMC gets military contract 
WASHINGTON (AP)- 
American Motors Corp. is 
expected to receive a $3.7 
million government contract 
to produce 367 vehicles for the 
military at the company's 
Toledo plant, Sen. John 
Glenn, D-Ohio, announced 
yesterday. 
Robert Fisher, spokesman 
for the General Services Ad- 
ministration, confirmed that 
the contract was to be signed 
yesterday. 
Glenn aide Dale Butland 
said the contract calls for the 
production of Cherokee, Com- 
manche and Jeep trucks for 
the Army, Navy and Air 
Force. 
Delivery is to be within 
seven months. 
The Toledo plant is cur- 
rently working at capacity, 
producing 880 vehicles a day. 
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HISPANIC AWARENESS WEEK 
CnMMtTTFn TO THF CHAI.l.FNC.F' 
April 20 - 24 
Monday. April 20 
Noon Opening Ceremonies — Towers Inn 
Luncheon Speaker: Ur  Belances. Northeastern Illinois University 
Proclamation by the Hon. Mayor Bruce Bellard, Bowling Green 
Proclamation by President Paul J. Olscamp. Bowling Green State University 
2:00 p.m. Hispanic* and the Legal System • Alumni Room. Union 
1 Hon. .Joseph A   Flores, Judge: Ms  Lourdes Santigo. Attorney 
Victor Gonzales. Attorney. Anthony Carmona. Secret Service 
: 3:30 pm Hispanic* and the Educational System    Alumni Room. Union 
■ 7:30 pm Keynote Speaker: Dr   Betances. Northeastern Illinois University. 
121 West Hall 
Tuesday, April 21 
• Noon "Discovering" the Hispanic through Hispanic Cuisine - Prout Hall Lounge 
; 2:00 p.m. Hispanic Movies - Gish Theatre, Hanna Hall 
E 7:00 p.m. Hispanic Dancers — Grand Ballroom. Union 
. Los Charrros Del Norte Dancers. Toledo 
Recuerdos I)e Mi Tierra Dancers, Toledo 
Wednesday, April 22 
2:0Op.m. Dr. Ximena Bunster. Chile. South America 
Guest Speaker - Ohio Suite. Union 
Co-sponsored by Women for Women and LSI] 
7:00 p.m. Sennr Gil, Guitarist 
Guest Speaker - Rudolph Chavez. Sr 
(Iffenhauer Main Lounge. Reception 
Thursday, April 23 
Noon "Discovering" the Hispanic through Hispanic Cuisine 
Hispanic Art Exhibit 
2nd Floor/Student Services Building 
Music provided by Sylvester Duran. WFOB Radio 
7:30 p.m "English as the State Language Debate". 115 Education Building 
. Guests: Ramiro Estrada. Director, Ohio Commission on Spanish Speaking Affairs 
Steve Working, USA English, Representative 
1 
■ Friday, April 24 
6:30 Recognition Banquet and Dance 
Holiday Inn 
fftnnrr null br tificn In tlir fiuhlir oflt'i- H:00 p.m.t 
. ADMISSION FREE TO ALL EVENTS 
Brought to you by: Latino Student Union 
 "En la Lucha, Fe" ) 
Jo you really 
want to pay 
the price? 
Sute. some places offer you one 
hour service on your prescription 
but check out the price. Is it 
worth it to spend that much 
more? We don't think so. 
At Burlington Optical, we offer 
one day service on most pre- 
scriptions at the same price we d 
Single Vision 
charge if you waited a week. 
You get the highest quality 
lenses and one of the area's 
largest selections of frames 
We think our way of doing 
business is sensible 
so are our prices. 
Standard Bifocals $3488    $5488 
Includes glass lenses and frames tye exam priced separately 
^Burlington Optical 
1955 S. Reynolds       3153 W. Sylvania Stadium Plaza 
Toledo                               Toledo Bowling Green 
382-2020              472-111J 352-2533 
'   >M? BuMinglor Opttcai'iW" 
Selection 
of guards 
to change 
DAYTON (AP) - The elite Ma- 
rine Corps guards at American 
embassies will undergo more 
rigorous background checks and 
random lie-detector tests in the 
wake of the espionage scandal at 
the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, 
the Corps Commandant said 
yesterday. 
But the guards still are the 
best for the Job, said Marine 
Commandant Gen. Paul Kelley 
in a speech to the Dayton chap- 
ter of the American Defense 
Preparedness Association. 
Kelley said the revelations 
that Marine guards at the em- 
bassy in Moscow and possibly at 
other U.S. embassies in Warsaw 
Pact nations had fraternized 
with foreigners and opened the 
embassies to spies has hurt him 
deeply. 
"No one but my own wife will 
truly know the depth of my per- 
sonal suffering," he said. 
"We thought we had a good 
system, but the system failed. 
There seems to be enough blame 
to BO around," he said. 
Kelley, who will retire in June, 
refused to comment on the cases 
of Clayton Lonetree or other 
specific Marines. But, he said, 
'1 remain steadfast that the 
United States Marine Corps is 
I-ust as solid as the rock of Gi- 
iraltar." 
The Marine Crops arrested 
Lonetree. 25, in December and 
charged him with 24 violations 
of the Uniform Code of Military 
Justice, including two charges 
of espionage. 
Lonetree had a pre-trial hear- 
ing yesterday in Quantico, Va., 
but the hearing was continued 
until next month at the defense's 
request. 
HSA • HSA ' HSA * HSA * HSA ■ HSA * HSA • HSA • HSA • HSA * HSA • HSA ' HSA ' H 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE 1987-88 
HONORS STUDENT 
ASSOCIATION COUNCIL 
PRESIDENT ■ ELIZABETH JOCKF 
VICE-PRESIDENT - PHIL ALBEKTINO 
TREASURER - UNDA JUERGENS 
SECRETARY - JULIE TOBIN 
COMMUNICATIONS CHAIR -JACKIE BLEM 
NEWSLETTER CHAIR - REBECCA STEVENS 
FUNDRAISING CHAIR - LAURA FISH 
INFORMATIVE CHAIR - AMY HOLMAN 
TRAVEL CHAIR - MIKE NIEDZIELSKI 
SPECIAL EVENTS CHAIR -BRETT DiSALLE 
TUITION RAFFLE CHAIR • JONATHAN 
EDWARDS 
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Briefs 
Expos 
beat 
Cards 
ST. LOUIS (AP)- Tom Fo- 
ley's two-run double broke a 
sixth-inning tie and gave the 
Montreal Expos a 4-3 victory 
over the St. Louis Cardinals 
yesterday. 
Andres Galarraga and Tun 
Wallach hit consecutive dou- 
bles off losing pitcher Bob 
Forsch. 1-1, to start the sixth. 
Wallach went to third on a 
balk, and after a walk to 
Vance Law, Foley scored 
both runners to give Montreal 
a 4-2 lead. 
Foley, a four-year veteran, 
played shortstop in place of 
disabled Hubie Brooks. 
Left-hander Neal Heaton, 1- 
1, picked up the win giving up 
single runs in the first and 
second before settling down 
and retiring 17 straight bat- 
ters. 
HOPSON OSU MVP 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Senior 
Dennis Hopson received the 
Jerry Lucas Most Valuable 
Player award at the annual 
Ohio State men's basketball 
appreciation banquet. 
Hopson averaged 29 points 
and 8.2 points per game and 
was honored as the Big Ten 
Conference player of the 
year. He scored 2,096 career 
points to become the leading 
all-time scorer at Ohio State. 
He also set school records for 
steals (164) and games 
played (125). 
Also, senior center Keith 
Wesson was named winner of 
the John Havlicek Most Inspi- 
rational award, while junior 
center John Anderson was 
named the team's top de- 
fensive player. 
GOLDEN BEAR'S SON A 
BUCKEYE 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gary 
Nicklaus, the 18-year-old son 
of Jack Nicklaus, has decided 
to follow his father's lead and 
play golf at Ohio State Uni- 
versity. 
The younger Nicklaus was 
among three high school se- 
niors who signed national let- 
ters of intent Wednesday with 
the Buckeyes. 
Ohio State coach Jim 
Brown said Nicklaus' signing 
ranks with those of John 
Cook, Joey Sindelar and Chris 
Perry, dominating players as 
collegians who are now all on 
the PGA Tour. 
J(J        Sports Cap 
BASEBALL: The hardballers host Eastern Michigan today 
and tomorrow for a pair of doubleheaders at Warren 
Stellar Field. Both double dips begin at 1 p.m. 
SOFTBALL: Riding a four game winning streak, the 
Falcons host the 15th best team in the nation for a 
doubleheader, Central Michigan at 2 p.m. today. Tomorrow 
Eastern Michigan invades for another double dip at 1 p.m. 
TENNIS: The women netters host two matches, Western 
Michigan today and Youngstown State tomorrow at 
O'Keefe Courts. The men travel to WMU today. 
TRACK: Both squads participate in the Kentucky Relays in 
Lexington today and tomorrow. 
GOLF: The men see action through Easter, playing today, 
tomorrow and Sunday in the Kepler Invitational at Ohio 
State on the Scarlet course. Meanwhile, the women take to 
the Grey course in the Lady Buckeye Invitational. 
Soto may return 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Less 
than two weeks into the season, 
the Cincinnati Reds are con- 
fronted with their first roster 
problem as they consider their 
options for pitcher Mario Soto. 
Soto was scheduled to pitch 
yesterday in an exhibition game 
against the Detroit Tigers at 
Riverfront Stadium. The right- 
hander is rehabilitating his 
shoulder from arthroscopic sur- 
gery performed last August to 
remove spurs. 
A good outing would indicate 
Soto is nearly ready to come off 
the disabled list; he's eligible to 
be activated next Tuesday. It 
also would force the Reds to 
demote a player to make room 
on their 24-man roster. 
The most likely candidate is 
rookie outfielder Leo Garcia, 
who has one hit in two official at- 
bats. Garcia is the Reds' sixth 
outfielder and, like outfielder 
Paul O'Neill, is used primarily 
as a pinch-hitter. 
RELOCATION SALE! 
opening at Woodland Mall May 2 
SAVE 
25% TO 75% 
ON 
SELECTED MERCHANDISE 
J.C. Penney 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
Sale effective until May 1 
KEY' Facts You Should Know 
Myth:      The KEY is a book about locks and read by 
locksmiths. 
Fact: The KEY is BGSU's yearbook and has been a part of 
University life since the early 1900s. It was named the 
KEY after J. Roben Overman, professor and BGSU's first 
historian, met with the student body to determine a better 
name than The BG. They found that the book was a 
"key'' to capturing University life. It still is. 
Myth:       The KEY is for college seniors only. 
Fact: The KEY is for everyone that participates or has an 
interest in BGSU. It captures the entire year for all the 
University: faculty or students; sophomores or 
seniors. 
Myth:       The Key is an expensive book. 
Fact: The KEY costs only $17.95. Compared to that $29.95 
textbook, it is a real bargain. The textbook is good for 
only a semester. The KEY gives you years of enjoyable 
memories and becomes more valuable with age. 
Myth:      The KEY receives funding from the University. 
Fact: The Key is, and always has been, a self-supporting 
operation. All expenses are met through book, space 
and photo sales. The KEY has enjoyed, and needs, the 
continued suppon of the BG Community. It's your book. 
The KEY is YOU BG! Be a part of it. 
Order your copy today by calling 372-8086. 
TM104 
mm 
WELCOMES 
THE TUBES 
WITH SPECIAL GUEST 
THE OTHER HALF 
BOARDWALK  irsic. 
B7BSO E. BROADWAY 
ZI-TUNE PRODUCTIONS 
(419)866-1933 
TUESDAY 
APRIL 21, 1987 
TICKETS ONLY $8.00 IN ADVANCE 
S10.00 DAY OF SHOW 
GLASS CITY BOARDWALK 
(419) 838-7825 
MUST BE 19 
AND 
HAVE PROPER I.D. 
DOORS OPEN AT 4:00 PM 
FOR HAPPY HOURS 
SHOW STARTS AT 
9:00 PM 
TICKETS ON SALE AT GLASS CITY BOARDWALK, FINDERS RECORDS, 
BOOGIE RECORDS, THE SHEDS, AND ABBEY ROADS. 
Classifieds BG News/April 17,1987 • 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
"ASM MEETING" 
Brad   Martin.    Assistant   Direct™   University 
Placament Services, w* explain the procedural 
to* on campus interviews Elections win also ha 
MM 
•7 30PMTijeacayAprl21. room 114 BA 
•It you are hosting a table lot the OUTSTAN- 
DING HIGH SCHOOL JUNIOR HASTEN 
TEACHER AWARDS BANQUET please, 
remember to be m Lenhan Grand Barroom on 
Monday. 20 Aprs at 8 15 THANHS! 
'Women In Communications. Incorporated' 
Final meeting wil be Monday Aprs 20 from 7 to 
8 PM in the Tart Room- 3rd floor Union   New 
Execs would kke your input please attend" 
Advertising Club Members 
The Year End Banquet honoring members is 
Wed. April 22nd at 6 30-Kaulman's 
downtown Dvmer-$9 00 Checks mual by pre- 
f*aM to BGSU Ad Club by Friday-12 00 NOON 
Oatver Checks to Eric (Kappa Sigma House) or 
Todd |Srg Ep House) Hope to see you there 
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS" 
THE LAST CHANCE TO ORDER YOUR 
TEACHER WITH CLASS' SWEATSHIRTS 
WILL BE THURSDAY. APRIL 23 ALL ORDER 
FORMS ANO MONEY MUST BE TURNED INTO 
OS £ I. OFFICE -410 EDUCATION 
BUILDING BY 5 00 PM APRIL 23 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION 
meeting on Tuesday. April 21 at 8 00 PM In 
302 Hanna. Thrs ra the last meeting  Elections 
lor outers wi be herd  Al interested should 
attend 
Interested cyclists. Falcon Wheelers are baling 
dary riders meet m front of Union M. W F 
8 30 a m M-F. 4 30pm 
School of HPER Saturday Recreation Program 
lor youth with dtsabrtties Director Delores A 
Stack Sat Apr. 18. 11 am-1 pm Group I at 
Rec Center Group II meet 11am-12pm at 
Heyee Gym Al assigned students to attend 
VMors are welcome 
UCF-Vespers 
Easier Observance 6 PM 
313 Thurstm 
UNtvERsrrv BOOKSTORE 
WILL BE CLOSED 
SATURDAY. APRIL 18   1987 
PERFORMING DANCERS 
AueWon for tM7-M 
April 21-1:00 PM 
201 Hayes 
and Woman Dancers Needed! 
We Made It  1987 
Senior Parry 
Lenhan Grand Ballroom University Union 
Sat April 25th 8 PM - Midnight 
No Charge at the Door 
May. August, and 
December 1987 Graduates Welcome 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND PAIR OF GLASSES IN CASE FOUND 
BETWEEN WILLIAMS HALL AND THE UNION 
CALL 354-3507 TO IDENTIFY 
LOST Kodak camera. Friday the 10th at 
Stadium during Football Scrimmage If found 
pwase cal Sara at 353-2240 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Typing and Word Processing Services and 
Resumes Thesis and dissertations IBM quality 
print spelling checked A to Z Data 352-5042 
TYPING SERVICES Term papers, resumes a 
cover letters, dissertations theses using Xerox 
Memorywrifer 352-3987. 8 am-9 pm 
WOMEN'S CLINIC 
2700 Monroe St . Toledo Ottering 
gynecological services & pregnancy termination 
by licensed physician deluding prenatal. 
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap test (tor cer- 
vical cancer). VD screening, birth control into . 
Tube) bgation. termination of pregnancy up 
through 10 weeks (special rales lor students ) 
By appointment 1-241-2471 
Wordprocessing--lyping   done,   tree   disk 
storage, cal Sue in Maumee 893-4186 
PERSONALS 
SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS 
TURN IN YOUR PLEDGE CARDS 
AT THE LIBRARY 
THANKS FOR YOUR FANTASTIC HELP 
232 LEHMAN • 
3 BR duplex. $367. Mo. 
Ulil. 12 mlh lease. 
146' -1 MANVILLE - 
One BR, $270. Mo. + 
12 mlh lease. 
Mil. 
706 SECOND, #C - 
Efficiency.    Furn,    micro- 
wave. $200 Mo. + gas  + 
elec. 12 mlh lease. 
S. COLLEGE - 
New 4 BR house. 2nd lot 
£ south of Clough on  East 
»side. $700. Mlh + Mil. 12 
. mth lease. 
521 E. MERRY 
1   2BR,   4   person   apt. 
$500/month  per person 
plus gas and electricity. 
SColl 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354-2260.    Office   of   319   E 
yVoosfer across from Taco Bell 
LOFT RENTAL REGISTRATION 
FOR SUMMER ANO FALL SEN. '87 It 
Apr  13.14.18,17.20,21,27,28 
AT THE UNION. 3rd Ft, Fort Rm  9 5 
OR CALL FOR A MAll IN 
REGISTRATION (DUE 5-15). 
LOFT CONSTRUCTION 352 3836 9-5. M-F 
STORAOE SERVICE! 
1 and 2 Bed Lofts 
Refrigerators. Couches a Chairs 
OPTIONAL PICKUP AND DELIVERY 
SCHEDULE YOUR STORAOE AT 
The Union. 3rd Fl. Fort Rm. on Apr. 
13.14.16.17.20.21.27.28 9-6 OR 
CALL LOFT CONSTRUCTION 352-3838 
The 37th Annual Delia Upaion 
Bike Race 
la coming Apr! 25th 
Be a part of BG a oldest Greek Event 
Starts at 12 00 In front ol MSC Bkjg 
For Inlo Cal 372 8087 
WANT TO TRY 
'PUS-GRUB' 
OR ENGLISH LAGER?? 
FIND OUT ABOUT mi 
EVERY WED. EVENING M 7:10 IN 
411 SOUTH HALL 
"WIN A FISHER BOOM BOX" 
Support Alpha XI Delta 
Raffle tickets now on sale 
'1988 Miss BGSU • 
Appfccatcns are now available in 425 Student 
Services lor al Executive Staff positions for the 
1988 Mas BGSU Scholarship Pageant 
Deedfcne lor applications la Apr! 21, so get 
yours today' 
1 female roommate needed lot fan-spring 
87-88 In Haven House Apartment. Cal Kim 
372-4369 or Jennifer 372-4283 
ALLLLL ABOARD 
Senior Chellenge 
diving wee* Is hen 
 Senior T-shlrta at Library  
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
Congratulations for winning the  1987 BETA 
500 SPIRIT AWARD lor the 13lh year' The 
sisters ol Delta Gamma 
ANGIE. ANN. FRAN. LESLIE. RENEE 
You are the GREATEST' 
Happy Easter   Much Love. Eileen 
Applications lor Unvtersify Intramural Advisory 
Board lor 1987 88 deadline has been extend- 
ed until April 20. 5 00 p m in 108 SRC 
Attention Seniors! 
Senior Giving Week la Han 
-Lean Your Mark on BGSU- 
Attention UAA 
I'm sorry, but I had a great tune at S I.U Don't 
lorget-MSOMC, That* The way we spot 
Freddie 
Love Ya Paule 
Attention Kim Wright 
You were greet Tuesday night at 
Potyeyes1 
ATTENTION:   BRIAN.   WAD.   SAC,   KEVIN   S 
JOHN 
Han you seen B-blll lately? 
From: aome concerned schroomen 
ATTN. Men ol BG 
Due to her recent lavakerfng to 
SCOTT WHITEHEAD 
MICHELLE HRUSOVSKY 
wi no longer be available-Sorry1 
Congratulations to both ol you" 
Soma. Steve 1 Kris 
Arm HARRIET A. MOUNTCASTLE 
Although Graduation, a job with V.P. Bush, and 
HARVARD LAWSCHOOL may seem exciting, 
nothmg wi beat your BIG SIS WEEKEND with 
me11 am very proud ol you1 Gel psyched tor a 
great weekend with your FAvORITE Little 
Sister' 
Much Love. 
Katie 
P S Kemrny. Kemmy. Kemmy. Kemmy' 
Dunt De De. Dunt De Dunt Da Da> 
BARRY DRAKE    8 PM TONITE 
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER 
FOLK  BLUES ROCK a ROLL--FREEH! 
BETA'S 
Congratulations on a )ob Wei Done' 
The Beta 500 was the beat and we had a greet 
time We're psyched lor No 25 
Lows, 
the sisters ol AGO 
BOBWALLACK 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
BRENT PENNOOK 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
CHARLES ARENS 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Congrafulatlona to the 1987 88 
BGSU CHEERLEADING SOUADII' 
JULIE ANDERSON 
CHRIS DEANGELO 
LAURA GORMAN 
ANN MCKIBBEN 
KJMI MILLS 
SHEILA SANDS 
SCOTT GERINGER 
ED ORAYBILL 
RICK HAWKINS 
DAN JOHNSON 
BARRY JONES 
SCOTT MANN 
You're the best'' Let's work hard and gel ready 
lor PENN STATE!!! 
Oxipnlutetlons MICHELLE ROUNDELL on 
beoorNng the new F.F.P. President I knew you 
could don. 
Love. Kan 
Consumer Awareneea Week 
Student Conaumer Umon 
NO STRfNOS ATTACHED? 
DANPFAHL 
SrGMA PHI EPSILON 
DAVE PAHULA 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
DAVE PARSONS 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
DELTA 0AMMA WOULD LIKE TO CON- 
GRATULATE KAPPA SIGMA FOR THEIR 1887 
SETA 500 WIN! DEE GEE ANO KAPPA SIO- 
THE TEAMS TO BEAT IN Ml 
DO BETA 500 TEAM 
Congratualtiona to Karen "SPAZ" Freitag. 
Brlgld "SHOOTER" HI, Ekune "S. LEGS" 
ShoenkWi. Keey "SPEEDY1' Martin, and Armee 
"SPUNKY" Bauman lor winning the 1987 Beta 
6O0III Superstition and the need lor speed 
payed oft' Special thanks lo our Sig Ep coaches 
Paul Craycrafl and Adam Sterte lor al their 
awesome help' 
Love, the Sisters of Delta Gamma 
DM you know that the bell lower t Rec 
Carrier JecuzM an Senior Chellenge grfli? 
Now you can leave your mark. 
-Senior Challenge 17- 
Dinner In London?? 
An evening In Paris?? 
For men Info.: 
411 South Hall 
Wed. nlghn at 7:30 
ELAINE GRAY AND JIM EUOS- 
CONGRATULATIONS   ON   YOUR   KAPPA 
SIGMA   GAMMA    PHI    BETA    LAVAUERING' 
WHO WOULD HAVE 'THOUGHT INTRODUC- 
ING YOU TWO WOULD LEAD TO THIS?! 
LOVE. SUE 
For the Feat Time the Delta Upsron Bike Race 
wllncvude an Independent Bfke Race TheFour 
Man teams wi ride 11 miles (10 laps) with the 
Bstee caned by Den* U Anyone interested 
phone 372-8087 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
WE LOVE OUR VI P S 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
Government Homes from St (U repair) D*a> 
quent tax property. Repossessions Cal 
805-687-6000 Ext GH-9849 lor current repo 
M. 
Hey Senlorall 
Help us recognize the need 
-Gin To Senior Chellenge 
Hey, Judy Crackers 
Your out-of-town boyfriend maaee you terribly 
Love, Bruce from Sigma Nu 
I went to Ride my Bicycle 
I want to Ride my Bicycle 
I went to Ride my Bicycle 
I want lo RUM it where I Ike 
-•-Oueen 
JeySMier 
Corvjratuletlone on being brother of the week 
The Brothers ol Sigma Nu 
JEFF PURSAR 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
JOHN WOOOCOX 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
JUUE CAMPBELL 
CcngrrnuWIons on your Dee Gee-Sig Ep pirn- 
ng to Adam Sterte 
Love, your DG Sietera 
Kate 
Roger loves you'! 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
LOVE. 
JOE 
Live et Potyeyes 
Sat Pal Boyd and Brad Utxnger 
Sun: The Uncatao hour 
MICKEY VLAHOS 
Howdy hey hey' Yo baby, wha'a up? Your birth- 
day' You've finely reached the big 21 > So how 
does It feet? (to be hung') The festivities have 
taken place and we periled Ike (here was no 
tomorrow SCARE ME Waa n precious? I hope 
so! The party Is over, but I'm sure there wi be 
many more "Wasted Times". Chow babe! 
Love. Richer* 
AROOOGAIII 
MIKE MCCULLOUGH 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
SftMS 
Congratulations on receiving the Press Ctub 
Scholerehipe 
The Brothers of Sigma Nu 
NO STRINGS ATTACHED? 
NO STRINGS ATTACHED? 
NO STRINGS ATTACHED? 
PETE MAU7.IA 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Recognize the f 
Senior Challenge 87 
Needs Your Support 
ROBIN NEWMAN 
Congratulations on your Lavakexng to UnverWy 
ol Cnceiam SAE Dave Dryden 
Love, your Dee Gee Sraters 
RUSSELL LOWE 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Senior Chellenge 
Is heralll 
Get On Board 
Senior Challenge 
Senior Challenge 
OWng Week 
Ohrlng Week 
Senior Chellenge 
Giving Week 
Is Herel' 
SHELLY BENSON 
THANKS FOR ALL YOUR HARD WORK AND 
EFFORT 0UPJNG BETA STRESS 87  YOU'RE 
THE BEST'!! 
LOVE, YOUR SISTERS OF AGO 
Spring MercrtetvjkM arriving deay 
Lots ol Spring Bows 
Jeone N Things 531 Ridge 
, STEVE ADOLPH 
HAS A YEAR GONE BY ALREADY? THANKS 
FOR ALL THE GREAT TIMES! I'M LOOKING 
FORWARD TO A LOT MORE 
I LOVE YOU 
KRIS 
STEVE TAUB 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Student Conaumer Union 
Conaumer Awareneea Week 
Apr! 19-25 
SUZANNE POLKO and JOE ADAMS 
Congratulations on your Gemma Phf-Phl PM 
Love, the eaters of Gemma Pm Beta 
T-ehfcls and Pledge Cards 
an at Jerome Library 
 Seniors on Boerd-  
The Alpha Xl'a would Ike to congratulate Klml 
MMe on making the cheerteedkig squad for 
BGSU!' Way to show thai XI Spelt" 
The brothers of Sigma Nu congratulate Sharie 
Green and Mike Supeckl on their recent 
lavaterlng 
Today 11 am--9 pm 
S3 75 Pizza 4 Salad Smorgaebord 
at Potyeyes 
TOM HARKER 
 SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
VICTOR GLASSFORD 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
We Made It-1987 
Senior Party 
Sat Apr! 25th 8 PM-Manight 
Lanhart Grand BaAroom-Untver. Union 
WEST SIDE REUNION PARTY 
Jets 8 Sharks al veana's 8 Grazleea'a April 24 
Cal Nibbles 353-4620 
WANTED 
1 non-smoking, outgoing female roommate lor 
FalSprmg 87-88 Please cal 352-1840 ASAP 
1 non-smoking male lo share large 2 bdrm apt 
with 3 other males for Fal 87-88 school year 
Cal 353-4416 
1 rvjn-srnolong male to rent turn apt lor 87-88 
year. Cal Jeff or Thorn after 10 PM at 
352-2232 (Haven House Manor) 
1 nonsmoking female needed lor PENTHOUSE 
lor 87-88 school year Color TV, microwave, 
stereo and Iota of fun Near campus Cal Km 
372-4370- -3520773 
12 FEMALE ROOMMATES TO RENT 2 
BEDROOM APT FOR SUMMER VERY 
CLOSE   TO   CAMPUS    LOW   RENT   PLUS 
UTILITIES CALL MELINDA 352 620 7 
Fe. rmte to share one bdrm. apt lor summer 
Furnished ANO 1 or 2 Fe Grad or Sr to share 
2 bdrm apt lor school year 87-88 Semi- 
lurnahed Ph Joanne 352-1879 
Female roommate needed lor '87-88 school 
year. Close lo campus, fumrshed. laundry 
lacratJe*. reasonable rent Cal Terrl 353-1945 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO 
SUBLEASE APT ACROSS FROM FOUNDERS 
STARTING MAY 11, 1987 $100 PER MONTH 
CALL 353-1176 NOW 
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE 
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER. CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS-CHEAP! CALL 353-2347 
HELP' ONE OR TWO (FEMALES OR MALESI 
TO SUBLEASE A ROOM IN A LARGE HOUSE 
FOR SUMMER CHEAP' CALL 353-8108 
Need nonsmoking female to share e house 
very dose to campus Furn (own rooms), rent 
around $65 a mo Cal Vine 352-8122 
NON-SMOKING (PREFERRED) MALE ROOM 
MATE NEEDED FOR '87'88 SCHOOL YEAR 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL JOHN FOR MORE 
NFO 372-4851 
Non smokjng female roommate to share furn. 2 
bdrm apt., across street from campus May-- 
Aug Cal 353-4322  
Rmte needed for summer. Own room, cable 
TV. $200 total 354-1089. ask for Tim 705 
7th St S. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE HOUSE 
ANY TIME BETWEEN JUNE 19-AUG 14 VERY 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, OWN ROOM CALL 
2-5130 
Roommate needed beginning summer Nice 
lown house with your own bedroom Only 
SI25 a month Cal Christine 354-0104. 
URGENT" Need 2 Males or Females to share 
luge apt. for any or al of summer Close lo 
downtown bars. Very cheep rent 353-8108 
WANTEO-ONE FEMALE TO SUBLEASE 1 
BDRM APT $500 FOR SUMMER; WHICH IN- 
CLUDES UTILITIES CENTRAL LOCATION. 
CALL 354 2810 EVENINGS  
WANTED 1 or 2 nonsmoking, fun-loving, 
response*, females to Irian apt. In Ur>iv 
Vlage for summer '87 VERY INEXPENSIVE!!! 
Cal Usa (372-5146) or VVnette (353-6810) 
today' 
WANTED: 2 lemales lo sublease lor summer 
Own rooms, greet, new lurniehed apartments 
Cal 353-1406 
WANTED 2 SUBLEASERS FOR SUMMER 
ANO 87-88 SPACIOUS 2 BDRM FURN APT 
BEHFNO ASPEN WINE SHOP HEAT, WATER > 
FREE CABLE -192 50 A MO CALL NOW FOR 
AN EXCELLENT LOCATION 372-1687 
OBNOXIOUS   flU 
rVOTlCfj 
♦ RfCOVflflNOT FR4>rn 
A HOUGH MIGHT OF 
MJfCTiow cart Of 
TOUCH (some-    oo 
".feOVcTAT      SOOMCrt 
tmU   OTNrrtJ.). 
L»ST NIGHT t*//fS     Hf ALL V   TOVSU, 
MUH^/LL/e?   tttcM    WvVCTVeW   /T 
Touan€R TUSH   rm   «./»jr   O/VeT 
TO *ecoven   mom...vi**a*iviinmi.r\ 
I'm    NOT    ONt    OP   THOlC   f*lT 
MC*COVer/t«rtr. HOul 
nSOVT    You,ltm.LiE7 
MOW  OO   VtJU    Pif**«-? / 
6V MT EWlcf 
HELP WANTED 
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
POSfTONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer 
Camp In Pooono MM., PA. Contact Cayuga. 
P.O. Box 234BG. Kenxworth NJ 07033 
(201)2760106 
ACTIVISTS Summer lobs In Toledo That, eum- 
mer get involved in progreaam pottles 
Legislative campaigns on environmental issues 
A insurance utarry rate reform Ohio Public In 
lerest Campaign has summer lii lane positions 
on r^mmunrly outreach staff $225 wk to 
start Cal I 241 -9093 lor interview appt 
Bookkeeping Position 
for Spring and Summer 
cal 362-5822 
CASHIER-GATEKEEPER 
Oeeionel pt time positions open et Portage 
Quarry tor responsible individuals with strong 
math skis Must be phystcaly active & available 
evenings A weekends Apply In person at 121 
S Main. BG Accepting appacatrorra until Apr! 
24, 1987  
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON 
NANNY? 
An you a loving, nurturing person who enfoys 
spending time with children? Live In lovely. 
suburban neighborhoods, enjoy excellent 
salaries, benefits, your own Irving quarters and 
limited working hours Your round-trip transpor- 
tation re provided One year commitment 
neceaaaty Cal or write: Mra. Freeh, ttidcere 
Placement Service, Inc. (CCPS). 149 
Buckmlnater Rd . Brooklne, MA 02148 (617) 
566-6294 
EARN up to $750 next weekend Send $4.00. 
Young a Co . PO Box 241090. Msmprxs IN 
38124-1090 
Evening Office Cleaning 
cal 352-5822 
Ever thought ol working In e beeutrlul resort? 
Having fun & making a lot ol money wh*e you're 
atlt We have a limited amount ot positions open 
m our marketing division a in activities It you 
think you have something to offer A would Ike lo 
see what we have to offer cal 419-994-4828 
1 ask tor Mr. O'Neri 
GRADUATING    SENIORS    5    QUALIFYING 
JUNIORS' 
interested In e career flying high performance 
martary aircraft in the Air National Guard? Cal 
Dave Prior (419) 886 2035 
Lawn Maintenance Poaition 
lor Spring and Summer 
CM 352-5822 
LIFEGUARDS WANTED 
Part time work avertable et Portage Quarry 
MUST BRING RED CROSS CERTIFICATION 
CARD Apply In parson at 121 S Main. BG Ac- 
cepting applications unhl April 24. 1987 
ONE DAY ONLY 
Win a trip to the Caribbean whee enjoying your 
summer rrmproymenl   Apply  Thursday  April 
16th al the Fort Rm In Student Union at 1 00. 
2:00. 3 00 or 4:00 SHARP 
Parnlers Wanted 
Fut-nme. experience helpful 
Cal 352-2707 Anytime 
Soccer coach tor high school team Late after- 
noons, salaried position for fal 1987 Pleeae 
contact Derma Mertz 823-3062 
Summer employment at one ot Ohio's honest 
resort areas The newly restored island House 
Hotel, the Catawba island Ctub I Greenhouse 
Restaurant are looking lor wart staff, bar staff ft 
kitchen personnel Above average earnings m 
the beautiful aland area of North Coast Oreo 
Please cal or write Pete Sarmonson. Food & 
Beverage Oirector. Island House. PO Box 787. 
Port Canton. OH 43452   1-800 233-7307 
SUMMER JOBS IN DAYTON 
Otvo'a leading environmental lobby seeks pro- 
gressive women A men lor summer & ful time 
staff positions Cal OHIO PUBLIC INTEREST 
CAMPAIGN hrs 2-10 Pay $225-wk Travel 
cop   For xilo    or inlemew 513 228 6680 
Supervtaor needed lor teenage boy. 2 after- 
noons a week starting June 9 Strongly prefer 
special ed mayy 352-7143 alter 6 
The Porthole Reatsuranl Is looking lor 
bartenders I barmaids tor the summer Send 
resume to Porthole Restaurant. P O Box 13. 
Ketys Island. OH 43438 
Thinking ol traveling-seeing another part ol the 
country? Au'Parrs Unlimited needs Mother's 
helpers Earn salary pros free room and board 
•nth lamies in Metro NYC Area Immediate 
placement, no feee. cal 201 670 7511 
FOR SALE 
•78 Honda CB360 
Low meoege excellent condition 
Aakmg $376 00 Cal Pal 353-0312 
79 Chrysler Leberon 
AM-FM CB Power Everything 
Needs work Aakrng $700 
Cal 353-2748 
18 new Time-Life books (Great Age ol Man) 
Price negotiable 
Serlee no longer in print 
Cal 352-0664 after 5 30 pm 
1973 Plymouth Grand Fury 400 C I 4 barrel 
$360 362-3043  
1981 Honde Prelude Automatic, sunrool. exc 
cond . $3600. cal 353-5513 after 5 PM 
2 AIRLINE TKCKETS   D«|   to D C   NeM   12 40 
PM Sunday. May 10 Best Offer 352 4310 
leave message 
Bicycle 1 Access Racing, triathalon. touring 
Top ol the line Excel Cond Beautiful Mull 
see 354-2700 
Can you buy Jeeps. Can. 4 X 4 s Seized in 
drug raids lor under SI 00 00? Cal lor lac Is to 
day. 602-837-3401  Ext 299 
Computer. Apple Mednloah I28K. Modem. 
Aprjrawrtle printer, software $1800 or otter 
Cal 353 4588 after 6pm  
Double bed: mattress, box 4 sale 1 years use 
Cheep Cal 354-0525 
FOR SALE 2 Piranhas 
Price negohable 
Cal 353-2531 for more mlo 
LOFT FOR SALE 
2 bade > 2 ladders, he proofed, natural wood 
color, free standing. 2X6 supports and double 
bolted very sturdy. University approved-115 
Cal soon! Chna or Larlaaa 372-6400 
LOFTS FOR SALE 
$85 372-37S4 
Save Gas' 
BUY A BIKE 
Man's 10-speed btke. good condition  8 mon 
the ok) Great Price! Cal Jar* 372-3107 
SHARP 8 BEDROOM CONOO must be seen to 
be appreciated. Fireplace In tvtng room A 
master  bedroom.   Country   decor*    21 
Georgetown Dr.. Bowing Green Cal Nevrlove 
Realty. Inc 382-8161. 
Technics SL-P310 CO Patyer with remote con- 
trol. Brand new. Sta In box Make offer 
363-2719 
Technics stereo components receiver, tape 
deck, turntable, lour AR speakers Everything In 
gnat condition- must aee and hear. A steel at 
only 600. for everything. Cal Tom at 
372-3143 
YARD SALE 
Sal Apr! 16. 9 6   122 1-2 Troop 
Postponed il rain 
FOR RENT 
rani Your Apartment• Now! 
Summer apartments with speclel reles 
Openings for Fell still available 
call Noatore Rentals 
352-5420 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Aasortment of many apts. 
A dupktxee for summer A 
fall rentala. CALL NOW 
lar choice apta. 1M-22S0 
Office located at lit E. Wooller 
GEORGETOWN MANOR 
800 3rd Street 
Futy furrashed 2 bdrm apta tor 
1987-88 Free heat A ar cond 
Reeeoneble rates  1 A 2 bdrm units 
avaaable for summer 1987 FREE AIR 
O)f«DIT10NlNG CALL 362-4966 
1 A 2 bedroom furnished apta tor summer A 
1987-88 school year S A V Rentala. 
352-7454 
1 bedroom apt lor summer Furnished 128 S 
Summit No 3   1-267-3341 
2 bdrm  apt   for subraaia lor Fal semester 
1987 or the entire year Cal Nancy 372-3268 
2 bdrm apt for sublease lor Summer I block 
from bars. 3 blocks from campus $400 for en 
tr* summer, eidudet gas A utilities Cal 
353-7711. 
2 spaces available In house this summer 
(female). On Wooeler across from Rodgers 
Many extras A low rent Cal immedatery 
353-0010 
2 etory house very ctoa* to campus for sum- 
mer rental Need 4 people, air conditioning, 
rmcroweve, furnished, cheep. Cell 353-0075 
or 162-6004 
521 E MERRY One 2 bdrm 4 person apt 
$600 per person per semester plus gaa A elec 
Cal John Newtove Real Eatate 354-2260 
Adjacent campus. Furn. I bdrm apt Aval lor 
summer 87 and 87-88 year $210 e mo plus 
imttkes 8 00-5 00 352-7505 ext 280. after 6 
PM 352-3406 
BUFF APARTMENTS NOW RENTING FOR 
SCHOOL YEAR 17-81. FURNISHED OR UN- 
FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS D 
OR 12 MONTH LEASES AVAILABLE RENT IS 
1510 MONTH WITH 4 PEOPLE (• MONTH] OR 
$475 MONTH WITH 4 PEOPLE (12 MONTH). 
WITH i PEOPLE RENT IS $475 MONTH (I 
MONTH). RENT FOR SUMMER IS $500 PER 
APARTMENT. CALL TIM AT 161-7182 OR 
354-1015 
Excellent Location 
2 bedroom apt m house available thrs summer 
lor 4 people   UttWee Included, low summer 
rale  304 E Court St Cal 352-2932 
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS 
Nut to Aapan Win* Rnetaurant 
2 bdrm   -turn   A urttum 
Cal Tom 352-4873 days 
352-1800 eves 
FALL .  2 bedroom unturnrahM apartments 
Ctoo* lo campus Cal 352-5822 
Furnished Efficiency 
Complete with color T V . Cable and HBO. Al 
utatkes pad Ideal lor upperclassmen or 
graduates Semester leases BG s flna*t 
apartment value $320 per month Phone 
354-3182 or 352-1520 
House for sublet Summer 
623 N Enterprise 
$86 per person par mo -5 Max 
Hug* 2 bdrm 4 person apt lor sublease during 
Summer Ron! onry $ 180 a month pros irtlfctws 
122 1-2 N Prospect Cal 372-1568 
Sieve Smith Apt Rentars-9 A 12 month leases 
aval 1987-88 school year 362-8917 262 
1-2 Troup-2 bdrm. duplex. $310 A uH 530 
ManvtrObdrm ha* $310 A uH 605 Fifth St 
Apt. A 4 bdrm tn-pktx $450 A util 
SUMMER - 2 bedroom house Cloee lo cam- 
pus. Cal 352-5822 
3 month leases 
Apartments starting at $160 per mo 
Ph. 362-7385 
SUMMER SUBLET EFFICIENCY CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS AIR COND , FURN.. FOR 1-2 PER- 
SONS 352-3042 LEAVE MESSAGE. 
SUMMER: 2 bdrm apt to iubreals 
FREE heal, water, cable. AC 
Cal 362-1872 
Two badroom, furnished epertments lor the 
87-88 school year 362-2663 
Two to three tamalee needed to sublease 
house lor the 2nd and 3rd summer school sea- 
sons only Only $200 plus uteties par parson 
House I* lurmsheo and close to campus Cal 
Held al 372-4494 or Laurie el 353-5112 
Unfurnished 2 badroom apartments $500 lor 
aumrrxtr 834 Scott Hamtlon Cal 352-5822 
University Vaage Apt for 1987-88 
School Year. Group* ol 3 or 4. 
352-0164 
CO-OP CORNER 
A union on "Why Fal Co-ope Are Better!' w* 
be presented by the Co-op Office on Tuee.. 
Apr! 21 at 3:00 In the Taft Room, Student 
Union. 372-2461 
Fr or Soph General Bus. Mktg. or Sales majors 
with 2 7 GPA needed to serve ss sales reps lor 
NABISCO Must have car lor travel in N W Ohio 
lor Sum *67 A '88. Interviewing April 23 - CALL 
CO-OP NOW AT 372-2*61 tor your epp't (Ra- 
ng Seniors wi not be considered] 
Ptiainlatluii lo be given by Toledo company for 
students   nterested   In   MM*   training   oppor- 
tunUee on Tuee . Apr! 21 al 4 00 PM al Rm 
238 Admit Btdg 
LLS.-J.-iAis&lC 
ep(*s~ 
Activities in 
Nicaragua p.3 
Those who have yet 
to return p.5 
Memories of 
WWII p.6 & lO 
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Campus   Comments 
Friday interviews by D«n«le Jones Friday photos by MicheN* Thorn«uj«N 
Would the United States be prepared 
if it had to go to war tomorrow? 
Kothy Oos, sophomore elementory 
education major from UJesttoke. "Ves. 
I think the U.S. Is prepared because 
ute ohuous hear so much about the 
mUtoru m the news." 
Joe MMer, freshmon undecided 
major from Ketterlng, "Theu spend 
enough moneu on the mttoru budget 
to accomplish every goal theu ore 
truing to reach. 
Shown Burke, sophomore business 
major from Perrusburg, "Ves, theu 
mould be. The budget for mUtoru Is 
high and It shows that the U.S. Is 
prepared." 
Tracy Drumgool, senior children's 
services mojor from Cincinnati, "Ves. 
UJe would be prepared because we 
hove a strong mUtoru. UJe spend 
enough moneu on defense budget-" 
Opinions on threat 
of nuclear war differ 
by Donna Scenno 
I riday reporter 
University students have mixed 
feelings concerning the possibility 
of a nuclear war. 
There are those who believe that 
a nuclear war Is possible, perhaps 
Inevitable, because countries 
other than the United States and 
the Soviet Union have access to the 
weapons. 
"I think sometime during our 
lifetime we will see a nuclear 
weapon used against an adver- 
sary. However. I don't think It will be 
initiated by a superpower," said 
Matt Suhrer, senior Interpersonal 
and public communication ma|or. 
Brad Bahr, senior marketing mo- 
|or, agrees. "The countries In the 
Middle East don't realize what a 
powerful weapon they have ac- 
cess to. I think a leader of one of 
those countries will lose his per- 
spective and use the bomb." 
Bill Munlak, sophomore journa- 
lism major, views an event Involv- 
ing nuclear weapons as probable. 
"I think that there will be nuclear 
bombing, but I don't think there will 
be a full-scale nuclear war. I think If 
there was a nuclear war, It would 
be the last —there would be no 
chance for another one." 
Lee Smith, senior public relations 
major, does not believe there will 
be such an event "because I think 
the risks are too great. There would 
be too much contamination tor 
much life to exist." 
Deb Whalen, senior public rela- 
tions major, believes that the wlde- 
spead availability of the weapons 
are a deterrant to their use "be- 
cause once one side uses a nu- 
clear weapon, any other nation 
that has the capability to use nu- 
clear weapons will use them. The 
effects of nuclear weapons will 
affect everyone." 
Karen Dicker, junior fashion mer- 
chandising major, agrees. "I don't 
think there will be a nuclear war 
because It would cause too much 
destruction. It would be like drop- 
ping a bomb on themselves." 
ROTC students to 
be future officers 
by Barbara Symbollk 
Friday staff reporter 
At the University's Reserve Officers 
Training Corps headquarters, men 
and women are learning leadership 
and management training skills In 
order to become commissioned offi- 
cers In the Army upon graduation. 
Major Edward Maher, battalions- 
level officer, Is responsible for com- 
missioning future officers for the Army. 
Maher prepares juniors to go to ad- 
vanced camps for more training and 
makes sure that everything that the 
colonel orders Is carried out. 
For the freshmen, known as MS1s In 
Army lingo, various classes are re- 
quired which Introduce national se- 
curity and basic organization of the 
Army. The sophomores, or MS2s, are 
disciplined In the area of survival and 
military tactics. The juniors, MS3s. are 
Introduced to what It Is like to be a 
platoon leader and engage In small 
unit tactics. 
Physical training, or PT, and lead- 
ership training skills are also part of 
the training program. Seniors, MS4s, 
are trained In military management, 
tactics, ethics, professionalism, mili- 
tary writing and communications. 
At the end of this final year, the 
students are ready to be commis- 
sioned. It Is at this time where the 
commissioned officer can ask for his 
or her assignment In one of the 16 
different branches In the Army. 
This Is the case for Dave Bennett, 
senior Interpersonal and public com- 
munications major from Novelty, who 
will be commissioned In December 
upon graduation. Bennett, a first lieu- 
tenant, Is responsible for helping to 
train and evaluate the juniors. 
Giving commands Is also a part of 
this training, Bennett said. "While giv- 
ing commands you have to be sure of 
yourself. There Is an exact command 
for everything. If you don't know what 
you're doing and try to wing It, every- 
one will know because they know the 
commands." 
In addition to the classroom 
courses, the students In this program 
have the opportunity to participate in 
leadership labs where they receive 
training In rappelllng, rifle 
marksmanship and land navigation. 
Weekend training exercises and 
leadership camps also prepare the 
ROTC students. 
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Nicaraguans yearn for stability 
by Jenny Dannery 
Friday reporter 
Regardless ol frequent contra bombings, there Is 
strong spirit and hope lor the future In the Nlcara- 
guan people, according fo Jerone Stephens, Uni- 
versity professor of political science. 
Stephens, who lived In Nicaragua two years ago 
to observe the Nlcaraguan elections, said he 
returned with a different perspective than the 
"distorted" picture of the country he said Is painted 
by President Reagan. 
Stephens said he holds great respect tor the 
progress the Sandlnlsta government has made 
following the overthrow of the us backed Somoza 
government on July 19.1979. 
What stood out most to Stephens upon arrival was 
the Sandinistas' lack of emphasis on competition. 
Instead, they emphasize cooperation and caring, 
he said. 
"They stress people helping each other. This Is 
built Into the whole Sandlnlsta structure," Stephens 
said. 
For example, they have a "Literacy Campaign" 
In which a tew townspeople learn how to read and 
then teach others. This works well within the country 
because the people are concerned with each 
other, as well as themselves, Stephens said. 
"You see In Nicaragua the future they say can't 
happen In this country — of cooperation and shar- 
ing to Improve the human condition," Stephens 
said. 
He said the Nlcaraguan people are very proud 
ol their children, and the respect Is reciprocated by 
the children's desire to aid the revolution. 
One evening, Stephens and the other observers 
attended a meeting of the Mothers of Heroes and 
Martyrs. The organization Is a group of mothers and 
wives of men killed In the uprising against Somoza. 
Stephens met one woman whose son was killed 
the previous night by contra guerrillas. She told 
Stephens that the son was her fourth killed by the 
contra rebels. 
Stephens was amazed she was still at the meet- 
ing after her loss. 
"I wouldn't have done It, but she was there 
talking with us, knowing we were of the people who 
supplied artillery," Stephens said. 
"They are working hard to assert themselves. They 
are a people determined not to be turned Into a 
client state," Stephens said. 
"If we would leave them alone, they'd be fine," 
he said. 
Prior to the revolution, Stephens said the Nlcara- 
guan people were turned Into beggars by US 
Imperialism and their leaders were turned Into 
puppets to promote U.S. policy. 
But under the Sandinistas, begging Is discour- 
aged. If someone Is hungry, he or she Is given food, 
he said. This demonstrates the Sandinistas' will- 
ingness to work together to remain Independent. 
Stephens saw two young children asking for 
money at a market. One of the storekeepers saw 
them and told them not to beg, but to go see the 
market manager who would give them food. It Is 
clear they are a very proud people and take care 
of each other, Stephens said. 
The only thing that small children will ask for are 
pencils for schoolwork, but the parents ask they be 
given through a school or church so that the 
pencils can be distributed fairly, he said. 
Because the children In Managua love baseball, 
but cannot use baseballs In the densely populated 
city, a man In Stephens' group brought tennis balls 
to give to the children, enabling them to play 
baseball In the city. He threw them out Into the 
crowd of children and, lust at all children, they 
scrambled for the balls. 
After collecting and distributing the tennis balls 
fairly, the parents then came over to the bus, 
thanked the man, but asked him to not do that 
because It creates competition among the chil- 
dren. 
Stephens found the people to be very friendly 
and open to discuss what was going on there, even 
though they knew he was a U.S. citizen, and that the 
United States supports the contras. 
"I walked and went wherever I wanted. They are, 
In a sense, glad to have Americans see how things 
really are," Stephens said. 
He said he believes Nicaragua Is the only Inde- 
pendent country In Central America, while El Salva- 
dor Is a puppet ol the United States. 
It Is documented In Inevitable Revolutions that 
the United States engineered Ouarte's victory In the 
El Salvador elections, he said. In return, El Salvador 
Is a client state lor the United States In which they 
subordinate their national Interests lor the U.S., 
Stephens said. 
"Duarte says himself that the United States calls 
the shots." Stephens said. 
The United States has extracted the natural re- 
sources from Central American client states — 
Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador. 
Central American goods, such as beef and fruit, 
come to the United States at a very low cost, rather 
than remaining In Central America to feed Its 
people. 
He said the United States gives $500 million 
annually to El Salvador. 
The government Indiscriminately bombs the pop- 
ulation because they know the El Salvador rebels 
have support, he said. 
The difference between the rebels In El Salvador 
and the rebels In Nicaragua Is that the Insurgency 
In El Salvador Is being carried out by Salvado- 
reans — not foreigners, not the United States and not 
the CIA. In Nicaragua, the leader of the rebels lives 
In Miami, Fla., Stephens said. 
The leader ol the contras Is a former Somoza 
colonel. 
"There Is not an Indigenous group fighting In 
Nicaragua. The contras In Nicaragua were cre- 
ated, and are led and maintained by the U.S.." 
Stephens said. So, It Is not what the majority of 
people In Nicaragua want, but what serve:, the 
United States. Stephens said. 
There Is no economic reason to lustily U.S. inter- 
vention, according to Stephens. The contras' pur- 
pose is to kill the spirit of the Independent 
Nlcaraguan people, so surrounding client states 
cannot look at Nicaragua and feel they can 
become Independent. 
Stephens said the U.S. government gets around 
the Bollen amendment, which prohibits aid to 
lorelgn groups who are attempting to overthrow a 
government. Reagan simply Ignores the amend- 
ment and sets additional money aside lor the 
contras, he said. However, the contras can account 
lor less than hall ol the billions already sent. 
"The contras are puppets and mercenaries who 
are making a good living," Stephens said. Arturo 
Cruz, the former leader of the contras, had a Lear 
let and received $7,000 a month from the United 
States, Stephens said. 
There Is a historic culture behind the political 
turmoil In Nicaragua. The people are striving to 
realize their Inherent culture, because the United 
States and Somoza would not lei them have one. 
Stephens said. The way to repress a people Is to 
take its culture away, he said. 
April 24 & 25 
7:30 p.m. Fri. 
1:30 & 7:30 p.m. Sat. 
GOOD TICKETS AVAILABLE 
BGSU ICE ARENA 
4-8 p.m. weekdays: 10-2 Sat. 
Group ticket rates for Sat. 
matinee 
BGSU Skating club members 
200 local skaters 
Wayne & Natalie Seybold 
Daniel Doran 
352-4091 & 352-7295 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ling Green State University Theatre Presents 
Sr. Citizen '.. 
April 16-18, 23-25 . 8:00 pm 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre 
Guest Director, 
Roger Robinson 
will play the 
lead role of 
Othello. 
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Memorial honors 
dead war heroes 
by Deonna Griffith 
'  I iy reporter 
Honoring the men who gave their lives In World War II to protect us here at 
home Is precisely what the Bowling Green war memorial Is doing. 
According to Royce Beaverson, Wood County Veterans Service Officer, the 
memorial contains "the names of Wood County Veterans of all the military 
sectors that were killed during World War II." The names are Imprinted on the 
memorial as they were reported to the next of kin. 
The Idea for the memorial originated from the Gold Star Mothers In the 1950s. 
The members of this group were mothers who lost their sons In World War II. The 
group established a memorial commission to design a memorial to be 
dedicated to their lost sons and to all the Wood County casualties of World War 
II. 
"The funding for the memorial came from Individuals," according to 
Beaverson. "The county more or less completed the necessary funding." 
The Gold Star Mothers Initiated the whole program on adopting the 
memorial, but "the actual man hours came from the Veterans of Foreign Wars, 
American Legion and the Disabled American Veterans of Wood County," 
Beaverson said. 
Beaverson also commented that "much ot the Initiation and preparation 
and putting the memorial together and technical work was voluntary." 
The memorial was officially dedicted to the lost Wood County sons on April 
30, 1950. The men were honored with parades and flagwavlng for giving their 
lives during the war to end all wars. 
i       MARK'S 
J MEDIUM 2 ITEM PIZZA 
| ONLY $5.00 
■ Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza 
Friday photo by Mich*** Thome*** 
.SUBtMY* 
„  Sandwiches & Salads 
TUESDAY TWOFERS 
Buy a Footlong and Medium Drink 
and Receive a Footlong 
Free 
Tuesday Only 
No Coupon Needed 
Not Good With Any Other Offer 
Every Tuesday In 
April 
1QFFER GOOD AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATION 
109 N. Main 352-8391 
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Remembering 
and hoping. . . 
by Amy Klzer 
Friday reporter 
In 1973, the United States ended Its 
official Involvement In the Vietnam 
conflict with the signing of the Paris 
Peace Accords. 
The American government said the 
war was over. 
It wasn't. 
More than 2,400 families still wait 
and wonder. Their husbands, fathers, 
brothers, uncles and cousins are still 
missing In action, unaccounted for 
otter more than 10 years. 
The U.S. Defense Intelligence 
Agency said It still receives first- and 
second-hand reports ol live sightings 
of American captives In Indochina. 
And still families wait — not know- 
ing If their loved one Is dead or alive. 
They said they know finding out about 
a death would be difficult, but at least 
they could rest. If Just one serviceman 
Is Imprisoned, he could be the one 
they are waiting lor. 
At least one University student expe- 
rienced having a member of her 
family listed as a MIA. 
Chrlstl Sayers, a senior manage- 
ment Information systems major, said 
her father, then a captain In the U.S. 
Army, was stationed In Saigon. During 
the TET offensive, the Vietnamese cap- 
tured the city, and Sayers said her 
dad was listed as a MIA for 24 days. 
All communication was cut off, and 
the city was placed under a com- 
plete curfew. 
Although her father wrote home 
every day. Sayers said her family did 
not receive a single letter, and no one 
knew what had happened to him. She 
said her mother kept In contact with 
the War Department and watched the 
events In Saigon on television. 
Although Sayers was only In first 
grade at the time, she said she re- 
members her grandparents being at 
her house everyday and also remem- 
bers her mother crying "all the time." 
"Although I really didn't under- 
stand what was going on," she said, "I 
was sad because my mom was sad." 
After Saigon was freed. Sayers' dad 
was removed from the MIA list and Is 
now a retired lieutenant colonel. 
The Issue of prisoners of war and 
MIAs has been a concern since the 
Johnson administration. At the begin- 
ning of the war, the families of POWs 
and MIAs said they were told at the 
beginning of the war to be silent 
about the disappearances. They said 
the government warned them any 
mention of the problem might bring 
harm to the prisoners. 
However. In June 1969, the wife of a 
POW formed the National League ol 
American Prisoners In Southeast Asia, 
now known as the National League of 
Friday photo by Michelle Thorneweli 
Families. Out of frustration Irom the 
lack of government action, the 
league declared Itself "a group effort 
to get Information about our men," 
according to a special report by Ann 
Martin tor USA Today. 
After Nixon began his term In office, 
he made the MIAfPOW Issue public In 
hopes of pressuring the Vietnamese, 
he said. There were massive letter- 
writing campaigns, and celebrities 
such as Bob Hope. Ernest Borgnlne 
and Jimmy Stewart made public ap- 
Bracelets signify soldiers MIA 
by Kelly Rose 
Friday staff reporter 
The Vietnam War Is over but 2.500 
Americans still remain unaccounted 
tor. For their lamllles, the war has not 
ended. Keeping the Issue ol prisoners 
of war alive Is Important for the peo- 
ple who wear special bracelets In 
remembrance ot the missing. 
Task Force Omega, with headquar- 
ters In Iowa, manufactures metal 
bracelets with the name ol a military 
serviceman, civilian or dependent 
who Is unaccounted for. The bracelets 
also have Inscribed on them the 
POWs branch ot service, date of 
disappearance, location of disap- 
pearance and home state. 
For the past nine years, Janet Schil- 
ling and her children have made the 
bracelets In conjunction with their 
small engraving business. 
The idea originated In 1969 when a 
California group named VIVA (Voices 
In Vital America) began making 
bracelets with names of POWs en- 
graved on them. 
»'..'*■ ■' :"**£. :.... ...—- Friday photo'by Mlchette ThorneweH' 
Four years later the Interest in the 
bracelet faded, according to Schil- 
ling. 
The Schilling family formed Task 
Force Omega and began manufac- 
turing the bracelets to spread the 
message that Americans were still 
missing In action when "In 1978, we 
discovered we had a friend whose 
son was missing In Vietnam," Schilling 
said. 
The goal of Task Force Omega Is the 
return of all Americans, both alive 
and dead, according to Schilling. 
She said her group has evidence 
that Americans are still In Vietnam 
from reports that filter to the United 
States from refugees and workers who 
have seen or heard of American 
POWs. 
She added that her group has not 
received any help from the U.S. gov- 
ernment. Schilling explained, "The 
government wants the Issue to go 
away because It Is embarasslng to 
find out they have left men In Viet- 
nam." 
People who want bracelets can 
send for them and even request a 
specific name of a POW, a specific 
state, branch ol the service or the 
date they disappeared. Schilling said 
they have gotten requests from mili- 
tary personnel who want the names ol 
men they fought with. She added her 
group receives about 20 orders a day 
for the bracelets. 
For $4, anyone can send tor a 
bracelet. Along with It comes a short 
pownvahd tf-Hst-of everyone wttd is 
unaccounted for In Vietnam. The S4 
donation Is used to make the brace- 
lets and any extra money Is used to 
help support families and organiza- 
tions to keep the POW issue alive 
according to Schilling. 
When POWs are returned to the U.S.. 
dead or alive, their name Is marked 
off the list. Schilling said 128 people 
from Ohio are listed as missing In 
action. 
Angle Plcken, junior social work 
major from McComb, wears two 
bracelets. She sold, "It's sad that so 
many people are still unaccounted 
for. It makes me think ol the luxuries I 
have and the prisoners probably 
don't even have hot water or a de- 
cent place to sleep." 
This year the University ROTO chap 
ter ordered 72 bracelets for some of Its 
members. 
Lt. Col. Jon Blsher said the bracelets 
have become a national project of 
the ROTO He said he hopes the cam- 
paign will keep the POW Issue alive 
and give more political attention to 
the project. 
Eventually Blsher and Schilling 
hope enough public pressure will be 
put on politicians and the Vietnam- 
ese government to bring every POW 
home. 
Only when every American Is ac- 
counted for will the goal of Task Force 
Omega be realized. Schilling ex- 
plained. "Omega Is the last letter of 
the Greek alphabet and we hope that 
our task force will be the last mission 
bf Vietnam." 
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A civilian's and soldier's story 
by Deborah Gottschalk 
Friday stall reporter 
Hitler. Germany. Jews. Concentra- 
tion camps. These are the things that 
are associated with World War II. 
What many people (all to realize is 
that the people ot nearly every coun- 
try In Europe were affected by the 
war. The small country ol Belgium was 
no exception. 
When WWII began, Rene Moyens. 
26 and a Belgian citizen, was a sol- 
dier in the Belgian Carabiniers Army. 
In the spring ol 1940, his troops were 
moved to the border ot Holland. The 
men were instructed that it they heard 
gunshots, a sequence ol lour shots 
live times in a row, there was war. 
"When we heard It we couldn't 
believe It," he said. Planes darkened 
Ihe skies, and (or the tiny country ot 
Belgium, the war had begun. 
The countryside was bombed lor 13 
hours straight, and afterwards "the 
people got crazy," he said. They were 
so Irightened that halt the hair on 
some people's heads turned white 
Irom fright. 
With a Flemish accent Anna 
Moyens, Rene's wife, added, "When 
you never saw a bomb or a plane that 
drops bombs, you can't imagine what 
a feeling that is and a scare that It 
brings into you." 
Belgium did not have the power to 
tight the Germans' assault. Within 18 
days the Germans had taken control 
ol the country and taken the soldiers 
captive. 
After being captured, Rene was 
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marched through Holland to the con- 
centration camps In Germany. They 
marched during the day. To ensure 
that the bridges wouldn't be bombed, 
the Germans forced them to sleep on 
them at night. 
The first night ot the march, how- 
ever, they slept In a church. It was 
bombed and many soldiers were 
killed. The survivors were marched 
into Germany. 
During this time the citizens ol Bel- 
glum were In a panic, Anna said. "All 
the people took up what they could 
and fled in cars, bicycles, wheelbar- 
rows and horse-drawn carriages. Old 
and young, they were all trying to get 
away, they were going to France." 
The people traveled In caravans 
and posted signs on the side ol the 
road with messages to loved ones for 
whom they were searching. 
While Rene sat in a concentration 
camp in Germany with little to eat 
and no knowledge ot what was hap- 
pening to his family and country, 
Anna was experiencing the war from 
an entirely different perspective. 
At night she listened to radio broad- 
casts, keeping the windows com- 
pletely closed so no light would 
reveal to the German planes that 
there was a village below. 
Luckily, the Moyens lived on a farm 
and although all meat had to be 
delivered to the Germans, at least 
there were vegetables to eat. 
Anna's experiences on the home 
Iront were as harrowing as some ol 
the stories told by soldiers. 
In the first days of the war, her 
mother was wounded by shrapnel as 
the two of them ran lor safety and fell 
to the ground, barely escaping 
death. 
Although Anna worked in a shoe 
factory in Aalst, she could not go to 
work for fear that the tactory would be 
bombed. 
Emotionally It was a trying time. Her 
mother-in-law Informed her that she 
had seen a sign that read, "Rene 
Moyens died here." 
Anna refused to believe it, and set 
off to see a friend who lived close to 
Brussels. While there, her friend re- 
ceived a letter Irom her husband via 
the Red Cross. 
"If my husband is alive I will have a 
letter," Anna said, and departed lor 
home. When she arrived In Nieuwer- 
kerken, she had two letters from Rene 
waiting for her, and she knew her 
husband was alive. 
The following Sunday Anna went to 
church and learned that many pris- 
oners had been released from Ger- 
man camps. Rene was on the truck 
that brought the soldiers home, and 
the two were reunited. But not for long. 
Rene fled to Czechoslovakia be- 
cause he had to work for the Ger- 
mans. He was only supposed to be 
there for three months, but once he 
arrived he was not permitted to leave. 
Rene made false identification pa- 
pers and returned home. 
Realizing that the situation in Bel- 
glum was still unsafe, France was the 
next country he tied to. Lack ol food 
caused him to change the date on his 
false papers, and go to Hamburg, 
Germany. He stayed there one year, 
until   1944,   when   England   began 
bombing Germany. 
Although he was afraid that he 
would be caught. Rene did not return 
to Germany. They were "bombing 
Germany to pieces" Anna said, and 
she encouraged Rene to remain at 
home. "Your life Is more Important 
than anything," she said. 
It was in March 1944 that Anna had 
a son. The baby was another cause of 
worry. Once she "heard the plane 
coming and thought they were going 
to hit the root." She leaned over her 
baby to protect. Luckily the plane 
passed her by. 
"We were very well spared," she 
admits, but added that in the house of 
their neighbors a bomb killed both ol 
the parents, leaving only the children 
alive. 
In another Instance, a trlend of 
Anna's was captured tor assisting the 
underground. The family was taken to 
a concentration camp, and the father 
and son were killed there. Anna's 
friend returned weighing only eighty 
pounds. "Somehow she had stayed 
alive, I don't know how," Anna said. 
At one point after a bomb dropped, 
Anna opened the window and said to 
her husband, "This Is the end of the 
world." She really thought It was. "The 
sky was tilled with a reddish light — 
like lire. It was so scary," she said. 
The war lasted live long years for 
the Belgian people. As Anna Moyens 
said, "You think there was never 
going to come an end ... when It first 
started you think you can only live a 
week, but we made it through five 
years — thank the Lord — and we are 
still alive today." 
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'60s activists push for peace 
by Dlanna L. Borsl 
Friday reporter 
Protesters. Hippies, radicals, trouble makers. 
Maybe. Or maybe they are America at her best. 
A minister, a college professor and a proprietor 
all llnd economics at the root of war and think 
today's policies are leading away from peace 
They also think we all have an obligation to work 
tor peace. 
Karen Thompson Is a United Christian Fellowship 
minister, mother, wlte, and, most Importantly, war 
orphan. Early In lite she learned the pain ot war with 
her father's death In World War II. 
But It wasn't until she left her small town and 
graduated from college that she combined her 
family's deep sense of loss with the struggle of 
Vietnam and the causes of war. 
In New York City she saw another America In the 
poverty of Spanish Harlem. 
Thompson began to read economics. Volumes 
later, "I began to see that at the bottom, most war Is 
based on economic injustice and greed," Thomp- 
son said. 
She delved Into history and began to understand 
her father's death. At the Vietnam memorial, 
Thompson thought ol all the fathers and sons lost in 
"At the bottom, 
most war It based on 
economic Injustice 
and greed" — Karen 
Thompson 
the wars. Then she thought ot the companies who 
profited from the wars. "I sat down In front ol the big 
block stone with all of those names and I cried and 
cried," Thompson said. 
Her religious background requires that she work 
to make the world better. Thompson's family values 
of independent thinking and belief In democratic 
participation lead Thompson to protest. 
She wrote, taught at teach-ins, spoke out and 
marched. Thompson also worked and raised a 
family. To this day, she continues to combine 
religion, economics and a lamillal perspective to 
her work for peace. 
Thompson's work for peace continues with UCF. A 
headquarters for various peace organizations, UCF 
plans a peace library and student trips In the future. 
Steven Ludd, associate professor of political 
science, agrees with Thompson. "Political dissent Is 
as Important to American democracy as going to 
war," Ludd said. He began to protest during the 
Vietnam War. 
His work Is grounded In a strong belief in the 
Constitution. For him, the question was how to 
protest. "Do you knowingly violate the law as a form 
of dissent or do you find alternative means to 
express your disdain for government activities yet 
within the laws?" Ludd asked. 
For him, however, the decision was more difficult. 
"It's tough to be an attorney If you've been in toll or 
go to Canada," Ludd said. 
"Political dissent 
Is as Important to 
American democ- 
racy as going to war" 
— Steven Ludd 
While In law school he helped close his university 
to protest the Invasion of Cambodia, Ludd said. He 
continued to protest with marches, dialogues and 
activities In Washington. After he lost his deferment 
In 1969. Ludd ended up In the civil affairs unit of the 
Army reserve. He continued his work as a legal 
counselor for draft resistance. 
Ludd says work tor peace Is continuous. "It's 
presumptuous to think that anyone has done any- 
thing for peace In a magical way. It's everyday, 
trying to persuade people everyday," Ludd said. 
However, Ludd believes that current policies 
won't lead to peace. "It's mistaken to believe that 
peace can be achieved through what Is called 
strength," Ludd said. "Strength can come from the 
collective will ot the people rather than arma- 
ment." 
In Central America this means using the strength of 
the United States to help the region. "We're doing 
the same thing we did In southeast Aslo," Ludd 
said. Instead of arms, the United States should 
contribute to economic growth, support medical 
(acuities and fund education. "Then we wouldn't 
have to worry about the 'domino theory,' " Ludd 
said. 
Today, Ludd works lor peace In a variety ol ways. 
In addition to being an adviser and encouraging 
student leaders, he teaches the Importance ot 
polltlcl dissent dally as part of constitutional law. 
Jack Lautermllch, owner of Jack's Bakery, joined 
the ranks of protesters while a student at the 
University during the late '60s. Lautermllch believes 
that protesting is part of the American process. 
"We did what our parents and schools taught us 
to do, anaylze the problem down to its causes," 
Lautermllch said. "We did that with war." 
They learned that war Is economics. "Vietnam 
was not about the spread ol Communism; it was two 
economic systems doing battle. It was the mlllta- 
ryllndustrlal complex," Lautermllch said. 
Like Ludd, Lautermllch Is not optimistic about the 
possibilities of peace with the current status quo. 
"There will be wars as long as there are arms 
merchants" because profit Is a main cause of war, 
Lautermllch said. 
"Vietnam was not 
about the spread of 
Communism; It was 
two economic sys- 
tems doing battle" 
— Jack Lautermllch 
Also, the military Itself Is a factor. "They sell fear," 
Lautermllch said. "As long as we let military people 
dictate when and how we'll be safe, we'll never be 
sate." 
Lautermllch sees reason rather than force as an 
alternative. "Solutions by force are temporary," he 
said. "Now we have talks to arrange peace talks 
and we think we're successful." Lautermllch said. 
"As long as we look to military people lor safety and 
security, they are going to give us an answer based 
on violence." 
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POW/MIA eonfliMMd from poge 8 
pearances In support ol POWs 
The government issued 135 million 
postage stamps which stated "Have a 
Heart Hanoi." 
Around the country, Americans 
wore special bracelets made by a 
UCLA student organization known as 
VIVA, Voices In Vital America. Each 
bracelet was Inscribed with the name 
ol a POW and his date ol capture. 
VIVA members said the bracelets 
were to be worn until the prisoner was 
released. 
Recently, two University organiza- 
tions, the Falcon Wheelers and Arnold 
Air Society, participated In a Blke-A- 
Thon to raise money on behalf ol MIAs 
and POWs. 
During spring break, 15 cyclists and 
2 drivers travelled to Washington D.C. 
as part ot the philanthropy which will 
raise a minimum ot S 1.000 (or the 
league, according to event chair- 
man Jim Karlovec, a junior Interperso- 
nal and public communications, 
major. 
While In Washington, they also 
visited the Vietnam Memorial where 
they were joined by U.S. Rep. Douglas 
Applegate and some of their parents. 
During a short ceremony, they offered 
a prayer and laved a wreath at the 
base ol the memorial. 
The group decided to complete 
the Blke-A-Thon to promote knowl- 
edge ol the MIAs and POWs. so peo- 
ple wouldn't forget, according to 
Karlovec. 
As stated In the 1942 Missing Per- 
sons Act, a serviceman Is subject to a 
status review after he has been miss- 
ing for one year. At this time, he either 
retains his MIA status or Is changed to 
a Killed In Action II there Is conclusive 
evidence the man Is dead or II a 
"sufficient" length of time has passed 
without news of the person. In the 
latter case, a "Presumptive Finding of 
Death" (PFD) Is declared. 
The Pentagon disclosed to the 
See POW/MIA page 12 
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Green berets teach and train 
by Jenny Hudson 
Friday reporter 
Fighting soldiers from the sky 
Fearless men who lump and die 
Men who mean lust what they say 
The brave men ot the green beret 
Barry Saddler 
The men who wear the green beret: 
U.S. soldiers whose elite reputation 
precedes them, yet who are still en- 
shrouded by an aura ot mystery, 
Intrigue and secrecy. 
Although this Is due In part to the 
media, the soldiers of the U.S. Army's 
Special Forces, nicknamed "Green 
Berets," must maintain somewhat of a 
lower profile concerning their opera 
lions, tactics and missions. 
This Is because these are the sol- 
diers who engage In covert and clan- 
destine activities and whose primary 
war-time mission Is unconventional or 
guerilla warfare. 
"In a way we're almost teachers," 
said Captain Paul Jayko, a University 
graduate who has served the last 
seven years as a paratrooper, Army 
Ranger and Green Beret, and who Is 
currently on active reserve with the 
11th Special Forces Group (Airborne). 
"We are there to train, supply, orga- 
nize and control Indigenous forces. 
"Our mission, during war, would be 
to go to the countries that need and 
request our assistance and to train 
and organize resistance forces to be 
guerrilla fighters until they are ;apa 
ble of being a conventional totce of 
their own," said Jayko. 
Special Forces Is just one of several 
military units that fall under the urn- 
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brella of the Special Operations 
Forces. Also Included, according to 
Jayko, are the U.S. Army Rangers. 
Navy SEALS (Sea-Air-Land teams), the 
Air Force's First Special Operations 
Wing, Delta Force (a unit the Army 
refuses to acknowledge exists) and 
Task Force 160. 
"Special Forces Is actually broken 
down Into teams," said Jayko. "The 
basic structure Is the 'A-team' which 
has 12 people, that 12 being com- 
prised of two officers and ten others 
who all specialize In one field, either 
medicine,   weapons,    Intelligence, 
"In a way we're 
almost teachers. 
We are there to 
train, supply, orga- 
nize and control In- 
digenous forces. 
— Capt. Paul Jayko 
communications or demolition. 
"Soldiers Interested In lolnlng SOF 
all go through their own school that 
gives them the training and educa- 
tion they need to operate." Jayko 
said. "To get Into Special Forces, you 
must go through three weeks of air- 
borne training at Airborne School at 
Ft. Banning, GA. Then, depending 
upon which position you're going to 
hold on the A-team, you go through a 
section of the school (at the JFK Spe- 
cial Warfare Center at Ft. Bragg, NC) 
to get your specialized training. All 
soldiers also receive training In wea- 
pons, hand-to-hand combat, survival 
and patrolling." 
Those who become a member of 
the Special Forces are active not only 
during war, but also in peacetime as 
trainers and teachers to the armies 
and soldiers of many countries. 
According to Jayko, "Every day of 
the year there are SF soldiers training 
the mllltla of other countries." 
Jayko says the Special Forces have 
recently gained more media atten- 
tion because the majority of conflicts 
In the world today are low-Intensity, 
where there Is no openly-declared 
Friday photo by Michelle Thomewell 
war, but which covers everything from 
terrorist acts and hostage-taking to 
counter-Insurgency. 
"In these conflicts there are things 
the U.S. still wants to Influence and the 
best way to gain that Influence Is by 
using these SOF teams," Jayko said. 
Although their primary war mission 
Is unconventional warfare, Special 
Forces also has other missions One of 
these, Jayko said. Is StCTA. or Strate- 
gic Intelligence Collection and Tar- 
get Analysis. 
This Is where teams go Into occu- 
pied   territory   completely   unsup- 
ported by the U.S. Army for the dura- 
tion of the war, he said. Their mission, 
using a specialized radio, Is to relate 
what Is going on behind enemy lines. 
"Their chance of surviving Is contin- 
gent upon their never being de- 
tected," Jayko said. 
Direct Action Is one other mission of 
the Special Forces, and this Includes 
commando-type raids, such as blow- 
ing up a power station behind enemy 
lines, said Jayko. 
But the main task of the Special 
Forces still Is that of educator, passing 
on highly-specialized training to 
those resisting a hostile force. 
"Special Forces are force multi- 
pliers," Jayko said. "You can take 12 
guys and they have the capabilities 
of training 500 Indigenous personnel. 
This Is even more powerful In peace- 
time since then we can otter even 
more. Then we can strengthen other 
countries so they will be lea likely to 
tall In the future." 
Despite a recent wave of publicity 
focused on the Special Forces, mainly 
from legislators attempting to create 
a unified SOF command, the public 
might never start referring to them as 
such. To most. Special Forces will 
always be called the 'Green Berets.' 
"The use of the term 'Green Berets' 
to denote Special Forces Is an ac- 
knowledgment of the media's usage 
and widespread acceptance of the 
term by the American public," said 
retired ROTC Lt. Charles Simpson III, 
assistant professor of HPER. "A green 
beret Is a hat, while a member of the 
Special Forces Is a highly motivated 
and trained expert In conventional 
and unconventional warfare who 
wears the green beret." 
The heat is on. 
This summer may be your last chance to 
graduate from college with a degree and an 
officer's commission. Sign up for ROTC's 
six-week Basic Camp now. See your 
Professor of Military Science for details. 
But hurry. The time is short. 
The space is limited. The heat is on. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
ARMY RESERVE ONCERS' TRAINING CORPS 
For an application, or just to find out more details, contact Captian Gary Wirzylo or 
Captain Dave Wolf at 2-2476. There is no obligation to get all the facts. 
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Two city officials recall WWII 
by Dave Buehler 
Friday reporter 
While today's high school graduate may shout, 
"Where's the beach?" In reference to Daytona or Ft. 
Lauderdale, that phrase may bring to mind a 
beach like Normandy to a generation ol men not so 
long ago. 
Ihey graduated to a future different than today's 
university student — one where the Navy or the 
"It Ihey tell ycu they 
weren't scared, don : be- 
lieve them... We were out 
there by ourselves. It was 
all hanging out" — Jack 
Gonyer 
Marines were some ol the more viable career 
alternatives to joining the Army. 
Two Bowling Green city officials faced that deci- 
sion during World War II. Municipal Administrator 
Wes Hoffman served In the Air Force In the effort to 
drive the Japanese from China. 
Fire Chief Jack Gonyer enlisted in the parachute 
Infantry because "It sounded exciting at the time," 
completing his tour of duty In the European theater 
ol the war. 
Neither man has any regrets about serving his 
country. The two likewise concluded that young 
people were united In support of the war effort 
those days. 
"You have to understand that World War II was 
different trom Vietnam," Hoffman said. "The whole 
country was simply united behind the war effort. 
There wasn't this problem you had during Vietnam 
where a lot of people questioned whether we 
should even be Involved In the thing." 
Both men enlisted In 1942. Gonyer was 19 years 
old and Hoffman was 20. 
After basic training and lump training, Gonyer 
lound himself aboard the Santo Rosa, a South 
American luxury liner headed lor Naples, Italy — 
with some 500 WACs (Women's Army Corps mem- 
bers) aboard. 
Soldiers actually fought over who got to be on 
guard duty, Gonyer said. 
' When the Latin-American version of the Love Boat 
landed at Naples, though, the party was over. 
Gonyer began fighting as regular infantry outside 
the city, advancing with Gen. Potion's tank corps. 
Gonyer also parachuted Into mountainous south- 
ern France otter D-Oay (June 6,1944) In "one of the 
worst kept secrets of the war." 
He and fellow paratroopers lumped early in the 
morning while It was still dark, he said. "Everyone 
knew we were coming." 
After landing, he took a few steps In the darkness 
and fell 4 teet off an agricultural terrace, Gonyer 
said. He said the strange environment made every- 
one trigger-happy. 
The paratroopers landed far apart from each 
other and what was In between them was unknown. 
II a noise In the dark did not Identify Itself by saying 
"Billy the Kid" after being greeted with the code 
word "democracy," it was time to pull the trigger. 
"II they tell you they weren't scared, don't believe 
them," Gonyer said of soldiers In battle. 
Hoffman navigated a B-24 "Liberator" bomber- 
during the war, bombing Japanese ships around 
Formosa and French Indochina. He said flying 
presented many dangers as he often had to nav- 
igate In bad weather through uncharted areas ol 
the Himalayas. 
Also, he said there were no large waves ol 
American bombers over China as In the European 
"The whole country 
was simply united behind 
the war effort. There 
wasnt this problem you 
had during Vietnam" 
— Wes Hoffman 
theater, nor any lighter plane escorts. "We were out 
there by ourselves. It was all hanging out," he said. 
What to do when attacked by agile Japanese 
lighter planes when In a cumbersome B-24? "Well, 
you shoot back - that's the first thing you do. Then 
you try to get the hell out ol there," Hoffman said. 
Ona time the turret atop his plane swung around 
and caught his microphone cord, pulling him out 
of his seat. When Hoffman got up, he lound a bullet 
hole In the seat where his head had been. 
As Gonyer said, death became "something you 
took for granted that may happen." 
Because your 
secretary is a 
budding success. 
Send ttelTD® Secretaries 
Week Bud Vase. 
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Klotz Flower Farm 
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Bowling Green 
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Meadowview Court 
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Bowling Green, Oh. 
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Housing Opening 1987-88 
Efficiency 
unfurnished $210 
furnished $235 
One Bedroom 
(Bldg. 4 & 5) 
unfurnished $210 
furnished $235 
One Bedroom 
(Bldg. 9 & 10) 
unfurnished $265 
furnished $285 
Two Bedroom 
unfurnished $280 
furnished $285 
The complex has its own laundry facilities, a 
party room with a kitchen and bar, a sauna 
and swimming pool. 
ALL RESIDENTS ARE GRANTED THE PRIVILEGE OF 
USING CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA located at 
835 High St., Bowling Green. 
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* * Critic's Corner   * * 
by Mark A. Zimmerman 
Friday reporter Platoon revives 60s tunes 
In the mid-'70s. movies like "Ameri- 
can Graffiti" and "The Lords of Flat- 
bush" and television programs like 
"Happy Days" established a trend 
that saw a great deal ot '50s-oriented 
popular culture. 
This trend continued until after the 
turn of the decade and eventually 
saw the revitallzation ot the cartoon 
character Betty Boop and a resur- 
gence of Interest In rockabilly In pop- 
ular music. 
Ten years later, Interest In '50s icons 
has waned considerably. Instead, 
interest has shifted to that of the '60s. 
Perhaps the popularity ot the tilm 
and subsequent soundtracks of "The 
Big Chill" and the television special 
celebrating the 25th anniversary of 
Motown Records were the first indica- 
tions of this shift In the '80s. 
There is a virtual psychedelic revo- 
r 
Flying fortress, 
buxom    blond 
get face lift 
for last trip 
L.  
lutlon In college radio with bands like 
The Three O'clock and Green on Red 
coming out ot the garage recording 
music with heavy Bob Dylan and mid- 
period Beatle Influences. 
Even In popular music, bands like 
the Bangles are taking 'oOs-onented 
textures and production techniques 
and reaching phenomenal success. 
NBC has just recently Installed 
"Rags to Riches" as a mid-season 
replacement In its Sunday evening 
lineup. 
This Is a program set in 1961 and 
utilizes the popular music ot the pe- 
riod. In this context, it is very similar to 
the Broadway musicals ot the time as 
the lyrics ot these songs are changed 
to III the situation ot the show and are 
sung by the main characters. 
The ratings lor this program were 
Initially outstanding, but have 
dwindled in the subsequent weeks. 
The motion picture "Apocalypse 
Now" was the first film to deal with the 
war In Vietnam directly. It was seen as 
powerful and successful. Yet. It took 
eight years lor the next film of similar 
content to be released. "Platoon" 
was awarded the best film Oscar for 
1986 and is the only "must see" (Mm 
currently In circulation. 
"Platoon" will almost undoubtedly 
open the door (or other Vietnam- 
oriented dims and solidify the fledg- 
ling '60s nostalgia now growing. 
On the soundtrack that accompa- 
nies the film, other than the original 
orchestral pieces, are classic '60s 
rock pieces that reached the pinna- 
cle of their popularity during the war. 
Naturally, they also relate to the ac- 
tion in the scenes In which they are 
used. 
Included on the tlrst side are songs 
like the ultimately tearful "Tracks ot 
DOVER AIR FORCE BASE, Del. (AP) - An aging B-17 
warblrd that made bombing runs over Europe has had a 
number ol Identities since is being restored tor another 
journey — to a museum. 
Like most World War II bombers, this one has "nose art" 
and a name ol its own. It Is adorned with a topless blonde 
tossing a carefree glance over her shoulder. To her right, 
musical notes decorate the legend Shoo Shoo Shoo Baby. 
A row of 22 white bombs denoting combat missions 
completes the painting on the fuselage ol the huge plane. 
Shoo Shoo Shoo Baby is being restored by the 512th 
Military Airlift Wing Reserves as a community service and 
maintenance training project. 
The job began in 1978 and is expected to end by 1988. 
my Tears" by Smokey Robinson, The 
Doors' classic "Hello. I Love You," and 
the Lewis Carroll-intluenced drug 
song "White Rabbit" by Jefferson Air- 
plane. 
Sixties contributions on the second 
side include the Aretha Franklin an- 
them "Respect," Otis Redding's 
"Dock ot the Bay," and the passionate 
"When a Man Loves a Woman" by 
Percy Sledge. 
Most of these songs could easily be 
on a "Greatest Hits of the '60s" record. 
Most certainly, the renewed popu- 
larity of these songs due to "Platoon" 
will result In an increased number ot 
requests from listeners to popular ra- 
dio stations. This will, in turn, bring 
about more '60s-fype music being 
programmed on a regular basis. 
The popularity ot films such as "The 
Deer Hunter," "Apocalypse Now." 
and "Platoon" and the renewed inter- 
est in period music of the '60s, are a 
great Indication ot the switch and 
Interest to all things '60s. 
Then the plane will go to the Air Force Museum at Wright- 
Patterson Air Force Base near Dayton. 
The plane was named after an Andrews Sisters' song, 
says Its tlrst pilot, retired Col. Paul McDutlee, 70. ot Tampa. 
Fla. McDutlee. then a 27-year-old lieutenant, (lew about 95 
percent ot its missions. 
Shoo Shoo Baby — a third "Shoo" was added to the 
plane's name during the restoration — was retired In 1961, 
and the French donated It to the United States In 1972. 
It went to the museum at Wright-Patterson and sat In 
disrepair until March 1978, when the reserve unit at Dover 
offered to restore It. 
B-17s were dubbed Flying Fortresses because ol their 
strength, all-metal construction and size - they were 
about 75 teet long, had a wlngspan ol 103 teet and could 
carry up to 17,600 pounds ol bombs. 
•   *K* • *K* • *K* • +K+ • *K+ • *K* • *K+ • +K* • *K* » *K* « *K* ' ftK* » ^H* • $K* «   »K* » 
Congratulations to the new officers of 
PHI KAPPA PSI 
Vice President   Scott Burner... 
Corresponding Secretary   Tim Walz... 
Treasurer   Bill Ziss... 
Chaplain   Neal Neroni... 
Recording Secretary   Joe Skutt... 
Historian   Bruce Dawson... 
Messenger   Mark Ciriello... 
Sgt. at Arms   Ken Ballway... 
.♦M* « ♦>»■ « *)i* • *M» « *M4- * »K* « »K* « »K* »     '  t« 
PASSPORT 
PHOTOS $&95 
kinko's 
OfW copiM.Grwt pcopM. 
354-3977 
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POW/MIA continued from page S 
public thai within one year after the 
official end of the war, all POWs would 
be given PFDs. at thli had been 
standard procedure after past wars 
and allowed the Pentagon to clear Its 
records, Martin said. 
She said the league fought 
against this procedure, and some 
Washington officials then called 
league members "rumor-mongers, 
charlatans   and   profiteers,"   while 
others accused the League ot want- 
ing to keep the MIA/POW status so 
families could collect the service- 
men's pay. 
President Gerald Ford Insisted 
there were no live prisoners In South- 
east Asia. He claimed dedication to 
gaining full account of all MIAs. but 
little new Information about prisoners 
was gained during his term In office. 
President Jimmy Carter ap- 
pointed a commission whose mem- 
bers spent four days meeting with 
Vietnamese and Laotian officials. The 
Vietnamese said they held no Ameri- 
can prisoners. The commission con- 
cluded the same. 
From 1976 to 1960, only SO MIAs 
were accounted for. The other fami- 
lies still waited. 
In May 1981, two covert patrols 
were sent Into Laos under the supervi- 
sion of the CIA. A Pentagon report In 
January 1982 said the many reports of 
live prisoners "all suggest that Ameri- 
cans may be alive In Communist 
controlled Southeast Asia." 
Since 1974. fewer than 200 bodies 
have been shipped back to the U.S. 
The MIA/POW campaign and the 
league's efforts still continue. 
It all began on August 5, 1965, 
when Navy pilot Lt. Everett Alvarez Jr. 
became the first American POW In 
Southeast Asia. 
He was released nine years later. 
He has been accounted for. Others 
have not. And their families are still 
waiting — waiting for the war to end. 
Support our advertisers Shop locally! 
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rCHARLESTOWN= 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—Summer 
1987 and 1987-88 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
Howard's Club H 
210 N. Main No Cover 
TONIGHT 
"THROUGH SATURDAY" 
JJ Riddim 
^  Doctor 
"Ra^ae is lucid" 
Howard's is a designated driver participant 
BARNEY'S 
Now Showing: 
FERRIS 
BUELURS i 
We have 2 VHS cameras and 11 VCR'S available for rent! 
RENTAL RATES 
Same Day      gg< 
|Mu« Da m More 5pm) 
Overnight '1.99 
Video Recorders . . '5.99 
**•SPECIALS*** 
Sun overnight 99* 
Tues overnight 
WedVCR 
Thurs to Mon. 
Sat to Mon 
2K» 1 
S2.M 
J3.49 
$2.98 
1093 N. Main behind Convenient Store 
^^ 334-1401 
TS!"    Mon-Thurs 10-9 Fri-Sal 10-10 Sun 10:30-7   ii««»c.,)i 
American Express. Phillips 76. Union -^X—- 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 
505 Clough B15     352-9302 
Siaatt  Lutes  itailiii  it 
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OAYT1ME 
MORNING 
6:00 
(ESPN) BIG LEAGUE 
DREAMS SPORTS MAGA- 
ZINE (FRI) 
(ESPN) ACTION OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS BOROS (TUEI 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK (THU) 
(TMCI MOVIE (WED) 
6:16 
(TMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
6:30 
(B AG DAY 
(ESPN) AEROBICS 
6:00 
Q CBS MORNING NEWS 
CD   PATCHES   AND   POCK- 
ETS (WED. FRI) 
0   THREE    CHEERS    FOR 
LIFE (MONI 
CD ONE ON ONE (TUEI 
CO ALL THINGS NEW (THU) 
CD ©CNN NEWS 
CD JIM AND TAMMY 
(ESPN) GETTING FIT 
6:30 
O SI TODAYS BUSINESS 
ID CBS MORNING NEWS 
(D NBC NEWS 
CD CD FARM DAY 
W   CHALLENGE    Of    THE 
G060TS 
(ESPN)     NATION'S     BUSI- 
NESS TODAY 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUE. WED) 
6:46 
ID FARM REPORT 
Q3 (E AM   WEATHER 
7:00 
O CBS MORNING NEWS 
IDTOOAY 
CD    GOOD    MORNING 
AMERICA 
CD CD NIGHTLV BUSINESS 
REPORT 
(D DENNIS THE MENACE 
69 FLINTSTONES 
(TMCI   MOVIE   (MON.   THU. 
FRII 
7:30 
O    ID     MORNING     PRO- 
GRAM 
CD CD CAPTAIN KAN- 
GAROO IR) 
CD SMI   HA    PRINCESS OF 
POWER 
CD ALVIN SHOW 
BOO 
CD CD SESAME STREET <R) 
CD INSPECTOR GADGET 
(£} TH UNDER CATS Q 
8:30 
CD CD MY LITTLE PONY   N 
FRIENDS 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI SHORT FILM SHOW- 
CASE (TUEI 
(TMCI MOVIE (WED. THUI 
9:O0 
O VALUE TELE VISION 
(D OPRAH WINFREY 
ID DONAHUE 
(D HOUR MAGAZINE 
CD CD EDUCATIONAL PRO- 
GRAMMING 
CD DALLAS 
CD LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
(ESPN)   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL (MON, TUE   FRI) 
(ESPN)   TOP RANK BOXING 
(WED) 
•'SPNI SKI WORLD (THUI 
(TMCI   MOVIE   (MON.   TUE. 
FRI) 
9 30 
Q MORNING STRETCH 
(ESPN)   COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL (THUI 
10:00 
O (D $26,000 PYRAMID 
SFRED PENNER'S PLACE 
SALE OF THE CENTURY 
CD SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
CD 700 CLUB 
ffi HAPPY DAYS 
(TMCI MOVIE (WED) 
10:16 
Q FRIENOLY GIANT (MON 
WED. FRI) 
O     CURIOUS     GEORGE 
(TUE. THU) 
10 30 
O    Sl.OOO.OOO    CHANCE 
OF A LIFETIME 
Q MR   DRESSUP 
CD CARD SHARKS 
O) BLOCKBUSTERS 
CD LOVE CONNECTION 
CD MORNING BREAK 
(ESPN)       BIG       LEAGUE 
DREAMS MAGAZINE 
(WED! 
ITMC) MOVIE (MON) 
11 OO 
g CD PRICE IS RIGHT 
SESAME STREET 
CD WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
CD FAME FORTUNE   & RO- 
MANCE 
CD CD 3-2-1 CONTACT : J 
CD BEWITCHED 
CD '00 CLUB 
(ESPN! SPEEDWEEK (FRII 
(ESPN!       JIMMY      BALLARD 
GOLF CONNECTION (MONI 
(ESPNI LPGA GOLF (TUE) 
(ESPN) NBA TOOAY (WED) 
(TMCI   MOVIE    (TUE     THU. 
FRO 
11 30 
CD SCRABBLE 
(D WEBSTER (Rl 
(D CD READING RAINBOW 
(FRI) 
CD   MADAME.    MERCI    ET 
MOU (MONI 
CD     EDUCATIONAL      PRO- 
GRAMMING (TUE. WED) 
CD CD NOVA (THUI 
CD   COMPUTER    APPLICA- 
TIONS (MON) 
CD     EDUCATIONAL      PRO- 
GRAMMING (TUE) 
CD     DEUTSCH      DIREKT 
(WED) 
CD MISTER ED 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
AF~   RNOON 
1200 
O CD ID NEWS 
O MIDDAY 
CD RYAN S HOPE 
CD    TO    BE    ANNOUNCED 
(FRI) 
CD    CD    EDUCATING    THE 
SPECIAL CHILD (MON) 
CD THIS OLD HOUSE (TUE) 
CD BOOYWATCH <W€Ol 
CD "if D (FRI) 
CD     EDUCATIONAL     PRO- 
GRAMMING (TUEI 
CD     (DUCATIONAL       COM- 
PUTING (WED) 
CD ASK DA. RUTH 
CD BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 
(ESPNI AEROBICS 
12:30 
Q   CD   YOUNG   AND   THE 
RESTLESS 
©WORDPLAY 
CD LOVING 
CD EDUCATIONAL PRO- 
GRAMMING 
CD EDUCATIONAL PRO- 
GRAMMING (MON. WED- 
FRI) 
(D MOVIE 
CD I LOVE LUCY 
(ESPN) GETTING FIT 
(TMC) MOVIE (WED-FRI) 
1:00 
Q MARKETPLACE (FRO 
O WILD WORLD (MON) 
O WH.O KINGDOM (TUE) 
Q FIFTH ESTATE (WED! 
O    NATURE    OF    THINGS 
(THU) _ 
CD OAYS OF OUR LIVES 
CD ALL MYCHILOREN 
ffi OUKES OF HAZZARO 
(ESPNI   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL (FRI) 
(ESPN) TENNIS (MON-THU) 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON. TUE) 
1:30 
Q   CD    AS    THE    WORLD 
TURNS 
Q MAN ALIVE (FRI) 
Q VENTURE (MONI 
Q THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
(TUE) 
2 00 
O HAWAII FIVE-O 
Cfi ANOTHER WORLD 
CD ONE LIFE  TO LIVE 
CD LAVERNE 6 SHIRLEY 
(TMC) MOVIE (WED) 
2:30 
O CD CAPITOL 
CD HIGH FEATHER (MONI 
(D HISTORICALLY   SPEAK- 
ING (TUE) 
CD l DREAM Of  JEANNIE 
CD BRADY BUNCH 
(TMCI MOVIE (THU) 
3:00 
O CD GUIDING LIGHT 
O   DO   IT   FOR   YOURSELF 
(FRI) 
O CORONATION STREET 
(MON. TUE) 
O    TO    BE    ANNOUNCED 
(WED. THU) 
CD SANTA BARBARA 
CD GENERAL HOSPITAL 
CS      NEW      SOUTHERN 
COOKING (FRO 
CD     THIS     OLD     HOUSE 
(MON) 
9 FRUGAL GOURMET 
(TUE) 
CD FRENCH CHEF (WED) 
CD MOTORWEEK (THU) 
(D   A   VOUS   LA   FRANCE 
(FRI) 
(D FROM JUMPSTREET 
(MON) 
CD MADAME MERCI ET 
MOU (TUE) 
CD VOYAGE OF THE MIMI 
IWED) 
(D READING RAINBOW 
(THU) 
CD HEATHCLIFF 
CD GHOSTBUSTERS 
(ESPN) KICK BOXING (FRO 
(ESPN)     SWIMWEAR     '87 
(MON) 
(ESPNI   TRUCK   AND TRAC- 
TOR PULL (TUEI 
(ESPN) SKIING (WED) 
(ESPN) TENNIS (THU) 
(TMC)   MOVIE   (MON.   TUE. 
FRI) 
3:30 
O   EDWARD   AND    MRS. 
SIMPSON (FRI) 
O      UPSTAIRS.      DOWN- 
STAIRS (MON) 
O FORSYTE SAGA (TUE) 
O    COUNTRY    MATTERS 
(WED) 
O   GEORGE    6    MILOREO 
(THU) 
CD   SQUARE   ONE   TELEVI- 
SION Q 
§3-21 CONTACT Q 
CDSCOOBYDOO 
CDSMURFS' AOVENTURES 
IESPN) LPGA GOLF (MON) 
4.00 
Q LOVE CONNECTION 
O ROBIN S NEST (THU) 
CD MAGNUM. P I 
ID DIVORCE COURT 
CD TRANSFORMERS 
CD CD SESAME   STREET (fl) 
CD THUNDERCATS i J 
CD SILVERHAWKS 
(ESPN) ROLLERMANIA (FRO 
(ESPN)     CBA     BASKETBALL 
(MON) 
(ESPN) FlSHIN   HOLE (TUE) 
(ESPN)   WRESTLING   (WED. 
THU) 
ITMC) MOVIE (WEO) 
4 30 
O DIVORCE COURT 
O FOCUS NORTH (FRI) 
O     SHARON.     LOIS     B. 
BRAM S ELEPHANT SHOW 
(MON) 
OVID KIDS (TUE) 
O      WONDERSTRUCK 
(WED) 
O WHAT S NEW? (THU) 
CD PEOPLE S COURT 
CD    HE-MAN    AND    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
(DM A s K  tj 
CDG I   JOE 
(TMC) MOVIE  (THU) 
4:36 
ITMC) MOVIE  (FRI) 
6 CO 
O PEOPLE S COURT 
O NEWFOUNDLAND OUT- 
DOORS (FRO 
O VIDEO HITS (MON-THU) 
CD BENSON 
(D FACTS OF LIFE 
CD HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
CD CD MISTER ROGERS (Rt 
CD SILVERHAWKS 
CD WHAT'S HAPPENING!! 
(ESPNI WATERSKIING (FRI) 
(ESPN) NBA TOOAY (TUEI 
(ESPNI    WINNERS    CIRCLE 
HORSE RACING MAGAZINE 
(WEO) 
(ESPNI     MARK      SOSIN S 
SALT     WATER     FISHING 
JOURNAL (THU) 
(TMC) SHORT FILM SHOW- 
CASE (TUE) 
6:30 
Q JEFFERSONS 
Q CD NEWS 
CD THREE'S COMPANY 
(D M-A#S-H 
CD THIS OLD HOUSE (FRI) 
CD   OHtO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK (MON) 
CD   BOWLING   GREEN   FO- 
RUM (TUE) 
CD ART BEAT (WED) 
CD TIME OUT (THU) 
CD   SQUARE   ONE   TELEVI- 
SION IJ 
CD BRADY BUNCH 
CD GOOD TIMES 
(ESPN) SCHOLASTIC 
SPORTS AMERICA (TUE) 
(ESPN)    INSIDE    THE     PGA 
TOUR IWED) 
(ESPN)   TOM   MANN   OUT- 
DOORS (THU) 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON. TUE) 
FfllOAV 
APR*. 17.  1917 
6O0 
O O CD CD NEWS 
CD   PM   MAGAZINE Crv.no 
phti Reeve   Hawa« * vV«*p<o vai 
CD ROD AND REEL Two Ml 
i i m 
VA Mo*p.m >n Monnose   NV«i 
pfjtajnM   Ihe   r°y   of  flining   win 
if* helo ot me it K. 'eel* 
CD    MACNErL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD CD DIFF'RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6 30 
O    SKETCHES    OF     OUR 
TOWN    Nenawr 
CO CBS NEWS 
(D NBC NEWS 
83 ABC NEWSg 
CD NIGHTLV BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
CS GET SMART 
CD FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPNI    PISTOL    SHOOTING 
NRA f i>jn>iM>n*hip   liom CtMum 
li.d   Mo  iRl 
7CO 
Ocas NEWS 
O VIDEO HITS 
CD WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
CD   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT  InWW)   KMM  Angie 
CD NEWLYWEO GAME 
CD    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD   CONGRESS    WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
CD GIMME A BREAKI 
© M»A-S»H 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI MOVIE   **   .     Si«t« 
<19861    Kixlh   Gordon     Amanda 
Plummer     A    ^bghlly    unconven 
done* .o»ng tnjn met lo tpiead a 
bit ol «op# lo the woild by cieal 
•ng a IV »ei mat ha behave* can 
tune mto heaven 
7.30 
O PM MAGAZINE Ova* Nia 
g>a   Chuiiophat Reeve   Paradise 
Dr<*a HonoomEggs 
CD <■ OPAROY 
CD TAXI 
CD DAT ING GAME 
CD MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
CD TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Wanting to surprise hr* 
parent* with en E alter vit<t Mon 
roe it vhoctad *nan may lell hen 
not to coma 
CD THREES COMPANY 
(ESPNI WRESTLING 
BOO 
O   CD   NOTHING   If   EASY 
LO>i and in* »>d* pitch tern* n iha 
back   .aid while thae   hou » it 
ttemg fumigated 
O PROFESSIONALS 
CD   ANDY WILLIAMS AND 
THE NBC KIDS: EASTER IN 
ROME   linger  And*  Wiffcams  •• 
in-ned by Tina Yothers   Joav and 
Matthew   lawre-we     Kun    Fields 
and Da<in, Ponca '» a muiicai 
Eaiiac    celebration   m   Roma     In 
CD THE CHAMMINGS Ex a 
adversely eKsvted whao h« drmki 
a ckel twniuij .nvenied by l>tHan 
CD CD WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW C? 
CD BASEBALL Cleveland Indi 
m .11 Baltimore Onofe* (Live) 
CD MOVIE * * '. Tha Stona 
Boy M9B4I Robert OuvaH 
Jeton Pi»**on A midwestern 
l*ci family mull <aca amotional 
ditpistmrni «fter * member am 
de»te«» k.lk h.* older b-olhat 
8 30 
O CD POPCORN KID Oddba" 
(MUirt iio>>iit Ma>ii" Bond lug 
cants ihef tha Miaiic Theat* 
iKti d Mm le*tivel honoring Kmui 
C-iY"*"v*ld A*ner 
CD MOVIE   * * J*w* 2 
(19781 Roy Scheider Mcmey 
H,«mtiiixi Iha reappearance o' 
hMO ikm iH»» and Iha eipkis-on 
ot . wjiei sk.-t i boat laad Ami 
i, i i-i-.nj"""d polica chid to 
!*•'*.#■ i Hal an old danger la* 
reMefeten n tha waters adracant 
toNtraicn IRICJ 
CD CD WALL STREET WEEK 
Woulil «ow Bo hNMh lo Buy 0" 
Sn«».' (n#»it M«8V aftah/st 
Owjrtaa) I Mai*aii 
90O 
O CD MOVIE * * Tabla roi 
!•.• H983I Jon Vcqhi flichatd 
Oanna A >»an divottadfiva yaats 
iulr m losing hi* childt^n 
O EASTER IN THE SOVIET 
UNION 0*i#d on lati vaw s 
■^>t'...ii A Ghmpta ol H«ay»n 
hiqhiiyhts ot a Canadian Ecumarn 
■ .* Chti*nan cWagaiion i hntotc 
lust vut to Iha Soviet Union m 
198b to dtiand Easier sa-vica* 
.»("! rrwei A.th Sennet poaticant 
to ithuti 'ebcaoui and human 
tiyht*  g 
CD MIAMI VICE T^bbi goat 
unneicove' ai a piiton to mvesd 
gal" tapoil* that guvch we »■ 
I'Kting inmate* lor Iha* drug con 
neclion* In tlareo (Rl 
CD DOCTOR WHO 
CD MOVIE * * * Mildred P< 
■K* < 114■>> Joan Crawford Ann 
Blyih A woman and her Mlfith 
itai.ghlfM '.t'uuol- over the man 
i hey boih loye 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
John Meefcms v* Sergro Agu-ta 
in a tumor welterwerghi bout 
schnduled lo> 10 round* from Ai 
MMM City N J (Lrvel 
(TMCI MOVIE ** Qua 
< 19B*> Eileen Brenner Tim Curry 
Wtten thee host lurnt up dead 
MWI mailed guett* . I a New 
England eitale try lo fmo out who 
killed him Bated on the popular 
board game In nereo   PG Q 
1000 
Q NATIONAL : j 
CD STINGRAY St»g/ay tiavelt 
to Vietnam io locate a tiatue that 
could     provide     clues     If     I'M 
whereabouts    o(    American    war 
velerans who ara listed as miss-ng 
«n action iPostponed from an ear 
••a* date I m stereo 
CD NEWS 
10 26 
QJOURNAL 
10:30 
CD WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
11:00 
O O CD CD CD NEWS 
CD DARK SHADOWS 
CD CD LATE SHOW Hoai 
Joan River* Scheduled actress 
Morgan fetfchild actor Robert 
Townsendl Hollywood Shuffle I 
the mum group Omgo Bomgo In 
stereo 
(TMC) MOVIE Model Beha. 
■or H98S) Btuce Lyons Richard 
Behins Iwo young man pose as 
bigwig* in New York s world of 
high fashion    modeling    to   meat 
11:30 
O MOVIE**';    The Ghowl 
M97SI Petar Cashing   John Hurt 
An inhuman ctealura menaces the 
HappHt   m   England   dwrmg   the 
1920s 
O GOOD ROCKIN   TONITE 
mir..1i-*s with David Bowie   igcty 
Pup end long John Batdry vdaos 
by    Bangles     Cyndt   lauper    and 
Porson 
CD MOVIE  ** \      TheStrang 
.1  Wuhin     (1974) Barbara Eden 
George    G>i/fard     An    eapectan; 
muthei begins to suspeci thai her 
mmd end action* **  being con 
Itolled by her unborn baby 
CD   TONIGHT   SHOW   Hosi 
•ohnny Carson Scheduled at 
ties* Meier- Muni entena^var Bob 
Hope com« Bill Mahar In stereo 
CD NIGHTLINE CJ 
CD MYSTERYI Cover Her 
Face Adam Oerghesh questions 
the Mane family and thee guest* 
in his pursuit o* information about 
the sec ative SeHy Jupp. causing 
suspicion and fear m the house 
hold end braving Deborah Riscoa 
with much to eiplem    (Pan 4 of 
6i:j 
CD NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12 OO 
CD NEWLYWED GAME 
CD   MOVIE    ** ')       The  Sen 
ti.*l        ill//i     Cri*i.na    Raines 
Chr>s Sarandon 
CD HONEYMOONERS 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
Q    MOVIE    ***'»       They 
Shoot     Horses       Don t      They'' 
11969) Jane Fonda   Michael Sa. 
CD FRIOAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Host Chris Elkott is fOmed bv 
guest* mdudrng Oran Jiece 
Jones      Run OMC      the     Smith 
ereans and Lisa Use   Video* by 
U2    I   With    or    Without    You   I 
Koo" & the Gang ( Stone Lov* I. 
Wang   Chung    I   Let *    Go   I     In 
stereo 
CD DATING GAME 
CD ODO COUPLE 
(ESPN) KARATE 
12:46 
(TMC) MOVIE * * 'i     Lost In 
America     I19BSI  Albert   Brooks 
JuHe Hagariy 
1:00 
CD JIMMY SWAGGART 
CD COMEDY CLASSICS 
1:30 
CD MOVIE * *    Mango * Bach 
In Town    1197 II Seey Field  Tefry 
BMftM 
(ESPN)   ROAD   RACING   Bali 
10K Run  (TapedI 
JR VALENTINE'S 
Breakfast Specials Daily 
From«1.99-»2.99 
Easter Buffet 
Easter Brunch 8 to 11:30 
$4.49 
scrambled eggs, fietxh loosl. bocon. (resh fruit, donishes. roosl 
beef, chicken & morel 
Dinner Buffet 11.30 to 2 
chicken, roasi beet, turkey, ham, shrimp, potatoes, vegetables, 
salad bar. & dessert. 
■•■■■' — i,. ... ■  
© 
Visit us for your 
Spring Flowers 
& 
Easter Corsages 
428 East Wooster Street ' 
Store Front On Wooster 353"1045 
Mdov/Aprl 17,19S7 14 
1:46 
O   MOVIC   **     Th. Tourrsi 
Trap       09791    Chock    Connors 
Jon Van Ntu 
2:O0 
(JB   MOVIE    ##      Then*   You 
Mr    Moio      119371   Peter   lOfre, 
S-dnrry Black mer 
ONEWS 
2:30 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
ffi MOVIE # * It The Red 
i-rad An<) Th« Cowboy (19501 
Glenn Eord. Rhonda Fleming 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING NAS 
CAR Vakeydakt 600 hom Br.sioi 
Tenn  <R> 
(TMC) MOVIE *# -i Emlo. 
ers (1985) Ethan Hawha River 
Phoeni- 
3:30 
fflNIWS 
3:46 
O   MOVIE   * *     H. Jacked 
119601 J"n Davis Marsha Jones 
SATURDAY 
AFTERNOON 
12 00 
Q   MOVIE    * '.v*  Again 
0*   Aq*n      n*W4t   W.I'I»I   P<d 
njnon   Donna Mill* 
QREAL FISHING 
(D NEWSMAKERS 
(B LAZER   TAG ACADEMY 
©WEEKEND SPECIAL Tha 
llfcHWd ''.nit" A 19 .-* old 
i<>ll'Ujr student (I amen Teams) 
i»scowi thai a pack of patty 
g;h..sis l»*y» taken up residence in 
ha* house trait* (Rig 
CD VAN CAN COOK 
ffi MOOERN MATURITY 
Sc hr-dnfed USC s Andrus Oarpn 
lotoyy Center foreign travel pray 
aration debate r»» banning smok 
mtj advertisements belv.ee" AMA 
legislation Council Che-mm Dr 
Wilhum lrits and iha Tobacco In 
st.tute s Walker M-mi-m Q 
IB MOVIE * * * Houseboat 
M96BICary Grant SopmaLceo 
ffi FAME Danny land* a spot on 
a live latavivo" Utuw Dusty in- 
vites JMU lo a rock concert IR) 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY 
12:30 
O WONDERSTRUCK Topic* 
Mlu.il tiystaM -.uper saturated to 
Mum* iHunwiaiing office build 
.rigs *.lh piped in Sunkflht tftl 
CD COMMUNITY SHOW- 
CASE 
H) KiDD VIDEO 
ffi HEALTH SHOW 
W VICTORY GARDEN Pia-it 
mg brociok cabbaga and pees in 
iha eastern gaidan spring plant 
mgs at th* *restern gardan erith 
Bob Smaut creating a Watt 
Com residence t ■ ■#« landtcape 
© ROD AND REEL Two -at 
erans and tha— nurses horn Iha 
VA Hospital m MonnoM N V •■ 
periente the asy ot tithing with 
Iha help of elect'* >aal* 
IESPNI SKIING Women s Pro 
Earth Grams Cop from Katwood 
CaM I Taped) 
(TMCr MOVIE * * It Tha S> 
lent Ona 11984) Tato Maiese 
Georga Menare 
liOO 
O  BASEBALL Montreal E<pot 
at Chicago CooslLive) 
(D ONE ON ONE 
CD BASEBALL Boston Rad So. 
at Trtonto BluB Jays ILiva) 
8)     AMERICAN      BAND- 
STAND 
Q FRUGAL GOURMET ..•'• 
Smith prepares a variety ol vege 
table dishes including carrots 
with dill and giaan be ant with 
oragano iRl 
CD THIS OLO HOUSE dan 
mng a t.vo story addition to an 
18601 Victorian house in Au 
bumdale Matt IRl: J 
ffi WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII 
IESPNI WOMEN'S TENNIS 
WHA Champ-onsh-ps I'tl tami 
final from Amelia Island Fla 
tlive) 
1:30 
CD WILD KINGDOM 
CQ AMERICA S TOP TEN 
Q) THIS OLD HOUSE :' .i   .. 
tha   foundation   and   pouring   tha 
tlab  carpentry skill* necessary for 
framing  <HlCJ 
S3 VICTORY GARDEN Piam 
mil pfOCCOa cabbage and paai M 
t»w oastwn ga>dan tp>ing plant 
mgs at Iha wettatn gwdan with 
Bob Smawt ctMting a Watt 
Coast trtidencr t naw Undtcapv 
g 
© MOVIE • 
19!»9i   Cha.lt 
* •     Ban Mi* 
Matton      Jack 
2 00 
O MOVIE   **    .      Mayday At 
40000     *mm\ 11976)     Dav>d 
JHHMII   Don M.i»iHh 
OJJ MOVIE   * *    W..- Ncv* 
BMn    LacMd      M943)    Roba«t 
Nhtchuni Nuah Bewy * 
CD DUKES OF HA22ARD 
£D GS LAP QUILTING A r« 
m 
. ■.- 
I<K*S ji  i)>iiH  tiends and p>»d>cls 
what .s an*ad m Ihx lab-i. held 
ffi MOVIE   * * *     My G».tha 
196?I   Shuley    Man,*"*-     Vvat 
Men .mi 
2 30 
W      COUNTRY       EXPRESS 
fl.ky   Skaogs   it   «ta.**w«1   « 
■     in and CKa Oiwy 
CD COLLECTIBLES 
IESPNI   HIGH   SCHOOL   BAS- 
KETBALL   MM       Dappe*   Dan 
Ci»tvi    horn Pitisbmgh   i Taped) 
ITMC)   MOVIE   ** '.      Bioud 
Alley     H9SSI  John Wayne   i«„ 
...i H.i. . 
30O 
CD PBA BOWLING S140 000 
Coejie- Haittord Opan lrum 
Wmdso> locks Conn (Lival 
Q) AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Singn songwutei Michael Martm 
Mutphey par lot ms Faca m tha 
Ciowd Lcmg Lma o< Love and 
Once Upon a '.r»e Busy Bae 
Cale Ailene       and      An    Be 
ceuia o<  You     ara pa-lormed by 
Many Stuad '" tte-eo 
QE) FRUGAL GOURMET   ;.-■• 
Smith tmsmatt a tmhay end p*e 
pa>et otha* tmkay dithat IRl 
3:30 
Oil   KEN   HOM S   CHINESE 
CCOKFRV 
4 OO 
O   CD   PGA   GOLF   MCI  HOfi- 
lage Clattn   thKd round  fiotn M.i- 
tonHead SC ll.val 
Q SPORTSWEEKEND 
(D   BASEBALL Chicago Whita 
5o> at Dalioil Ttga>t H-al 
CD OCE ANUS 
©   MAGIC   OF   OIL   PAINT- 
ING 
(D STA-^ TSEK 
4:30 
CD WIOE WORLD OF 
SPORTS Scheduled LloyO 
Monayghan ,t Maunce Bk>cka« 
fa tha iBF | W6C World Wei 
leiweigh! title. tchafMad fo« 12 
founds horn London Wood Me 
morial fo« three ya* old Kentuc 
«y Derby hopefult at ona and 
ona eighth miles I'om Aqueduct 
Race Track m New York ILival 
QJOCEANUS 
Q3  TONY  BROWN S  JOUR- 
NAL 
(ESPN) LPBA BOWLING 
Seagrams Cooler US Opan 
from Mentor Oh-o dive) 
ITMC) MOVIE ** Coda 
Name Emerald 119861 Ed 
Hams   Ma-VonSyiiOW 
6:00 
CD BIX LIVES 
©CEO 
Q3 DANCIN'  TO THE  HITS 
© STAR SEARCH 
6:30 
CD SNEAK PREVIEWS 
€E)GED 
ffl DREAM GIRL USA 
EVENING 
i 
6 00 
O CD NEWS 
O SATURDAY REPOflT 
C©   RUNAWAY   WITH   THE 
HICH AND FAMOUS 
Q) ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL II 
©  NOVA Th«l look at ongoing 
ICBMVhfH   dtlernpls lu discover (n 
ii'M.urni    hit*    in    space    features 
COiM lily  Tomlin   ipactor Steven 
Spieib«ij    aslronomars   Ca*l   Sa 
rj  Fiajnh   D<*ke    i"   stereo 
iftiy 
CD ir s A LIVING 
©STAR TREK 
IESPNI SCHOLASTIC 
SPORTS AMERICA 
6 30 
QCBS NEWS 
O  THIS WEEK   IN  PARLIA 
MENT 
CD HM   HAW 
© PUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
©       MAMA   S       FAMILY 
Mama s   daughter   'Betty   White) 
i hecks mto the hospital 
for an operation   (R) 
IESPNI   HORSE   RACING A. 
Derby    horn Mot  Sp'mfls 
M 
(TMO SHORT FILM SHOW- 
CASE 
7:00 
O     MUPPETS    Q^ett     RM 
Moreno   ■ 
Q GZOWSKI & CO Guatl 
24 year old yolm.it Angara Ou 
beau IRl 
CD MUPPETS Guest Teresa 
Brewe- 
© SOLID GOLD Scheduled 
Luther Vandrotl Chritlophe* 
Cross M>am> Sound Machine Ed 
die Money   Juice Newton   Bobb. 
Shatman i Easy Coma. Easy 
Go I Aretha Franklm Imtarvrrtw) 
In tlarao  IRl 
© NATURE Th.s eiploratron o' 
Palestine or the Moty Land, lo 
cuses on parts of the modern day 
countries 0* Egypt. Israel and Jot- 
dan which ara located within the 
Great Pift Valley (Part 1 O* 21 In 
Stereo  Q 
© CANADIAN BRASS From 
Atlanta s Peach Tree Playhouse 
tha Quintal performs Bach ■ 
Fugue in G M-sor Fats Waller * 
Handful of Keys arvd a classreel 
muse >ideo tor tuba entitled Boy 
Mo/art 
© ONE BIG FAMILY Mar 
yj"'.» organ-ies a st'Ae agamst 
he* ernployrjr 
ffi FACTS OF LIFE 
(TMCI MOVIE •»* list 
Road Warrior II98D Mel G* 
son Bruce Spence In a desolate 
Australia of Ihe future a" en high 
way lop reluctantly Sides with an 
cut producing community under 
•ttark for its precious <uel   R 
730 
Q   SMALL    WONDER   Jam* 
dVscovos that money can t buy 
K»» when he falls '» a gut  IR) 
O DON CHERRY S GRAPE 
VINEGtieM AianEagleson 
©CASH EXPLOSION 
©   SMALL   WONDER   Vick. 
■hog in J watch at a department 
store     joan    throws    a    surprise 
I ' 
© CHARLES IN CHARGE 
Chjrins mother lakes th# Powell 
< hi'itiMi io a violent movie thai 
Wall*'  has fur bidden  ihe kids  to 
© 9 TO 6 ( vmyone seems a bit 
ifttMlitlirjrJ  when  an oHice parly 
4rjamlioiai iRi 
IESPNI      SPORTSCENTER 
SATUROAY 
800 
O© NEW MIKE HAMMER 
Kua-iappoft swipe a See.ng Eye 
rjrjg i\ put ol a plan to about i 
Ihe daughter of a powerful arms 
"■antilai tuter   Directed by series 
. -rath 
O (ESPN) STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS Oivivin Sem.f.nal 
Gam* Severi .1 necessary Teams 
to be announced Uivei 
© FACTS OF LIFE Bla* learns 
thai i— test store not the mHu 
ante 111 nrr prVranM « Hi arJrj ' 
She s *l»iittr.t  to law sihool   in 
© STARMAN W.th r>-ern 
meni agent Ueorge *o» ril close 
purtu I   Siarman attempts to free 
 nptmni '« :; 
©WONDERWORKS    J. i- 
id 'i. i 
bMM on a tue story chronicle* 
the tiiemtship thai develoos be 
—iwise "spanc boy 
and an rxcentric Italian immigrant 
•s he builds the Watts Towers m 
losAng-let which after its com 
pietion becomes a marc* folk art 
treasure      Miguel     Alamo      Allan 
Arbusst.v :; 
©  MOVIE   * *     Challenge To 
Last*     11949) Edmund  Gwenn 
Geraidme Brooks I ats-e finds her 
ownership to be a mailer of d* 
Puie 
© STAR TREK 
©    STAR     SEARCH     TO 
STARDOM Hosi Ed McMahon 
welcomes    Star Search    alumni 
back to perform and ie» about 
than catrjera Among Ihoa* «p- 
peering are recording artists Sam 
Harrn and Sawyer Brown comic 
actors Hot* ODonoaM I Gamma 
a Breafei t and Smbad l Keep on 
Cruism |. and spokeimodei at 
tress T'acey Ross I Ryan s 
Hope   )  In stereo 
8 30 
© SWEET SURRENDER 
IPrarruare) Comedy Mark Blum 
and Dana Dei any star as a typical 
young couple attempting to cope 
wdh the demands of a ca>eer and 
a heclrc famrh/ life Tonight Tha 
arrival ol Ken and George s A- 
laws rums the* wedd-ng anniver- 
sary plans In stereo Q 
900 
Q © MOVIE * * Christine 
119831 Keith Gordon John 
Stock well Based on Stephen 
King s novel A h*gh school mmM 
buys and restores a 1968 Plym 
outh unaware if t postetted by a 
demon that wiM jealously p*otect 
mm and destroy any perceived 
threat 
© GOLDEN GIRLS Dorothy t 
hrend a lesbian fails m love with 
an unsuspecting Rose   in stereo 
ma 
© OHARA Ohare mutt protect 
■he Me of an aspumg ballerina 
who is the lone witness to a mm 
oVr   iRiU 
© NATIONAL GEOGRAPH- 
IC Focusing on dva proiacls 
Richard K.iey u*rales thu took at 
the artists and craftsmen who re 
store dilapidated pieces ol history 
lo the- former glory Highlights 
mduda Leningrad s Cathenne Pal 
•in- .i 'mil of the crtnlury Colora 
do carouse* and the retlorat.on of 
,■ i dssa by the people 
,,t <,n._,«,„, f«M« inslrveo Q 
© AMERICAN VIDEO 
AWARDS From Hollywood Ihe 
Mfh annual presentation ol 
awards tu musn video artists 
•MnrteM m 16 categories are 
voted on by the National Ac ad* 
my ol Video Arts and Sciences 
Features entefianvment by Iha 
Bangles Wang Chung and com<s 
Richard Bel/er and Bob 
(loiiUhw.M Huttt Casey Kasem 
Shlfl Belefonte Harper Graham 
Nash iTapedf i" stereo 
ITMC) MOVIE * Murphy s 
Law H986I Chadet Brcmson 
Came Snodgress Framed for ihe 
mmder ol his en wile a COp as 
capes pokce custody and receives 
uneipected help m tracking down 
Ihe k*ler bom the young woman 
he slieen handcuffed lo    R 
930 
©ME AND MRS C Mrs Cs 
anestvd tor participating m a 
demon>tration against tha closing 
ol the senior cituans center In 
stereo 
© MOVIE * * * '. Eiuabeth 
The Oueen 11939) Bette Davit. 
Eirol Flynn A conflict over power 
occurs between Queen Eiuabeth 
and her lover m Shakespearean 
England 
100O 
© HUNTER A San Francsco 
detective helps Hunter and McCtfl 
solve a seres of batfkng murders 
In stereo (Rip 
© SPENSER: FOR HIRE 
Spenser tourneys lo New Hemp 
sh.re lo aid Hawk who has gotten 
mto  trouble etier  taking over  the 
contract of a heavyweight boier 
IRIQ 
© TORVILL AND DEAN Tha 
current World and Olympic ice 
dance champions are feted at a 
gala which also feature* Kitty and 
Pater Carrulhers Judy Bkimbe/g 
and Michael Srabsvl. Barbara Un- 
derbill and Paul Martini and oth- 
© WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII 
1O30 
© WHAT A COUNTRYI 
11:00 
©©©NEWS 
O NATIONAL Q 
©   MTV   TOP    20   VIDEO 
COUNTDOWN 
© COUNTRY EXPRESS Fee 
lured   Ihe Nitty Gritty Di't  Band 
inie   Sweethearts ol the Rodeo 
John Anoerson   Forester   Sisters 
.ntervew     and     video     i     I     Fell     m 
love Age.n Last Night I 
©LIMELIGHT 
ffi RUNAWAY   WITH   THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
IESPNI    NFL     FILMS     PRE- 
SENTS Profiled Larry Csonka 
ITMC)   MOVIE   **   I      Rune 
way   Tiam      (1986) 
# 11:10 
©   AUSTIN    CITY    LIMITS 
Umimg comedy with country mu 
Src   Ihe trio Riders m the Sky per 
forms        Back      m     the     Saddle 
Again Cowboy   Jubilee      anj 
Northern     lights bluegrass 
group Mot Rue iiertormt Radio 
Boogie Apache      and      John 
Henry 
11:16 
O   NEWS   I    Provincial   Afterft 
pfJCMfM ihe news I 
1 1 30 
O MOVIE   * * *    Ihe Great 
est Start; Ever  lolrl    11966) 
©MOVIE   ***      The Ordeal 
0<    D.      Mmtd       (I960) 
© SATUROAY  N GHT LIVE 
© AUSTIN CITY LIMITS U« 
Oak Ridge B.iys smg You re the 
One Elwa     and     Everyday 
Boh WiiK Original Teias Playboys 
perform        Milk     Cow    Bluet        and 
San   Antonio  Rose       In  ttareo 
IRl 
©WRESTLING 
©     MOVIE      **        Eieclr* 
Dreams       H984i 
IESPNI      SPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY 
12:00 
O FAMOUS KNOCKOUTS 
© SOUL TRAIN 
(ESPN) WRESTLING 
12:30 
Q WRESTLING 
ffl MOVIE Shark s Paredrte 
11986) David Reyne Ron Seeks 
1:00 
© HART TO HART 
(ESPN)   WOMEN'S   TENNIS 
WITA     Championships       second 
semifinal  from Ame'.a Island   Fla 
tTapedl 
(IMC! MOVIE ** Comma" 
do' (1986) Arnold Schwar 
/enegger Rae Dawn Chong 
1:30 
Q CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S 
FUND 
© MOVIE * * * The Shoes 
CM The Fisherman 11968) An 
thony Qumn  Oshar Werner 
2:O0 
©©NEWS 
2 30 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
© SEVE N LAST WORDS An 
Easter special irom St Pater's 
Basilica and the Vatican Museum 
featuring Cecrka Gates* and the 
London Playrns 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING A< 
kanias Darby, from Hot Sprmgs 
Ark   (Rl 
(TMCl MOVIE * Murphy s 
Law     119861 
SUNDAY 
APRIL 18. 1967 
12:00 
O NEWSMAKERS 
O MEETING PLACE Rev Jo- 
seph Johnson officiates at (hit 
celebration of Easter from Si 
John Brebeuf Roman Cathokc 
Chmch in Winnipeg 
© CBS EASTER PARADE 
Susan Howard and Kan Kerchevah 
provide live coverage of the annu- 
al Easier parade a*ong New York s 
Fifth Avenue also David Naugh 
ton and Martha Smith report Irom 
Ihe 54th annual DaHodrl Floral Pa 
rade m lacoma Wash g 
© NOVA Th,s look at ongoing 
M ym.'. atiempta to ckscovor in 
leB-gent iile m space Features 
com>c Lay Tonikn drrector Steven 
Spielberg astronomers Carl Sa 
gan  and  Flank   D'ake    In  siereo 
nig 
©   JOHN    MCLAUGHLIN'S 
ONE ON ONE 
© MOVIE   * * *    Fan Ot The 
Roman   Empire      11964)   Sophia 
Loren  Stephen Boyd 
©   FAME   leruy hopes  to »ve 
his niece a special Christmas gilt 
Shcolsky winds up m the hospi 
tal lor the holidays   IRl 
(ESPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
SUNDAY 
12.30 
§JEFFERSONS 
MEET THE PRESS 
PORTRAITS 
© ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
(ESPN) LEGENDARY WORLD 
OF GOLF 
(1MCI MOVIE #• . lost In 
Amence 11985) Albert Brooks 
Julie Megert, 
1:00 
Q   ©   NBA   BASKETBALL 
Atlanta Hawks at Boston Celtics 
(Live) 
Q COUNTRY CANADA 
Scheduled a seal hunt conflict be 
tween fishermen end environmen- 
tahtlt 
© HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ Bu 
cyrutvt  St   Francis 
S COMMUNITY CLOSE-UP 
© WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW CJ 
© MOVIE *** The Day 
Chnst D«d 119801 Chris Saren 
don. Colin Blakely 
(ESPN) WOMEN'S TENNIS 
WITA Championships, (mail 
match Irom Amelia Island Fla 
(Live) 
m 
Ja 
jenu . . . 
Chicken Cordon Bleu... 
Baked Glazed Ham 
Shrimp Dinner 
Sweet Potatoes 
Muffins 
Choice of Potato, Soup, Salad 
& Dessert 
$5.95 
OPEN: 
Moo Thun 6*anv9pm 
Fri 6*»m 10pm 
Sal 8am 10pm 
Sun 8am 9pm 
mi s. M>ta 
Bo.IlM linn, Ohio 
352-0123 
i next to Varsity I^nesi 
The 
Copy Shop 
117 E. Court St. 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
(419) 352-4068 
Mini Mall Salon 
, is your ticket to... 
Printing and Imprinting 
Trophies, Plaques 
& Certificates 
V.'t» 1.1 ii; ,i       ,i ■ l    ■ i i i i i    ' ■ . 
guys & gals 
Perms $2(T- $75. 
190 S Mam mm ms Brick Wollmoy 
352-7651 
Mdov/flprin, 1987 15 
1:30 
O HYMN SING Mu»cal eetec 
lions include Ht IB Alive " Je- 
tul lr> Our Joy  Our treaiure ' and 
BKIUM Me Live* 
©MUSIC CITY U.S.A. 
ffl THE FOURTH WISE 
MAN A MeQut Mil oul to f.mt 
iht baby Jetut but spenu* «,•, Me 
and wealth eufcng iha woundad 
and down trodden Start Martm 
Shaan    (.*-'i  B'annan  and  Alan 
Mil 
S O WALL STREET WEEK 
Would Vou H- Fuafaah io Buy O-i 
Stock*'    Gurni    energy   analyst 
Charles I   Meiwell 
2:00 
O MOVIE   * *      Tha Story Ol 
Praily Boy "«v<l     l'9Ml  Martin 
Shaan  Kim Darby 
B MOVIE   * * *     Tr>a Royal 
Muni Ol Iha Son     (1969) floberi 
Shaw   Chrntophar Plummer 
0 CD GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Barnatent on Brahmt 
Rettettiom and Parlormanca 
filmed in Vienna a MutAvarain 
Leonard Bern* I em conduct! tha 
V«nna Phaharmorhc Orchaatra m 
a (infix man,* of Johannes 
Biahmv Symphony No 2 and ol 
fara h.% thoughii on iha wort,   in 
ITMCl MOVtE ft* Chat 
t!98Sliila«n B'annan   T.m Curiy 
3:00 
8D PACKY Aflar a n,wh 
powered thaatiical agent (Jack 
Kluymani the* ha diacovara that 
hi* tomevyhai disappointing lita 
was meaningful -n God a IBoo 
Nawhartlayaa 
m PAVAROTTI IN THE 
VERDI REQUIEM: A SA- 
LUTE TO YOUTH VVmnara of 
Iha Opera Company ol Philadal 
pn>a ' Luciano Pavaroiti Interne 
t ion at Voice Competition rom Iha 
renowned lanor m a performance 
01 Verrti a Requiem taped at 
the PhiladMphui Spectrum So 
torals soprano Susan Dunn mar 
to soprano lloMo Komloai and 
baaa Paata B^tchuladra In aiarao 
M 
© MOVIE * * 'i G-e Us 
Oarabbaa 11960) Jama* Daly 
Kim Huntar 
(D THE EASTER BUNNY IS 
COMING TO TOWN Arwnat 
-it Fred Ailaee narrate* tha atory 
ol Sunny a rabbit who brings 
egg-rolling (ally beans and choco- 
late bunnies all ingredient i ol 
faeter cheer to a drtmal town 
where children are Outlawed 
(ESPNI MISL SOCCER Tacoma 
Siara at San Diego SoOei (In*) 
3:30 
Q O PGA GOLF MCI Heri 
laga CLainc Imef round from Hil- 
ton Head. SC (Live) 
O EASTER IN IGLOOLIK 
PETER'S STORY EMuno hunt 
m Peter Arnaisiaq a words iDus- 
irata inu-t tradrtiOAB and theme* 
celebrating Eailar m the AlcirC. 
®0 C. FOLLIES Puppet* car. 
caturmg Richard Ninon Ronald 
Reagan Pop* John Paul II Imelda 
Marco* and boung promoter Don 
King are featured m a aafa of 
currant event* Appearing live is 
comedian Fred VVelerd 
4:00 
O     JEUNESSES     MUSI 
CALES Born Broti conducts the 
Montreal Metropolitan Orchestra 
with lea lured guests including eel 
dat Off a Harnoy and baritone Lou 
isQuilico (R> 
(D    SPORTSWORLO   Sched 
uled    Superaiars Fmal Compen 
bon  trom M.ami  ITapedl 
ttJ STAR SEARCH 
ffi STAR TREK 
(TMCp   MOVIE   **'i     Secret 
Places      M9B4I    Mane-Therase 
Reim   lara MacGowran 
4:30 
CD MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
CD KOUOINII Doug Henning re 
creates Harry HouCdm a Meiamor 
phoan escape in this portrait ol 
the famous magician which eHo 
leatures Houdrm a ruece historian 
Sidney Redner and magician Harry 
Black stone J> 
6:00 
O OEGRASSI JUNIOR 
HIGH Sprke believe*, she may be 
pregnant while YK.» lues to sum- 
mon up the courage to ask a gel 
oul on a dale (Postponed ham an 
earlier date I 
O) FAME 
00 FIRING LINE The Roks of 
South Korea Guests former 
Reagan administration Ambassa 
dor to South Korea Richard VVa* 
er tor met Carter admmisir atirx 
Assistant Secretary ol Stale R*h 
ard Hotorouke 
GD WORLD WITHOUT 
WALLS: BERYL MARK- 
HAM'S AFRICAN MEMOIR 
Based upon her long lost memorr 
Weal With it,- Nighl which 
recounted he* •■pe'•antes grow 
ing up as a European woman m 
Africa Thoroughbred racehorse 
I'aeser and avsation pioneer Beryl 
Mart ham is profiled Actor Lyle 
TatKH narrates IR) 
ID NEW GIDGET Gidgei gives 
Jeff a memorable anniversary 
present a batimg session with a 
maror league pitcher (Rl 
tE LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Sched 
ufed Brooke Shield* Conway 
Twitly American ne-ess Caroline 
Hunt SchoeHkepf fashion design 
w Roberto Cava* IRI 
<ESPN) SWIMMING AND 
DIVING NCAA Women s Div. 
sron I Championshvs from InoS 
anapob* ITapedl 
6:30 
O EDISON TWINS Tom and 
Annie become involved m a tree 
sure hunt when they are invited to 
the reading ol George Kelly i we" 
ID BEST Of SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
EV. NING 
6:00 
OO CD NEWS 
O RIVALS OF   SHERLOCK 
HOLMES 
OS LIFESTYLES Of THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Sched- 
uled Brooke Shields Conway 
Twitty American heiress Caroline 
Huni SchoerAopf fashion design 
er Roberto Cavali. IR) 
9 ADVENTURE This portrait 
'ascmation with 
lokows Julie Toeta. 
the thud woman to reach the top 
of K2 m the Himalayas on hat 
successful 1984 cbmb Q 
(D VICTORY GARDEN Plant 
mg broccoli cabbage and pees m 
the eastern garden spring plant 
my* at the western garden with 
Bob Smeus creating a West 
Coasi residence s new landscape 
© BUCK ROGERS 
ffi STAR TREK 
iTMC> MOVIE * * <i The 
Quevit 1197 71 Barry Bostwic* 
Gera'dine *i tiger aid The lives of 
lour generations of an ir.*h family 
hvmg m New York City are inftu 
rmced by thee dadicaiion to fee 
lighting 
630 
O CBS NEWS 
QD HOTLINE 
S NBC NEWS 
INNOVATION ISei*on 
Premierel This Emmy winning se- 
ries eiemme* health science and 
new technology Today en eapao 
ration ol health hazards that may 
plague a musician or dance* E 
Street Band drummer Mai Warn 
berg ■* leatured 
IfSPNI FISHING Arthur Smith 
KOW tournament from Pakn 
Beach I la ITapedl 
7:00 
00)60 MINUTES 
O    FRAGGLE    ROCK   Gobo 
makes   a   great   dnnovery  during 
his eipl'iration of uuier space   IRI 
0 OUR HOUSE Jessie enlists 
Joe Kaplan * aid to find Out why 
Gus hi* been acting mean in 
stereo (Rig 
9 MOVIE • * * . The Ten 
Commandments 119561 
9 WONDERWORKS Den-i 
and the Towers This drama 
based on a true story chromcfei 
ine friendship that develops be 
tween a streetwise Hispamc boy 
and an eccentric Italian immigrant 
as he build* the Wall* Tower* in- 
to* Angele* which alter ■■* CCrm 
pfetion becomes a mar* to* art 
ircaiure Miguel Alamo Allan 
Arbussiar CJ 
© BOOYWATCH A look at 
the physical and menial problemi 
some chad athletes face, a less 
stressful way for chadren io get m 
shape g 
CD © 21 JUMP STREET 
Hanson and Penha" investigate a 
ta> theft ring thai s operating out 
of a high *thoo* auto *hop 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
SUNOAY 
7:30 
O BEACHCOMBERS Jesse 
laurel and Tommy move into the 
Reach after Molly remarries Jack 
refuses Jesse s offer of renting 
the houseboat IRI Q 
CD WILD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
IESPNJ TRUCK AND TRAC- 
TOR PULL 
(TMCI MOVIE **') Lost in 
Amevrca 11985) Albert Brooks 
Julie Hegetiv Fad up with fus 
yuppie lifestyle a Los Angekts ad 
aaeculive and hi* wife liquidate 
i hen assets buy a camper and 
head Io* the open roads   R Q 
BOO 
O ID MUROER, SHE 
WROTE Harry Morgan Martha 
Scott and Jeffrey Lynn reprise 
Ihee roles horn the 1949 fern 
Strange Bargain ' as Jesuca 
helps solve a decadesc<d murder 
case Q 
O MOVIE sY* M love And 
larceny 119861 Jennifer Dale 
Douglas Ram 
0 RAGS TO RICHES When 
Nick s mischievous brother pays a 
Surprise visit the gels teke an en- 
mediate lAmg  to him    in  stereo 
9 CD NATURE A look at the 
Oead Sea a salt lake on the israe 
li Jordanian border wh-ch while 
containing chemicals poisonous io 
living organism* also support* 
large and powerful anmsals iPart 
2 Of 2l In siereo 3 
(D SE> MARRIED... WITH 
CHILDREN Al accidentally 
shoots hi* neighbor s dog when 
he investigates a strange noise at 
nigh. 
8 30 
CD (D TRACEY ULLMAN 
SHOW i" The Lottery two 
good fiend* ITrecey Lll'mer Julie 
Kavrvarl h*u9 no trouble sharing 
loiter y ticket* unln a winning 
numbe" comes their way 
(ESPNI DRAG RACING NHRA 
Wmtton All Star* from Daks* 
ITapedl 
BOO 
O 9 MOVIE High Mounia-. 
Ran.|ers (Premierel Roben Con 
red Christian Conrad A battle of 
wills and Survival skills develop* 
as the leader of a souad of 
rangers nachs ihe esceped killer 
he had previously brought to |uS 
tice y 
9 BOB MOPE SPECIAL 
Bob Hope With His Beautiful 
tatter Bunme* and Other 
(.•end* Ve™,e Wh.ie Stepten.e 
Kramer Lynda Caiier done lor 
■ng *"J Jerk Carter celebrate 
fester with Bub Hope in a se**is 
of musical and comedic roulrres 
in siereo 
9 CD MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Star Ouekly Noel Cow 
ard Stones Mr* Capper * 8-lh 
day Patricia Hayes portray* a 
mickHe aged widow whose en 
counters wilh friends and relatives 
ate chronicled as *he celebrates 
her SOlh bmhday m Mrs 
Capper s Brnhday     iPari 4 ol 6l 
ffl ffl DUET (Premierel The de 
vetoping relationship between 
caterer Laura Kelly IMary Page 
Kelle" and author Ben Coktman 
(Matthew Laurence) forms the be 
sis for Ihis new romantic comedy 
series cu starring Chns Lemmon. 
Alison LePlaca and Jock Tha*en 
ITMC) MOVIE ** -i In i. 
ers    11985) 
8:30 
CD ffi DUET Laura and Ben get 
off to an awkward siart when 
thee first daie includes Ben * 
quarrelsome mated friends Rich 
erd end Lrnda 
(ESPN)   BODYBUILDING   Mr 
Otympi*   Competition     horn   Co- 
lumbus Ohio (Taped! 
10:00 
9   THIS   IS   YOUR   LIFE   in 
separate    segments     three-time 
Emmy   Award  winner   Ralph  Ed- 
wards Surprises two unsuspecting 
celebrity guests when he chrom 
iles ihee i.ves In stereo 
9     UPSTAIRS.     DOWN- 
STAIRS A new housemaid has 
drastic effects on the fam.iy and 
servants IR) 
CD BOSOM BUDDIES 
ffi) WASHINGTON REPORT 
10:30 
9 WAR ANO PEACE 
CD TED KNIGHT SHOW A fa 
mous oceanographer offer* Muriel 
a fib as photographer on his neil 
expedition  (Rl 
CD KENNETH COPELANO 
11:00 
O 9 9 NEWS 
QCBC NEWSQ 
9  SULEYMAN   THE    MAG 
NIFICENT Famed ^ Turkey this 
documentary   vsds    Ihe   palaces 
and  muSQues of Ottoman  Sultan 
Suievmen   i     who   ruled   lor   46 
years 11620  66l Over an empire 
that included Asia  Europe and Al 
tree  AclorlanMcKellen narrates 
9    TALES   OF    THE    UN- 
KNOWN      SOUTH     Adapted 
from    OoBosr    Hevward s    short 
story      The Half Pint flask    is a 
ghostly tale chronicling the super 
stitmri* effecting a South Carolina 
sea rslenj s inhabitants during the 
1920s 
9 CHECK IT OUTI Howard II 
feted wilh ihe unwelcome task of 
ifc-i iis>'i(| wrutn of his employee* 
he shoulil put on temporary 
layoff 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
SUNOAY 
(TMC)     MOVIE     ##      Ctue 
1198b' f ileen B-ennan   Tim Curry 
11:30 
O SlSKEL & EBERT ft THE 
MOVIES Scheduled rewaw* 
ProeKl X (Matthew Brodetitk 
Helen Hunt! Wild Thing (Kaih 
ii-en Qumlan Belly Buck ley I 
Heaven low at led by Diane Kea 
ton) GoihK iGabreil Byrne Ju 
kan Sands) 
S VENTURE 
MOVIE * • s> The Hen 
derson Monster M980I Jason 
M.iie- Christine lehti A university 
lown becomes the scene of heal 
ed debate over Ihe use of recom 
tenant DNA when an arrogant sci 
entisi discovers a laboratory 
method of creating new Me 
forms 
9 ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK An interview with the 
band Chicago tn siereo 
9 TALES FROM THE 
DARKSIDE A married couple 
moves mio a home that has a 
dark murderous pest 
©FOR MY PEOPLE 
MONDAY 
APRIL 20. 1987 
6:0O QO 9 9 NEWS 
ID PM MAGAZINE 
9 ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLO 
9    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD © DIFFRENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 / 
SCBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
9 ABC NEWS :J 
9 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
9 GET SMART 
9 FACTS Of LIFE 
(ESPN) ACTION OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS BOROS 
7:00 
O CBS NEWS 
O MONITOR featured a To 
ronio developer is pre selling con 
domimums m a project wdh no 
fomng jppmval 
9 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
9 ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT Intervii-w   Jack I 
9 NEWLYWED GAME 
9     MACNEIL      /      LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
©   WONDERFUL    WORLD 
OF DISNEY   EifegoBaca    The 
edvenlure* ol a I9lh century law 
yer  (Robert loggie) m ihe South 
we*t who manages io solve the 
most   difficull    of   cases     (From 
19581 
CD GIMME A BREAK! 
© M'A-S-H 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC)   MOVIE   #s>   .      Father 
Demien   The Leps* PneSI    119601 
/:30 
O  PM   MAGAZINE  Survivors 
o<   the   September    1985   earth 
quake in Meiico   Hill Street Runt* 
Blast oH Clashroom studem* and 
Ihe*     educational    program    rJs 
signed Uy   NASA    Oella*  Tnyuj 
Paula rikwi attends DaKas StuCko 
O   TAKE    ME   UP    TO   THE 
BALL GAME Animated  An out 
er space baseball promoter wents 
to in.it. ii a sandkit team ega»nst 
the undefeated Space All Stars 
(Rig 
9 JEOPARDY 
9 TAXI 
9 DATING GAME 
ID TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT A fleets-cm by Muriel and 
Henry io renew Ihee wedding 
vows almost leeds io divorce 
© THREE S COMPANY 
IESPNI STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOffS Aoams or Paine* 
Division  fmal  Game One    Teams 
10 be announced and starting time 
is tentative  <Lnrel 
800 
O 9 KATE t ALLIE When 
All- visits her e* husband to con 
front him about neglecting Ihe* 
cMrken she discovers he s suf 
reringamdMecrivs Iflig 
O FRONT PAGE CHAL- 
LENGE 
9 ALF AlF makes a rock muvc 
v>4eo to impress lynn In stereo 
(Rl 
9 © INNOCENCE LOST 
THE EROSION OF AMERI- 
CAN CHILDHOOD Juvenile 
Ciena runaways and teen preg 
nancy are among the topics m«es 
tigetive reporter Geraido Rivera 
eipkye* m a kve special that will 
attempt to Show the reunion jf 
missing children with thee tami 
ke* 
9 ADVENTURE R^ha-d Bur 
Ion nanate* Ihi* documentary 
chronicling the three year rourrvey 
of Se Ranulph Fiennes who led 
the tesi aipedilion to c*cumnavi 
gate the E arth along its poUw ens 
©WONDERWORKS :u- ■- 
and the Towers This drama 
based on a true Story chronicles 
ihe friendship thai develops be- 
■vteen a streetwise Hispamc boy 
ant sn eccentric Italian immigrant 
as h.- bueds the Waits Towers m 
Los Anpekts wtveh after its com 
pfetion Decomes a ma*> fork art 
treasure Miguel Alamo Alan 
Arbussiar   J 
CDGUNSMOKE 
8:30 
O 9 MY SISTER SAM Pan. 
invite* a punt, rocker to a parly 
Sam s  throwing Ic* he*   advents 
mg client*    ifll g 
O   AIRWAVES  torn   .s  he«| 
broken alter she is dumped by her 
tHiyfre>nd   while Matt is royfully m 
hive 
9   VALERIE   W.llie  wrecks  his 
lather s tar end then tuns io avow! 
Lining  punished  by   admitting  ins 
IMtfeM in siereo IR)Q 
9:00 
O      9      NEWHART      When 
OK* S check bounces at ihe bank 
everyone thmhs has broke   (Rig 
8 RACING GAME Needte 
MOVIE s> • Hostage 
Flight 119851 Ned Beatty Dee 
Walla.. Stone Faced with Ihe 
Ihrejl of execution passengers 
aboard a *kyiacked ae.retr bcrUty 
retaliate agamsi thee terrorist 
capices In stereo IRIQ 
9 NATIONAL GEOGRAPH- 
IC ON ASSIGNMENT Fee 
lured jlijiune fishermen p-oteci 
ihemselves horn great white 
shark* off the coast of Austraka 
American medrcs perform plastic 
surgery m Cusco Peru a camel 
recemSaucb Arabia 
9 © AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE Story of a Marriage In 
Shattow* ol War and Renew 
al Ihe Vaughn famify s concern 
shifts to Brother s iMatthew B>0 
Jerrckl In/mess and garnfHing as 
rver) a* battling irse flu epidemic 
that hits Harrison durmg the final 
year of World War I Released 
theeirieuy m 1985 e* 19IB 
Halhe Foote and William 
Conver*e Roberis *iar    IPart  3 of 
3ig 
9 MOVIE **•> Save The 
Tiper (19731 Jack Lemmon 
Jack Celford A mddSe aged dress 
man.ifaclurer i* unable IO recon 
cile the hero worship of his youlh 
with iim degradation* he is forced 
10 submit himself lo m the busi 
ness world 
(TMC) MOVIE **Vj B«od 
AJkav    H955I 
9:30 
O 9 DESIGNING WOMEN 
Charlene agree* to sponsor Mary 
Jo s daughter m ihe   Miss Pre 
Teen Atlanta Contest   IRl 
10:00 
0 9WEST67TH 
Q NATIONAL Q 
© NEWS 
10:26 
O JOURNAL 
10 30 
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPN) BASEBALL'S GREAT- 
EST   HITS Highlights of the    71 
AH Star Game 
11:00 OO 999 NEWS 
9     INNOVATION     (Season 
Premiere) Th.» Emmy wmmng se 
ties eaemines health   science and 
new lechnology   Today   an eipk> 
ranon ol health haiards that may 
plague a mus«ian or dancer   E 
Street Band drummer Mai Wem 
berg it featured 
© DARK SHADOWS 
CD   ©   LATE   SHOW Guest 
host  Tee wee Merman   In stereo 
(ESPN) BOSTON 
MARATHON REVIEW 
ITMC)   MOVtE   •>#      Comman 
do        1)986) 
THE 
ELKS CLUB 
Open to the public 
Daily for Lunch & 
Open Friday May 8, 6-8:30 
for Elks & Guests. 
Please Call for Reservations 
352-2149 
200 Campbell Hill Rd., Bowling Green 
. I  I  I   I 11  II  I  I  I   1  I  I  I  I  I   t. 
i 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
LARGEST MOVIE SELECTION 
IN BG!    . 
OVER 5000 MOVIES! 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 
99" to $1.95 depending on movie 
NOW SHOWING: 
FERRIS 
FPOWBfVONO 
CHOKE CANYON 
TRUE STOWES 
ALEN PREDATORS 
plus many more 
j   iinl to nw   I 
j JW 3rd moM lrn> I 
input «wn 
112 E. WASHINGTON       352-4171 
nTrrTTi rm 
FALCON HOUSE 
Tur it/m 0m I Sere—r tmimmtm fa Hi* 
Corns to Falcon Houw 
for all your BGSU T- 
ihlrti, Swsatshlrti and 
all other accessorial 
j 140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
FfWay/flprl 17,1987 16 
TUEiOAV 
AFfM.21. 1M7 
(••<«• • IN) IvDnW 
EVENING 
OOO 
Q OSS NEWS 
ffl PM MAGAZINE Boctyuurld- 
mg entrepreneur Jos Gold the an- 
nual migration of monarch butter 
that   from   (ha   northern   Untied 
Siatat to Memco 
fflOCEANUS 
CD MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD © DIFF RENT STROKES 
(ESPN? SPOflTSLOOK 
6:30 
O CBS NEWS 
ID NBC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWSQ 
S NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
O GET SMART 
ffi FACTS Of LIFE 
IESPNI NBA TOOAY 
7:00 
QCBS NEWS 
S COUNTRY REPORT 
WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
CD   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT inlermew Franks Awalon 
end Annette Fumceeo Intiarao 
£) NEWLYWEO GAME 
0    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
© WONDERFUL WORLD 
Of DISNEY Tha Swamp 
Fo» The British gal uneipecied 
results whan they aitempi lo am 
bush Revolutionary War laadar 
Gan Franctt Marion Una Swamp 
Foil   Stars Lethe  Nielsen    (From 
I960) 
(D GIMME A BREAK I 
ffi M'A-S-H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
ITMC1   MOVIE   **'»      Enptor 
m H9BSI 730 
Q PM MAGAZINE Bodvburfd 
mg entrepreneur Joe GoM lha an 
nuai migration ol monarch butter 
(Ms from lha northern Unitad 
StaiM to Me»co Kid V>d Hids 
test Daeas Tr.vta 
O STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOfFS    No<n»   or    Smythe 
Divis-on  Final Game  Ona    Teams 
lo I— announced and starting time 
>i tentative   (Live) 
CD JEOPARDY 
QD TAXI 
CD DATING GAME 
CD    BASEBALL    Toronto   Blue 
Jays ai Cleveland Indieni n ..el 
© THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN) BASEBALLS GREAT- 
EST HITS Highlights of ttva    77 
World    Series      I Yankee*    vs 
Dodgers) 
BOO 
O 0 DINOSAURI Chrrsto 
pher Reeve narratei th>i stop 
motion animated spec-el etmh 
ruptures the hves ol the g>gant>c 
creatures ihai inhabited Earth 00 
m*on year* belore Ihe arrival ol 
man  IRICJ 
B MATLOCK Mattock s lor 
mar mentor ■» framed lor a hrt 
end-run horruode In stereo ifii 
ffi GROWING PAINS M*e 
becomes e model employee at a 
test loud restaurant (Flip 
CD CD NOVA An examnation ol 
advances m reproduclm techno" 
ogv which while eeowmg infertile 
couples more way* of becoming 
parents atso raise controversial 
medical legal end moral oves 
lions   (RiCJ 
ffi MOVIE * * * The French 
l*>utenents      Woman 11981) 
(ESPN) DIVING American Cup. 
from Miss**. V*|0  Cefcf   (Tapedl 
e 30 
tt) SLEDGE HAMMERI 
Shtoge stands Irial lor the murder 
ol one ol the city's most notori- 
ous hoods In stereo Q 
9:00 
O CD CARNEGIE HALL: 
THE (.RAND REOPENING 
Highlights ol reopening ceremo 
nets at the musrc hall which m. 
naNy opened its doors in 1891 
include performances by ceMbn 
t*S including Benna Vatente 
Leonard Bernsism. Franli Sinatra 
and Vo Vo Ma Taped December 
15 1986 In stereo. C? 
• GIMME A BREAK) NeH 
and Addy leem that miaeig busi- 
ness and friendship n a bad idee 
in stereo CJ 
ffi MOONLIGHTING Thu 
spool ol Tha Taming ol the 
Shrew features David and Mad- 
dre as Shakespeare s *ernng cou- 
ple IRIQ 
9 CD FRONTLINE This mvet 
tigation ol how lore-gn pokey •% 
made reconstructs U S pokey 
toward Nicaragua since the begin 
nmg or the Reagan presidency 
Famed m Nicaragua Honduras 
Miami and Washington DC g 
(TMC. MOVIE *# Coda 
Name Emerald 119861 Ed 
Hams MaiVonSydow In 1944 
a double agent mttltiates occupied 
Pans to ensure that a captured 
American officer doetn t divulge 
details ol the upcemmg Norman 
dy-vevon    PG 
9:30 
B THE TORTELLIS Nick MM 
l'i make up lor tost time by paying 
mote    attention    in   Anthony     In 
stereo 
(ESPN) VOLLEYBALL U S vs 
Braiii    !.,[,.■ i 
10:00 
CD NBC NEWS SPECIAL    A 
Trehon   lor   Defense    What   Have 
We Bought'    Q 
ffl MAX HEADROOM Ed-son 
Iktes inn" the authorities alter 
bemg framed on mmmel charges 
In stereo  i J 
CD LOOKING BACK TO THE 
FUTURE: RAYMONO 
LOEWY Th.s 'tver.ww ol Ray 
mond (oewy s contributions lo 
the look ol the 20th century •■ 
ammes his product and logo da 
signs including the CoMtpot re 
frigeretor the She" end E«»on 
logos end the interior ol Skytab 
IRIQ 
IB MOVERS IN SEARCH 
OF      THE     CONSTITUTION 
m I  lor 
Public TelevsKm foufnal.st Bel 
Movers enamm-s the U S Consti- 
tution its evolution end its impact 
on ihe Me ol every American f p. 
soda iniormation to be an 
nOunced CJ 
Ot NEWS 
10:30 
Q NATIONAL Q 
O TOO CLOSE FOR COM 
FORT    Munel s    lormer    singjng 
partner makes a vmi and has Mu 
nei   -vonoer.no.   what  it  would  be 
kke il site had pur sued a career 
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
10:66 
Q JOURNAL 
llcOO 
O CD (D Q} NEWS 
(0   BOWLING   GREEN   FO- 
RUM 
SO*>'K SHADOWS 
(£)   LATE   SHOW   Guest 
host   Lowe Anderson   In stereo 
(ESPN)    INSIDE    THE     PGA 
TOUR 
(TMC, MOVIE   ## Vl     Stat< 
119861 
WEONESOAV 
APRIL 22. 1967 
6:00 
00 CD CD NEWS 
83   PM   MAGAZINE   Studying 
whales   m   Hawae.   children   tab 
about today s television Shows 
S WILD  AMERICA A survey 
01 the antler ed deer family mclud 
mg the whttelerl caribou moose 
end elk   lR)Q 
CD    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD GD DIFF'RENT STROKES 
(ISPN) SPOflTSLOOK 
6:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
SNBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS : j 
CD NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
CD GET SM^RT 
ED FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN)    INSIDE    THE     PGA 
TOUR 
7 00 
0 CBS NEWS 
OCOUNTRY CANADA 
CD WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
QD     WHISPERING     HOPE: 
UNMASKING      THE      MYS- 
TERY     OF      ALZHEIMER S 
DISEASE  A documentary about 
peopir-   jtffccied   with  the  degen 
eralive bram disease 
CD NEWLYWEO GAME 
CD    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD MOVIE** The Secret Ol 
The Pond M9/SI iPart I ol 2l 
Moses Gunn Anthony /e<D* A 
visit tn Ihe his uncle s home m the 
Vagyna bayou teaches a teen ager 
tu respnl Ihe swampland and its 
mhatxianis    *     Wonderlul World 
01 Disney    presentation 
CD GIMME A BREAK! 
(DM'A'S'H 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC)   MOVIE   **   .      Secret 
Pieces        119841 
7:30 
O PM MAGAZINE Studying 
whales m Hawaii Hockey Mouse 
hold Review ol new movie re 
leases Working Girls Dallas 
Tinna 
Q DANGER BAY j L consid 
ers adopting a young gel who was 
loundhKhnginiheAowarium (Rl 
CD JEOPAROY 
S DATING GAME 
TOO CLOSE FOfl COM- 
FORT Henry s blood pressure 
soars when on ihe way to an <n 
surance physical he s trapped ft 
an elevator with Monroe 
V THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN) 8TANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS Adams or Patrick 
Division Final Game Two Teams 
to be announced and starting trme 
■s tentative (Live) 
8:00 
CD) ALMANACK Features new 
research (indulge from babies 
with AIDS better ma Cynthm Gre 
gory Cleveland s Medical Center 
lor the performing arts 
0 FIFTH ESTATE An m.esi. 
gation into a stmg operation called 
Operation Falcon wtveh was 
.meant to halt an international 
DUck market m buds but had tel- 
ler em results 
B ROXIE Ro.ie s afraid to tell 
Marctt that her game-show idea 
■links 
B OUR PLANET TONIGHT 
John Houseman and Morgan Fair 
chad serve es anchors in this 
Spool ol iniormation-enterlein- 
ment programs Rich Hall Martha 
Qunn and Jay leno era contrrbut 
ino coriespondents in stereo 
B   PERFECT   STRANGERS 
1 any and Bab! nsk braakmg thew 
apartment lease by taking HI a 
stray dog  |RKJ 
B SKATING SPECTACU- 
LAR 1967 Champion skaters 
Jin Trenary B'<an Bortano Scott 
Gregory and Sutenne Seman>ck 
Todd Waggoner and G-ihan 
Wecltsman ro-n ihe Genesee Fig 
^e Skating Club m this aihibnion 
taped m Rochester   S V   In star 
© TOLEDO SCRAPBOOK 
Wheels 
CQGUNSMOKE 
CD MOVIE * * The Celen 
<l.tr    fur     Murders      I 19841 
8 30 
B TAKE FIVE Andy and a lor 
mer iiHicemale strAe up a bnel 
i om an tit relationship 
CD   HEAD   OF   THE   CLASS 
Cherlw plans to open a contempo 
tary    IWW»I    ol    Shakespeare s 
Hamlet      ft   an  off New   Jersey 
theater   iRiIJ 
CD STRINGER 
■too 
O   B   MAGNUM.    P.I.   H.g 
gms   uses   h.s   army   naming   to 
teach survival skills tu a group ol 
ruveniles hum a prison (arm  IRI 
O   BLOOD     SWEAT   AND 
TEARS   Oe.ul   Claytor,   Thomas 
and    the   original   members   ol 
Blood   Sweat and Tears perform 
You Made Me So Very Happy 
and     When  t  Die     ma concert 
taped m (ngland 
B   NIGHT   COURT   A   ......o. 
earthquake led.at Dan RQI and 
two sumo wrestlers trapped m an 
elevator   <F)| 
B OYNASTY Mauner s dash 
mg nephew arnves on the scene 
with an eye lor Atoms Sammy Jo 
tetis Steven to leave her and Dan 
ny alone CJ 
B MARK RUSSELL 
IB SKATING SPECTACU- 
LAR 1987 Champion skaters 
Jrll Trenary Biujn B-ntervj Scoll 
Gregory and Su/enne Sememck 
Todd Waggoner and Gillian 
Wechsman |Oin the Genesee Fig- 
ure Skatmg Club m thrs aihibition 
taped in Rochester    N Y   In stet- 
CD MOVIE * * Escape From 
Bogen    County       119771 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Clue 
(19851 t4eenBrennen   Tan Curry 
9:30 
B EASY STREET Former Ln 
Vegas showgjrl IK McGurre m- 
rangea to have her scrum/ uncle 
and has best frrand move mto he* 
mansion  In stereo  IRI 
5 FLAPPER STOflY Arcr*v»t 
lootage interviews end the muarc 
ol the Jeff Age highlight this por 
trail ol the 20th century a few 
emancipated women the 
Heppers whose frrvofciy and defi- 
ance of conventional behavior epr 
tomife Ihe Roaring 20s IRICJ 
10:00 
O fi HOUSTON KNIGHTS 
The sole witness to the murder o* 
a motorcycle officer is an evasive 
ghetto youngster 
Q NATIONAL CJ 
B BRONX ZOO Mary Cwfrn - 
work as a tutor Irjr runaways at a 
crisis center forces her to come to 
terms with her own lour year es 
frengement   |lum her   mother     In 
stereo 
6 MARIAH Sheffield egorwes 
over the prospect ol presiding 
Over en execution at Marian CJ 
B CD ON STAGE AT WOLF 
TRAP Sing*. Karen Akers pe*- 
lorms selections from the musi- 
cals Workmg West Side Sto- 
ry Chess and Les 
Miserabtes as ws* as compos. 
lions made famous by Jacques 
8re< George Gershwin and Edith 
Piel in stereo 
CD NEWS 
10:26 
O JOURNAL 
10:30 
CD WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
IESPNI FISHIN1 HOLE 
1 1.00 
OOBBCDNEWS 
BART BEAT 
CD DARK SHADOWS 
CD 03 LATE SHOW Guest 
host George Oedel Scheduled 
the Psychedelic Furs Imusic 
group)   In stereo 
fTMCI MOVIE * Murphy s 
LM       I986i 
THURSDAY 
APRIL 23   1987 
( m^v •  isar'.  Omt  -. 
2' 
EVENING 
BOO 
O OB B NEWS 
€D    PM     MAGAZINE    Drug 
abuse m Hollywood   a lamty that 
takes ir young profesSKynai hoc* 
ey players 
SOCEANUS 
CD    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD CD DIFF RENT STROKES 
(ESPNI SPOflTSLOOK 
6:30 
BCBS NEWS 
B NBC NEWS 
B *BC NEWS CJ 
B NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
B GET SMART 
CD FACTS OF LIFE 
IESPNI    WINNER S    CIRCLE 
HORSE RACING MAGAZINE 
7.00 
I CBS NEWS 
| TO BE ANNOUNCED 
| WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT    interview      act-ess 
Jecouetine Bisaet   In stereo 
B NEWLYWEO GAME 
B    MACNEIL    /    LEHflER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD MOVIE * * The Secret Of 
The Pond    11975) IPari 2 ol 2) 
CD GIMME ABREAKI 
£DM#A*S*H 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCi MOVIE **'■>     The S. 
lent One    11984) 
7:30 
0 PM MAGAZINE Drug 
abuse m Hollywood Off Road 
King Mickey Thompson Daring 
Driver Chel Bernard 
B STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOfFS Norm or Smyths 
Division (mal Game Two Teams 
to be announced and Starting time 
is tentative* ILivel 
8 JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
* DATING GAME 
TOO CLOSE   FOR COM- 
FORT in a 50s flashback   Henry 
and Munel relate a rocky part of 
their  romance to  Jackie who has 
to decide between marriage end a 
ceteet or lose Brad 
CD THREE S COMPANY 
IESPNI SPEEDWEEK 
8:00 
Q B WIZARD A robot creat 
ed by S*nun is Ihe prime suspect 
m a murder mvestigehon IRI 
B COSBY SHOW Grandma 
end Grandpa Hu.table celebrate 
thee 'i()ih wedding anniversary 
will the Count Basra Orchestra In 
stereo IRICJ 
B DUKES OF HAZZARD 
S MOYERS IN SEARCH 
OF THE CONSTITUTION Pui 
KHI PrsM *mner Michael Kern 
men discusses the Constitution s 
role m public conscrf rsness Fry 
rest McDonald eaplca s the docu 
ment s mtekectual origms his ton 
an Or Olive Taylor profiles buxks 
and others who were excluded 
from p-uiectron 
CD THIS OLD HOUSE The ad 
dUMin s l.nai plans are reviewed 
with   the   architects    a  visit   to • 
setvag» yard  iRlCJ 
CD GUNSMOKE 
CD MOVIE   **    .       The Taking 
01 Perhem    One      Two      Three 
119741 
(ESPNI MAJOR LEAGUES 
GREATEST HITS The F«ien 
8:30 
B     FAMILY     TIES    Sk.ppy s 
slated to become the object of a 
I'uei  fraternity   prank     In   Stereo 
ng 
B WILD AMERICA A 
SlOulter lamrly camping tr-p IOUS 
trates Ihe parallels be!ween grow- 
ing up wed and growing up 
human  CJ 
IESPNI STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOfFS Norr.s or Smythe 
Division (mal Game Two Teems 
to be announced and starting time 
is tentative   ILnre) 
OOO 
OB MOVIE**   I    Double 
take    11986) IPart 2 of 21 
B CHEERS Off tr»* to per 
Suede e wealthy man to marry has 
mother   In stereo   IR) CJ 
B JACK ANO MIKE Job oi- 
ler s on the West Coesi end m 
New York put a stram on Jet*.* 
end M*e s rrurrssge (Rig 
S MYSTERYI Cove. H*r 
Fac« Foftowsrtg SeMy Jupp s 
death lha members of the Maaie 
household form a large part of Su- 
permtendent Detghesh s growing 
kst of suspects as he attempts to 
solve the various murders (Part 5 
of 6)Q 
CD ADVENTURE An interne 
tional team from Australia Eng 
land and tha United States uses 
two holer/ balloons to make the 
lest balloon voyage along the 
Nepalesa Himalayas toward 
Mount Everest CJ 
B MOVIE * * ' - Tha Stone 
Boy 19841     Robert     Duvall 
Jason Presson A midwest em 
larm family muBI lace emotional 
edrustment after a member acci 
rJeniafry kiHs h-s order brother 
fTMCI MOVIE ** Ccmman 
do      t1985) 
9:30 
B NOTHING IN COMMON 
Devvd S nominated lor   an  award 
as advertising man of the year/ in 
stereo CJ 
10:O0 
B   LA.   LAW Becker   beams 
with pi.de as he trans'orms Abby 
into an aggressive divorce attor 
ran   i i IRI 
JENNINGS-KOPPEL RE- 
PORT Ronald Reagan Pater 
Jennings and Ted Kopoel enermne 
the Presnlent a current bahavvor 
by taking a look at his childhood 
screen career and early involve 
ment m politics Q 
B UPSTAIRS. DOWN- 
STAIRS King Edward VII comes 
to dine with the Bellamys but 
Sarah threatens the splendor of 
the occasion by arriving m ad 
■anced labor   (Rl 
CD MYSTERYI MyCouS-iRa 
chel An uneipleined illness 
prompts Phrlip to profess his love 
for Rachel but when she refuses 
Ins marriage proposal he begins 
lo Suspect her involvement m 
Ambrose s death IPart 4 of 4| Q 
CD NEWS 
10 30 
O NATIONAL CJ 
©WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(TMC) MOVIE   **'/    lost in 
Amenta     I'9851 
10:66 
OJOURNAL 
11 00 
OOTjffittJ NEWS 
B AMERICAN ART: A 
VIEW FROM THE WHITNEY 
Artists cities and Whuney Muse 
um curators discuss lha muse 
urn s 1985 B-K-nuji E.he>tK>n an 
invitational showing by 51 con 
temporary artists ol works Ml both 
traditional   and   electronic    medi- 
CD DARK SHADOWS 
CD   CD   LATE    SHOW Guest 
host M-cheie lee in stereo 
MoweRatmga 
Outatencfcng *>*** 
E.cenent         *** Vj 
VeryGood *** 
Good      *>* V» 
NotBad ** 
F«a *H 
Poor * 
Churchill's 
Video 
**& % 
'$ 
Monday - Thursday 
$1.89 Overnight Rental 
VCR Rentals $4.95 
1141 S. Main St. 354-2526 
Remember 
Secretaries 
Week 
Apr. 20-24 
906 Napoleon 
353-8381 
Hours: Fri. 6-8pm 
Sal. 8-4pm 
Sun. noon-4pm 
_ __—_  
The Arrangement 
3524101 
3524143 
Nettie 
181 (B)S. Main 
Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
one of the following 
with this ad 
haircuts, perms, 
manicures, 
cellophanes, 
highlighting 
expires 5-1-87 
